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Free Exhibition

Exchanoe St, Portland.
Eight Dollars a Year in advauce.

BUSINESS CARDS.

—

At

165 Aliddle Street.

Work supplied

whereby

to pay for the
Machine when desired.

The work can be taken out and made at home.
To those not having
Sewing Machines and Intending to purchase, we would suggest the probability of
our giving more practical assistance toward the seleca S00<1
machine, from the fact of having used
1?*
all kinds, on all kinds of work, than would be aeriv^serving the fanciful performance of some
skillful operator.

SIMPLE

AS

179 Commercial Hi., Portland.
Side agents in Maine for the sale and shipment of
the Celebrated Coal mined by Messrs. Hammett Neill & Co., of Philadelphia.
We have also for sale at lowest market
price,

Wilkesbarre, Scranton, Lackawanna, and Pittston
Coals, shipped from the vicinity of New York. Vestraii]>ortation of coals from
point desired.
tfhpr27

MAY

Y KT—

EFFECTIVE and PRACTICAL,
DUTILA.m.E,
COARSE

NOT

Will
FROM

save

HEAVY,

AND

you
AND

DELA Y.

Such

guarantee to sell
WILL BUlf OF US.

we

DENTIST,
where he invites and can better accommodate those
who mav favor him .with their patronage.
Dr. Johnson has associated with himself as a partner, Dr. A. W. FRENCH, a Deutist of ability and
skill, and all o]>erations pertaining to dental surgery
will be performed by them iu the most
satisfactory

ap29eodlm

3.SCHUMACHER^

T.

No. 4

MITCHELL
»PU_Na*

18

PORTLAND,

WM.

&

€©.,

Card & Job
109

Printer,

those that
Machine to call at

oc4dly

AT

well earned

and

constantly on hand,
keep
Machines In the

ap22 tc

CHAS. A. WARREN,

n

full

a

as-

styles of

various

BROKER,

Sole

COMMISSION MERCHANT,
MOUTH DELAWARE AVENUE,

PHILADELPHIA.^

WILLOWS,

Dunn &

Henry

(TJP

Philadelphia.
B. Hamel, Jr.

J.

less than

Where

Counsellor and

Also Malta machine made and

SILK

MAINE.

__________

Counsellor

Attorney and

No. 18 Pemberton Sqr., Boston, Mass.
Refers to Hon. E. R. Hoar; Hon. Nathan Clifford,
Judge ef the Supreme Court, U. S.; Hon. George F.
Shepley, Judge of the Circuit Court. U. S.; Hon. D.
W. Gooch, and Hon. Ginery Twichell.
jn3-6m

Flour, Grain and Provision

Merchants,

*8 MOUTH CANAL STREET,
c. f.
J. W.

davV lChlcag0’

Chicago
Tillson, 206Statest.,Boston. v^IllLogU*
npy___

GEORGE D. JOST,

FRESCO PAINTER

Stocks

McDUFFEE,

order Slate at Jf. it. naie

d.

and Cross

Streets.

W.

de20

tf

Dearing Block

Anr Pamna

ara

tier! Kalnir Ilia

Middle

tap*A11 kinds ol repairing neatly done. FurniOC25-NI9r T&Stf
boxed and malted.

150

700
190

Italian & American Marble,
BEET,
NTBEET.
of Italian

keep
and A eric
Murhle, ami will recelre orders to
SHALL
«at to Size all kinds of Monumental stock, at prices
Xu

wuia-

aug'22

V*.

William a.evaes,
COUNSELLOR AT LAW

ap3d

t

FOK SALEI

HOUSE,

SPRINGrVALE.

WILL BE SOLD CHEAP!
As the

wants to go West.

owner

SAMUEL D. TEBBETS.

Jan31_

STAGE

NOTICE

Old Line Re-Established J
and after May 1,
land and Brldgton
ea> at 7 o clock a. m,

ON

1872, stage. will leave Portevery day, (Sunday, except-

passing

the old route.
at Raymond with
Stage from Bolster
Mills and intermediate places on that route
Mondays,
Wednesdays, Fridays, and on return Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays.
jyTickets sold on the Boston Boat for all places
on the above route.
All Express business promptly and faithfully attended to. Book at the United States Hotel. All orders left at 34 Centre st. will be attended to.
CHADBOURN & CHURCH.
my 1-dtf

Connecting

~FOR

over

HALE.

FORT FAIRFIELD.

Jyl

tr

SOUTHERN

Notice.
and Funeral Wreath# PreBerve<l, at 31
Drattle #t., Al#o Hair Work done to order, and
Instructions given. Satisfkction guaranteed.

BRIDAL

ai>30dlw

NETTING,

M AN U FA C Tit El) 11

E. HOOPER it- SONS.
Bullimsre, Mil.

Send lor price-list.

jell

____

Gig Saw For Sale.
(latt Saw,

nearly

new.

or

ad-

Cor. York

Maple#

Adoption.
anv one should wish
can
of oue at 21T

hear

Porter,
S
I

SS5

to

adopt

a

FORE ST.

Ale &

little girl,

they

my2dlw

Lager Beer.

FIEtn Ac CO., 34 Cwart lqs«i»,
1# prepared to furnlah Porter, Ale,
^f*e.r ®e*r In halve# and quarter barrels,

we» or one
V-

B. W

my3-2w

landfall?

and

for

hv

dozen and

upwards.
up26dlm

of A. E. STEVENS &
< ommercial at.
Possession given immediately,

Enquire

CO.,

146 and

.148

w3m

we

>n

Monday

and

Tuesday,

A

LARGE

VARIETY

1

Made

Ready

Suits,

and Glace

Mokair,

MILLINERY.
imitation Japanese Suits,

Which will be sold at

Security

TAYLOR &

my3-3t

Grocery

bottle# in quantlSent by Fk press C.

CO., 20 State St. Boston.

Store For Sale.

of great value; small stock; two liousef
on premises, and 5000 feet land; corner estate;
the property on the increase; this is one of the best
investments ever ottered; terms easy; price $8,200;
owner going to Germany.
TAYLOR &
20 State st., Boston, Mass.

LOCATION

CO.|

**T>SYCHOMANCY,

or

SOUL

CHARMING,"

JL How either sex may fascinate and gain the love
\n4 affections of any person they choose, instantly.
This simple mental acquirement all can possess, free
by mail, for 25 cents, together with a marriage guide,
Egyptian Oracle, Dreams. Hints to Ladies, &c. A
queer exciting book. 100,000 sold. Address T. William & Co., Pub>, Phila.
ap2t4w

Important to Owners of Vessels.
JEWETT is now ready to open an estabon Merrill’s Wharf for
• lishment
applying
Stacy’s patent duck preserver, warranted to prevent
mildew on sails of all kinds; also Tents and Awnings
All orders left at
GEORGE CWYIWf,
(Wharfinger's) office or at the establishment will be
to.
mayld2w*
attended
promptly

AM.

BEST

REPORT OF THE CONDITION
OF

Seersucker and Print

QUALITY,

THE

to those who wish

to in-

recommend Northern

j

Pacific

Loans

and Discounts,.

44

44

44

44

—ALSO—

581,248 77

circulation.
deposits.
hand.

on

140

300,000
100,000
12,700
31,396 72
82,918 19

secure
“

Exchange

St.

mortgage on
Land Grant

a

New

171 64
21,280 22
2,497 81

8,131
6,641
2,065 16
7,67950

uiiqucBiivunvu:

Land

proceeds

9UUUTUJ*

of all sales

of

by

the Trustees of the bondholders

as

required

Sinking Fund

to the

value of the bonds.
The Northern Pacific

Railroad

Company will, during the present
month of April, offer lor sale and
about Two Million
Acres of Its Lands in Minnesota,
and many thousand acres are already taken and applied for. Thus
the immense landed estate of tbe
Company begins at once to be
available.
or

CALL AND SEE

00

Discount.14,398
Profit and Lois.43,244

Premium

account,.870

300,000

118,513 76
270,000
4,546

Circulation.
Dividends unpaid. 3,126
Individual Deposits. 326,699
U. S. Deposits. 23,773
Deposits of U. S. Disbursing
Officers. 56,605
Due to other National Banks.
4,039
Due to other Banks.
215

April
414,658 63
81,026 5S

BLACK SILKS
-AT-

A member of the Swiss National Council is

Washington, to lear the best place for
immigrants to select for settlement.
Mrs. Swisshelm ought to be able to steer
Swiss

them,

teHTARI.ISHEn

Manufacturer of

8 790

74’,794
4,573

2<
31

Gold & Silver Leaf, Bronze,

30 000
500
3 568 K
Cl

16,300
2,340 21
60,000

Plate,

6!

No. 33 Hawking St., near Sudbury Street,
[BOSTON, MASS.
ap27*3m
ty Refining done at short notice.

LIABILITIES.

600,006

Surplus Fund. 120 006
Discount. 20,130 58
Loss. 110,646 48

only the tinkling, sweet-toned little Music
Boxes, but larger and larger ones, up to immense instruments that produce sonnds as powerful as those
of a Pianoforte, and till a house with melody. Call
Not

National Bank Circulation outstanding..
State Bank

..

unpaid....
Individual Deposits.

Dividends

National Banks.
State Banks.

251,058 0 i
479,550
9,433
785

soon

at 33

COURT STREET and select

one

325,921 5 I *arge stock, so that it may
6,844 4
Chime Christmas,
1,231 6 !
or ring the New
Year, in the ears of your
■

$1,674,873

6

•

family!

from

the

delighted

-GUITARS,FLUTES, BAND INSTRUI, B. C. Somerby, Cashier of “The Canal Nations I
an<* a
assortment, of other instruments,
Bank, of Portland,” do solemnly swear that th f MUSIC and MUSICAL MERCHANDISE, also for
sale at the store of
above statement is true to the best of my knowledg
C- HAYNES & CO., 33 Court St.,
and belief.
B. C. SOMERBY, Cashier.
..
[OpiKMite the Court House.)
dec"-ddtwtc
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 2d day 0 r
GEO. C. PETERS, J. P.
May, 1872.
I. o. O. F.
Correct, Attest:
Encampment No. 1, will hold a
W. W. Thomas,
special meeting at Odd Fellows’ Hall, on Sat)
Wm. Hammond,
Directors.
May
4th, at 7} o’clock.
urday
evening,
J
A. L. Gilkky,
A fall, punctual attendance in
)
requested, as busi3t
will
ness
come before the meeting.
of
Importance
_my3
my3-3tN. Q. CUMMINGS, Scribe.
Free to Book Agents.
To Traders!
We #111 fund a handsome Prospectus of our Nei

MACH1GONNE

illustrated

Family Bible containing

over

450 fin

s

c

I

Scripture Illustrations to any Book Agent, free
charge. Address National Publishing Co., Phils.,
ap!3t4w

P

A RAKE chance for Business—Store, Dwelling
J \ House, Lot Land and Barn for sale or to let;
near Portland, on line Railroad.
Apply at 14 Exap34dlw
change st.

BE SOFT

PORTLAND,

IN THE STATE OF MAINE,
At the close of Business April 19th, 1872.
RESOURCES.
Loans and Discounts
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation
Other Stocks, Bonds and Mortgages
Due kora Redeeming and Reserve Ag’ts
44
44
other NatfonaUBanks
44
44
44
Banks and Bankers,
Banking House
Other Real Estate
Current Expenses,
Cash Items
Bills of other National Banks

$1,163,541

59

102,732

81

535,000
50,349 19
9,275 25
21216

20,000
20,000
3,868 42
57,177 79
15,129

872 46
10,927 26
64,000 00

R E MOV A L.
We have this day removed from our old stand
change Street, to

LIABILITIES.

on

Ex-

AARON R. ALDRICH & CO.

THE NEW

800,000

Capital Stock,
Surplus Fund

160,000 00
27,414 68
110,328 65

Discount,
Profit and Loss,

STUFFS

1,590
467,792 58
5,831 10

National Banks,
other Banks and Bankers,

928 92

2.053.085 93
I
STATE OF MAINE,
8
of Cumberland, f
I, William A. Wlnship, Cashier of the Casco National Bank, do solemnly swear that the above statement is true to the best of my knowledge and belief
WM. A. WINSHIP, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me, this first day of

County

1872.

A. F. GERRISH, Justice of Peace.
\
Correct, Attest:—S. E. Spring,
J.

PANTALOON

May 2d3t

Walker,

{ Directors.

Geo. P. Wescott, )

—AT—

W.
137

C.

BECKETT’S,

MIDDLE

STREET,

attention of the public. Also the
worthy
goods lust received for BUSINESS SUITS and all
other kinds of garments for gentlemen's wear.
Please call and see them.
are

the

W. C. BECKETT, Merchant Tailor.
ap27-3w

137

Middle St., Portland, Me.

gent out In Iowa, having

starting a newspaper,
applied to a classical acquaintance for advice
concerning that most important prelimiuary,
a title.
His friend, after mature deliberation,
is said to have suggested the 'lAugur," as
indicative of the power of divination, which
characterizes successful journalism. Highly
pleased with this hint, the editor of the
future departed to set up his introductory
article; but it is supposed that hq either
forgot the exact word proposed, or modestly
reflecting that the proportions of his enterprise scarcely warranted so high sounding an
appellation,' adopted what he deemed a diminutive thereof; at all events, his paper has
appeared, and is called the Gimlet.
I never reared a dear gazelle—
One reason Is I never tried—
Bat if I had, and loved It well,
The little reptile would havadled.
My rich, unmarried uncle John
I’ve known full long and loved full
Bat he continues to live on,—
*1 wish he were a dear gazelle 1

well.

never nursed a tree or a flower
With tender care from day to day,
But some rude wind or beating shower
Was sure to carry it away.
I’ve humored uncle’s every whim,
From childhood to the present hour.
But nothing disagrees with him,—
I wish he were a tree or flower!"

I regularly choose
Fork steak and lobster for his suppers,
ere I stand In his shoes.
They’ll be worn to the very uppers.
What's this? A telegram! “Last night
Your uncle died. Of course you knew
Had sunk his cash—and very right—
In purchasing a Life Annuity/’

I

fear,

It; he

Musical aad Dramatic.
Mdlle. Pauline Lucca (Baroness von Raden) has been received with extraordinary
favor at Covent Garden, London, at her first
one
appearance as /ienna, m rra xuavuio.
is now the reigning queen of opera in Europe.

Gounod has this little peculiarity, that he
composes all his operas after midnight, scarcely ever having written a line of music by daylight. We have the sad intelligence that his
nervous

system has become utterly prostrat-

He is

now

under treatment at a

hospital

The monument to Franz Schubert, the
composer, at Vienna, will be unveiled on the

A notable character in St. Petursburg
recently deceased.—Count ScheremetyefT.

Waterford Sweden & Lovell

iSSSj,!?

In

The chorus cost him #30,000 a year,
are not sufficiently Inclined to

and his heirs

melody to keep

up the

costly pleasure.

Three new German

singars, Herren Richard, Eisenbach and Wiegand, have made
their debut at the Stadt Theatre, New York.,
agpearing in Halery’s “La Juire.” Mme.
Fabbir was the Rebecca. Richards is highly
praised both as singer and actor, and compared by critic* to Wachtel.
as

The Parepa-Rosa troupe gave “Trovatore
their farewell performance in Brooklyn.

Madame Pauline Viardot has been appointr
ed Professor of vocal music in the Conservaconfined extory of Paris, her teaching being
females.
to
clusively
the tragedienne, made her deWat Frankfort, Germany, in 1849, at the
of Goethe’s birthday anniversary,
and in the difficult role of Iphigenie, In “Iph-

^hnauscheck

Webration

igenie

in Tauris.”

She is

now

performing in

Texas.

MUe. Vestvali will visit this country next
year as a manager of concerts; she has en-

gaged
AN and after Monday May 6th, Stage will lcaro
v
South Paris every afternoon (Sundays excited)
Portat 3:30, or on the arrival of the 1:10 train
from
land for Waterford and So. Waterford, Tuesday
for Sweden and
afternoons
and
Saturday
Thursday
Lovell. Through tickets for sale
In Boston.
Portland, at B. & M. and Eastern Depets
after this
The morning stage will be discontinued
H. MAXFIELD.
2m*
date.

has

consequence the chorus of male voices for the
performance of religious music will cease to

exist.

the sisters

Hildeganl,

Fraulein Gabrielle Spindler,

piansts,
for

a

and

concert

tour.
A performance has recently been given in
London of “Jonah” an oratorio composed by
Carissimi, maestro di capella of the Pontifical
at Home about the year 1640.

Chapel

It

to be

spreading more rapidly and more
widely, than the Washingtonian reform did
in 1840. God’s hand seems to be in this new
uprising of the DeoDle. and it indicates. I
think, that the time is not far distant when
>ur State will be delivered from intemper-

general and prevalent vice. Good
parties and shades of opinion seem
m sympathize in this new work, and to lend
t the support of their unqualified approval,
rhis may be seen in the great meetings at the
City Hall, where that vast auditorium is
:rowded to its utmost capacity, by an enthusiastic audience,while all the broad stair cases
tnd avenues leading to it, are full of people,
vainly seeking entrance; the hand of the Lord
ance, as a
men of all

is in it
The effect of this reform movement will be
to prevent demagogues and unprincipled men
generally, of whatever party, from making
wicked combinations in any direction for the
overthrow of the temperance cause.
Maine
has for many years occupied the forefront of
the battle against intemperance, and all the
world looks to us to lead. Whether we wish
it or not, the fact remains, that our example
will largely control the movement in all English speaking countries, and our success or
defeat will be regarded by all good men everywhere, as a great joy or a great disaster to the
highest interest of man. So f ir, every Indication in this city and State, gives promise
of a glorious triumph for the right. Already,
the commitments to the jail, of this county
have fallen off one half, and the results are
also favorable in the department of the poor.
A day or two ago, a private sight watchman told me me that he has the best opportunities of seeing the effect of the new movement. Every night, there used to be groups
of young and middle-aged men from some of
the most respectable families in town, wandering around among the hotels, with unsteady steps, until a late hour, or rather until
an early hour in the morning.
For a month
past, he says, nothing of this is seen, and
these persons are probably at home at the
proper hours.
I have said heretofore, that every legitimate
trade is injured by the rum-trade, and benefited
by its suppression, but I have just heard of an
exception. A friend of mine was in at a hair
dresser’s, just off Middle street, and asked
him, how the new movement against the
rum-trade was working.
“Very well, I
think, for most people, but not so well for
me.”
for
well
“Not so
you; why, how can
it affect your business ?”
“Well, you see, a
great many men were banging around the Bar
Rooms, and my shop being handy, they’d
come in here to chat and kill time, and would
shaved or have their hair tinkered a bit.
had a good deal of custom that way, but its
all gone now.
And then I used to have,
every morning, as much as six, eight, sometimes as many as ten or more young men
coming in here before breakfast to have their
heads shampooed.” “Heads sham pood 1 why
what was that for?”
“Why, don’t you
kuow ? well, you see, they had had a little
bit of a good time the night before, with
a little whiskey,
brandy, gin champaign
or perhaps beer, and so,
of course, they
woke up in the morning with their heads
and
like
a bunch of
cracking
snapping
Chinese crackers, and after a bottle of
seltzer water or soda water, to settle their
stomachs, as they call it, they czme in here
to be sham pood, an operation that made
them a little comfortable and left a quarter of
a dollar in my till; now all that is gone, and
I used to have a pood deal of it.
“Head*
snapping like fire-crackers ? why you don’t
mean to say, that the same men "would be
•anght in such a scrape a second time?”
Why bless you, it’s a regular thing; a great
many of these ni«a young men about town,
who sport gilt watches aha
ckuui,_regular
swells, you know who—get trusted at thew tailors and shoemakers and never pay, and who
live around among boarding houses kept by
widows, and alter two or three months decamp to other boarding-houses, leaving their
bills unpaid,—why it’s the regular thing for
such fellows to spend all their money in what
they call larks;—every night, a lark, and every morning their heads are like a panful of
pop-corn in full snap, making such a noise,
that it seems to them the cracking can be
heard across a room. Why my dear sir, that
was the regular thing.”
N. D,

fst

Bt'llNEga NOTICES.
The Cause of Temperance finds some of
its most insidious and dangerous foes in the
many so-called “tonics” and “appetizers,”
made of cheap whiskey and refuse liquors, finished up to suit depraved appetites, under the
name of medicines.
Dr. J. Walker's California Vinegar Bitters,
are none of these.

They are not a beverage, but a genuine medicine, purely.vegetable, prepared from California herbs by a regular physician. Foi all diseases of the stomach, liver,
kidneys, bladder,
skin and blood, they are an infallible and unrivalling remedy.
apr30-4wf
Salesman Wanted.—A dry goods clerk is
wanted at E. H. C. Hooper, Biddefonl. None
but good salesmen need apply.
ap30-lw

Miss Cary gives a great concert at Music
Hall, Boston, on the 8th inst., assisted by a
strong force of distinguished musicians. She
sings at Concord on the 9th inst.

479,200

Deposits,

May,

r

conceived the Uaa of

297,743 33
Circulation,
Dividends unpaid,
Due to
Due to

No. 163 Commercial Street,
(NEAR UNION,)
Where we shall with increased facilities, keep a large
stock of Butter, Cheese, Eggs, Lard, Beans, Dried
Apples, Peas, &c
ap22snlw-oslw*

Specie,
Legal Tender Notes,

$2,053,085 93

THOHPROH’N
pomade
optime,
used dally, will make It so. It is entirely a
Vegetable
Compound, exquisitely perfumed,and specially adapted for nourishing the Hair. Sold by
Druggists and
Dealers in Fancy Goods. Price 25 and 50 cents per
bottle.
F. C. WELLS & CO.,
192 Fulton Street, New York.

MUSIC BOXES! MUSIC BOXES

281

THE

Fractional Currency (including nickels)
YOU DESIRE YOUR HAIR TO
DO LUXURIANT
AND GLOSSY?

Gold Foil and Dentists’

34^148

$1,674,873

_

hand I can altord to sell at reasonable prices.
Wreaths and Funeral Designs furnished at short
notice.
ALBERT DIRWANGER, Florist,
unjoy Hill Greenhouse,
my 3-dlw
North and Montreal St.

W. FRANK BACON,

907,M8 M
533,000

Capital Stock paid in.

tion, including the large flowering and variegated
varieties, most ef them fragrant, strong and healty
plants.
My assortment of Dahlias cannot be surpassed,
adding new varieties every year, I keep only the best.
As I have tills
year a very large supply of plants

on

RESOURCES.

Current expenses.
Checks and other Cash Items.
BOls of other National
Banks.
Fractional Cummcy and Nickels.
Legal Tender Notes.

1 sin.

6(W\

j,

—A liter.,

15th inst.

Casco National Bank
AST

VERBENIAS. -Of the last named I
9v/vFv/ can offer this year a very fine collec-

Central train

for nervous diseases.

wl2

OF

Michigan

in

ed.

Schuyler,

FINANCIAL AGENTS OF TEE COMPANY

Zonial Geraniums.

ON

OF PORTLAND,
At Close of Business, April 19^ 1872.

Exchange.

SALE!

pamphlets and
written appli-

REPORT OF THE CONDITION

j. u me?

i

or

Ns. 19 Pine St„ New l'erk.

ROSES,

account of ill health, a first class boarding
house of 40 rooms, on Beacon Hill, Boston, established twenty-one years. Also one of 12 rooms, at
the West
both on lease, and at low rent. Apply
or address, K. S. B. Co., No. 70 Tremont St., Boston,
Room 1.
d2wapr27

CANAL NATIONAL BANK,

rates of the day.
Further and full particulars, with

mchl9d&w3iu

end,

Banking House.
Other Real Estate.

GREENHOUSE

__

CONDITION

erses.

For the present we are offering these Bonds at Oft
and accrued interest in currency, or will exchange
them for Government Bonds, or other marketable se-

Jones &

a

The bard of the St. Louis Democrat coninues: “Know ye the land where the Unitid States Commissioners will locate the
mildings for government use? Where the
rage of lot owners and other petitioners will
Jarnn the location that cooketh their goose ?
0, wild as the accents of lovers’ farewell are
the prices they ask for the grounds they
would sell.”

QUAR-

The ssue is limited to $16,300 per mile, in denominations of $1,000, $500 and $100.
This road, 92 miles long, affords the shortest existing outlet to Chicago, Toledo, Detroit, Fort Wayne,
and intermediate points for the celebrated Block and Bituminous Coals of Parke County, as,
the
for
also,
large surplus products of the rich agricultural and mineral section of the State which it trav-

maps, furnished by us on personal

BEDDING PLANTS,

333 CONGRESS ST.
»p30tf

FOR

PAYABLE

curities, at the

EASTMAN BROS.,

OF THE

Loan* <t.
Discounts.
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation.
Other Bonds.
Due from Redeeming and Reservo
Ag’ts.
Due from other National Banks.

Street.

on

md waked up.

THEY BEAR 8 PER CENT. GOLD

18—tf_

—AND—

• 1,188,745 90
I, Charles Payson, Cashier of the Merchants National Bank, of Portland, do solemnly swear,that the
above statement is true to the best of my knowledge
and belief.
CHAS. PAYSON, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 2d day oi
CHAS. O. BANCROFT, J. P.
May, 1872.
Correct, Attest;
Remskllaeb Cram, j
Geo. S. Hurt,
! Directors.
Chas. Fobeb,
)
my3-3t
REPORT OF THE

Congress

He

Although

Logansport,

33S

AXD
02
00
49

well

it

light, and rushing out upon the platform,
urnped off. The train was running 30 mile3
in hour.
He was not killed but jarred some,

diana.

ED.

Eastman Brothers,

stood

I

ARE COUPON AND REGISTER-

00
77
37

Notes and Bills Re-Discounted.

Due to
Due to

A drummer

the Investment.

Housekeeping Goods,

PAISLEY SHAWLS

T.miis

treamed that the cars were a-fire the other

BONDS,

—AND—

AT SUB USUAL LOW PRICES.

nf St.

long as his wife only pounded him
fists and clubs, but when she stabbed
as

vouldn’t vote to suit her.

FIRST MORTGAGE SINKING FUND GOLD
BONDS OF TBE

INTEREST,

No Trouble to Show Goods

State

Profit and

GOVERNMENT

TERLY IN NEW YORK, FREE
OF GOVERNMENT TAX, AND

NEW

52
45
79

Goods,

sons

lim four times he sued for a divorce.

MORE INCOME

on

William B. Astor

daughters. Vanderand three daughters.

Franklin

mough
vith

bachelor.

a

and two

purchase

gage bonds, or temporarily to the
payment of interest thereon, if nec-

THAN

sons

>ilt has two
Mr.

to be devoted

are

Lenox is
three

las

Crawfordsvllle and
South-Western Railway of In-

SHAWLS!

April iett

32,000

Dress

a new

ess.

Logansport,

CHOICE INVOICE OF

A

fined $26 for
his horse’s

Coming had two sons, one of
dead, and the survivor will have
•3,000,000. E. D. Morgan also had two sons,
»f whom only one survives. Stewart is child-

14 ui

U. S. Bonds to

of

Within forty-eight hours after Mrs. Fanny
murderess, was released on bail at
Jrooklyn, she received several invitations to
ecture!

AND

SUITS.

was

inches

Erastus

and secured by a First

9 1*2 Per Cent,

WHITE

wonderful in its effect and its extent.

fhom is

both the Road and

CHILDREN’S

M. A. BOS WORTH'S,

English lovers

teems

out seven

il.

reform movement among men
who have hitherto been in the habit of
using
new

ntoxicating liquors, more or less moderately,
is most
opportune, as to the time of it, and

1 lyde, the

their income from funds al-

The

her fortune in

discovery steel can be heated
losing its temper; pity that the pro< ess cannot be applied to human beings in
( eneral and to ardent politicians in particu-

-AT-

resources.
Overdrafts.

Wrappers,

sculp-

f art.

By

settlement

-IX-

making

j ongue.

wlO_

essary. This provision will make
the Railroad Company itself a constant and heavy purchaser of its
own securities in the open market
from the time the road is completed until the bonds mature or are all
bought in. The effect of this will
naturally be a steady rise in the

April 33 and 33.

Lewis,

the American

A New York teamster

and cancellation of the first mort1

The Grog Shops—So.

is said to be

hisel,

lulling

ieven-thirties. Bearing Seven and
rhree-teuths (T 3-10) gold interest,

a

WILL OPEN

the lake that burneth with

The charming Swedish cantatriee has left
America, but she leaves behind her remembrances of her exquisitely sweet and brilliant
singing, marvelous dramatic talents, and refined, gracious presence.

ire and brimstone.’

tome on orders received from

ready invested in other securities,

vvaua

BROS.,

pari in

' lave their

,

great extent and value, they
combine unusual Profitableness

mh2-dtt

\

,

of

EASTMAN

Summer Bonnets,

I. A BRA BEE A HON.

First Class manufacturing Business For Sale.
reliable and
very profitable: goods very
staple; always ready sale; business in successful
('Iteration, and will bear the closest Investigation;
terms of payment easy; chance seldom met with;
satisfactory reasons for selling.

my3d3t

Enquire

dr^ LllTI EFiELD^WILSON,
Aooon
|a31tf
and
IF

nnw

SAFE,

FISHERMEN !
Witt.

PINE FLOORING BOARDS AND

PAR STITVP

TWINES AND

in
lot

they

$ a

Plain, Striped

Capital Stock, paid In.
Surplus Fund.60,000

THE.

Wholesale Dealers lu

an mai

one

on

AND

•1,188,715

1872.

~HUST& JEWETT,

*iausiaciory

Houses, No. 09 State street, and the
the rear,
rWO
Vernon Court, together with the
which
stand.

LIABILITIES.

figures.
Portland Agricultural Warehouse
and Seed Store.

PORTLAND, RE.

ttiat will noi iaiM.0 ue

f

The Chicago Post says: “In these soft
pring days, when one of the Carbonari takes
lis stand under your window and begins to
, :law ‘La Marseillaise’ out of his
harp, how
« weetly does
oDf'i mind turn to that grand.
>ld promise hr Scripture:
‘All lyres shall

i tr.

Tbe

SPRING

Specie...
Legal Tender Notes.

For sale at lowest market

TEBBETS

Copying and enlarging done to order
A il the new styles, Berlins, BeJibrants, Meda'liou.
the Porcolahi, or Mezzotint card,and the retouched
card, bv which new process we get rid of freckles
moles, wrinkles, and all imperfections of the skin
Call and judge lor yourselves.
&r >1 olio—Cmood work at Moderate PricA iiu to Please.
es.
may 20

good assortment

Clover,

Hungarian Grass Seed.
bushels Millet,
bushels Orchard Grass,
bushels Seed Oats,
bushels Two-Rowed Barley,
bushels Buckwheat,

Portland, April,

No 152 tliddle Street,

a

Timothy,

Top,

bags Aisike Clover,

PHOTOGRAPHER,

hand

•

KENDALL & WHITNEY.

J. II. I, ATI SO*,

on

No. 157 Commercial Street.

Mile. Nilsson was supported by Miss Cary,
Signor Brignoli and M. Barre. Miss Cary, it
is said, sang with much dramatic power and
expression.

i ties.”

To those who have funds to increase

T»17Ut>

OPENING.

Diamonds,

Other Stocks, Bonds and Mortgages.
Due from Redeeming and Reserve Ag*ts.
Due from other National Banks.
Real Estate.
Current Expenses.
Cash Items..
Bills of other National Banks.
Fractional Currency and Nickels.

26') bushels

850

OF

tire

Oi

STAIRS.

Western Timothy.

3200 bushels

350

Pablok Suits. Louweiss, Spbis» Bbdb,
Mattrkbs.ib,
McDauaugh Patent Bed Lraagu, Eg.
ntzsiled Chairs, he.

PREBLE

may2 lw*

117

bition of

OB POBTLAND, MB.
At Close of Business, April 19, 1872.

Street.,

12 tons New York and Western

Non. 31 J 33 Free Street,

Yard 43

to

TAITVT

\ hem up in your safe for the benefit of my ba-

1 ress of African descent, and the only person
f that tint who has ever won fame with the

INVESTMENT.
vest; and

A. APPLEBY,

or

Hiss E. D. CL IRK,

MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK,

Offinp

GRASS SEED.

175

ODrtdl'J CONUBIM

Pfiat

IT I?

900 sacks Red

NT

the premises,

LADIES’

ENTRANCE

2500 bushels unhulled Camna

1J PHO bSTERER
HANUFACTORER

0 a

the first act, “Doubt that the stars are fire.”

without

acres

LATHER

F.

SILVER WARE,

t MWAS

uuder the waves. The maidens
She trusts herseli to the stream,
and floats away, singing the aria of Hamlet in
leave her.

me

n

BY

For further

mrl2-d3m

7100PE11,

H.

and in a high state of cultivation; also 15
to be sold with the house or sei»arately.
For further particulars apply to

ence

“Please invest whatever is due

j tsays:
interest bearing'govemment bonds,and lock

PHILLIPS «c CO.,
PORTLAND, ME.

mch2

tnd,

Would Inform the ladles of Portland that their exhi-

JEWELRY,

WHOLESALE

AND

long repose

Joaquin Miller has lately Written one excel1 ent thing—a letter to his Boston publishers,

Miss Edmonia

IF
“White’s Specialty for Dyspepsia.”
FOB SALE BI A I, I,
DBVGtilSTS,

VILLAGE, MAINE.

—OF—

Watches,

HEADACHE, GLOOM AND DEPRESSION OF SPIRITS, ARE
iLL ALARMING SYMPTOMS IF
VEGLECTED, BUT WHICH ARE
EASILY REMOVED BY THE USE

__

en

refitted his store

HADE EXPRESSLY FOR THE RETAIL TRADE,
CONSTANTLY ON
HAND.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

J.

I
d
d
];

in

Harness

SLEEPLESSNESS, DIZZINESS,

particulars concerning this bond
Harness,
LIBERAL. PRICES!
purchase of the same, inquire of
SATIN STRIPED,
NEW STYLES
Business Harness,
SWAN & BARRETT,
A.ND PLAIN WHITE LAWNS,
H. M. PAYSON,
Express Harness,
Goods Procured
WM. E. WOOD,
Heavy Harness,
Baff, Blouse and Blay Linen,
ON APPROVAL
FRESH GOODS,
BANKERS, Portland,.
Harness,
CarryaU
ap22d&w-m,w*slm wl7
Embroidered and Plain,
-ATDouble
An Undoubted Security,
Harness,
Light
-OF THEVarden”
SHORT
“Dolly
NOTICE
1
Polonaise,
PAYING 60 PER CENT.
Heavy Double Harness,
ap3*lm

Painter,

OfBoe at Schumacher Bros, 5
jy!3dtf

i

AFTER

EATING.
ACIDITY AND WIND CAUSED
BY FOOD FERMENTING INSTEAD OF DIGESTING.
COSTIVENESS AND LOSS OF
APPETITE, OWING TO UNNATURAL CONDITION OF FOOD AND
WANT OF GASTRIC JUICE.
PAIN IN THE HEAD, SIDES,
BREAST AND EXTREMITIES,
MOUTH CLAMMY WITH BAD
rASTE AND FURRED TONGUE.
CONSUMPTIVE
SYMPTOMS,
DOUGH AND PALPITATION OF
HEART OFTEN MISTAKEN FOR
DON8UMPTION WHILE IT IS ONLY A SYMPTOM OF DYSPEPSIA.

PGRKINS&CO.,

Pleasure

59

L.KEILEK,

Fresco

of

TRACTION UPON UNDIGESTED

SALE,

and the public to

State,

DYSPEPSIA

FOOD, USUALLY SOON

subscriber.
ELIHU HASTY, Portland.

] i’ftR SALE ON STATE STREET.

YORK BRANCH.
335 Congress St.

and

OF

A. Standard

New ah males, Waaiifhl atylea, beat aiakea,
In 1, 2 & 3 buttons, plain and fancy stitched,for ladies,
gents, misses and children; color to match every suit,
sizes to lit every hand and at prices which undersell
everybody, from 30cts up to $2.40 per pair. We are
the sole agents for the Josephine Seamless Kids.

•nj'ldlw

Specialty

SYMPTOMS

The very desirable two story dwelling bouse and lot, situated on South
Street. House
contains fourteen
finished rooms, is in thorough reP*ir» has good stable and largo garcontainiug fruit trees, grape vines, &e. in abun-

Will take place on Tbmra4ay, May 94, at their
rooms, No. 7 Clapp’s Block, Congress at.
ap2$dlw

rree

uomer oi

s,

nGORHAM

FRINGES,
GimPS, and

Spring

Our facilities lu these spacious rooms enable us to
manufacture and display our harness to great advantage,and we propose to offer ourcustomers Inducements that will i>ay them the trouble of one flight of
stairs
Please remember we manufacture every harness
we otter for sale, and hold ourselves responsible for

RESIDENCE, 6 BRADFORD STREET.
K.

of the

of great interest.
The versatility oi the
SATURDAY HORNINti, KAY 4,187*.
artiste was displayed
by the programme,
which consisted of the first act of “La
Traviata,” the second act of “Lucia,” an act
News, Gossip and Editorial Notes.
It is probaple that the Committee of Seven- ^ of “II Trovatore” and the famous “mad
from Ambroise Thomas’ “Hamlet.”
ty will “stick” in spite of Gov. Hoffman's scene”
In the selection from “Traviata,” she is said
reto of the City Charter proposed by them.
to have achiever! a triumph of vocalization.
We sincerely hope that veto will not mean
“It would be difficult to imagine anything
ule to them. There is a great work yet bemore full of sweetness, tenderness and true
fore them, and their body seems an absolute
lecessity as a nucleus about which reform womanly feeling than her rendering of the
The burden imposed upon the scene from Lucia,” says the New York Herald.
nay rally.
The scena of Ophelia excited the greatest
nembers is great, but the priie which
they
enthusiasm —M’lle Nilsson being recalled
leek is also great—a pure government for
four times before the curtain at the close of
Itew York.
The country looks to them to
the act, to receive bouquets and bravas. The
jersevere in the work which was so well beand
to
if
principal
melody of this touching scene is of
pin,
redeem,
possible, the metropoScandinavian origin, being a Dalecarliau
is from its plunderers.
polka-song. Distributing her sad farewell ofAn international chess congress will be held ferings of rosemary and rue to the maidens,
n London in August.
Ophelia sings of the siren who invites to a

DYSPEPSIA.

-AND-

GAGE&DAYIS,
Commission

or

FOR

Mrs* I. P. JOHNSON, and

GOOD STOCK AND WORKMANSHIP.

LAW!

AT

silk-mixed Laces.

Kid Gloves, Kid Gloves,

CORNER

and Custom Made.

THOMAS H. TALBOT,
(Late Assistant Attorney General, CJ. S.)

For Sale.
3-4 mile fromPownal Station;
good land, large orchard, aud
small fruit. Building large and In
Inquire of Capt. C. H. SMITH, on

premises,
ap26d&w3w-w!8

-]

All of Home Manufacture

No. 80 MIDDLE STltEET.

jan24-Iy

customers

our

this

ty Particular attention paid to collecting.

Farm

[N Jtew Gloucester,
acres

one

Largest

at Law !

Attorney

Invite all
of the

we

examine

EDGAR S. BROWN,

_Real

and put in a new and fresh
stock, is now ready to see his customers and show
them a fine line of

Next above Emery, Waterhouse & Co.,

PORTRAIT PAINTER.

148 EXCHANGE 81.
Jau221f

KRICK

for hat

Importer’s prices.

MEW

Having

Entrance 59 Middle Street,

CLOVDMAW,

new

noltf

STAIRS),

__

G.

farewell performance at the
THE PRESS. v^'v’ork^"sson’s
Academy of Music
occasion

ARE PAIN IN THE PIT OF THE
STOMACH, CAUSED BY CON-

BEAL MALTA LACES. Just received
SOU pieces; all new patterns, and positively selling

CORNER MIDDLE AND MARKET STS.,

MERCHANTS !

8 Walnut SL,
»f. L. Gregg,
jan23-ly

Portland. Nov 1.1*70.

House to Let.
HOUSE No. 18 Brown street; 10 rooms,
Immediate possession given. Apply to
WM. rf! JERRIS,
W3-dlW
Estate Agent.

BOHAN SASHES, Plaid and Striped Sash
Ribbons. Also Black and Colored Gro Grains, Fancy Ties and Bows, all at bottom prices.

Manufacturers,

Harness

AXD

'OM MISS ION

Webb’

ie

Middle & Union Sts.

-AND-

BROKERS,

|

reat variety of
Dod condition.

Son,

S ADDLE]

Successors to Warren & Gregg.

SHIP

[

MILLINERY.
GIG

Co.,

SILKS anmathlno

PASSAmENTARIE.
weeks, om
In an endless variety.
April 99, 1879.
It has the advantage of an entirely new building, Hamburg Edgings,
the most delightful locality and
French and German Corsets,
surroundings, and
the finest corps of teachers of any similar scnool in
the country.
Hosiery,
Send for catalogues or address the principal.
Silk and Ijisle Grloves,
March U-d2m
At prices defying competition.

Agents for Portland and Vicinity.

3w

L contains 120

School for Boys!
....

Dvonftto
fmW. H, JERR1S, Real Estate
Agent.

Hau.es, Leb and Farms far Sale.
lie would reter parties abroad to the
following
amcil gentlemen of this
city: Hon. Geo. F. Slieusy, Hon. A. W H. Clapp, Hon, Benjamin Rings,
nry. Jr.. Hon. Nathan
Hon. John Lynch.

Also GRO GRAIN RIBBONS lu the most
exauiaite shades; boiled and plain Itlbbons, in all
widths and colors. All retailing at wholesale prices.
TI'BOITngHK

deep—on

on

leal Estate and Loan Agent

style and shape.
FRENCH FLOWERS, Beal Ostrich Tips
and Pompons in great variety.

ABBOTT

H.

8t-_ap27dlw_DANIEL

WM. H. JERRI8,

In every

jan31

H. L. GREGG &

LEGHORN

School will open its Summer Term of ten

H.

cn ac-

leaving the state.

particulars enquire at Jones’iMarket, 370 CouJONES.

*“•» from. 180 feet
iAfiue.buildlnSIot be120 sold
low’and

English Braids,
Imitation Leghorns,
&Cn dec.

febl9

SCHOOL

THE

r*““

of

< rove street
< eras. Apply to

lUiland Straws,
French Chips,

-AUD-

494

„A

< onnt

ALSO IN

Machine* sold an Monthly Kaatalaaenta.
C3F"*Machine Stitching and Stamping for Embroidery and Braiding done to erder. All Machines sold
and work done, warranted to give entire satisfaction.
N. B. Manufacturers are especially invited to call
and examine our “Medians Machine.”

aplO

For Sale.
“tore—one of the beet locations in
A POritlandl!5^VI?I0N
A small saleable stock. Sold

Hats, Bonnets & Turbans,

WHEELOCK & SARGENT,

Gregg.)

For Sale or To Let.
[>RKMISKS No. 04 Green St., recently occupied by
Son- Apply to GARDNER M.
Lrkr^ South Gorham,
or to Capt, Geo. W. Parser, Portland.
ap3tf

Portland.

m»3tt»n

At Little Blue,

THIS

about purchasing

are

Where we shall
sortment of these
finish.

Every Description of work promptly and carefully
executed, and at the lowest prices.

SHIB

OTHERS

331 CONGRESS STREET,

(DAILY PRESS PRINTING HOUSE.)

&

ALL

early

maintains It

popularity.
We invite all
Sewing

REAL

French language.
References: Gen. J. M. Brown. J. W. Symonds,
Ksq., C. F. Libby, Esq., Gen. H. G. Thomas.
Apply from one P. u. to three o'clock p. m., at 2
Appleton Block, Congress St., or In writing P. O.

FAMILY

Loan 111

For Sale.

PROF.

FARMINGTON,

report indicates how well the Singer Sew-

This

EXCHANGE ST.,

(Formerly Warren

OP

Hosiery.

i

J. C. L. MORAZA1N and wife having taken
a convenient bouse in the city, are
prepared to receive as boarders, a few
young ladies desirous of aca
theoretical
and practical knowledge of the
quiring

White’s
FOR

OKO. B. DAVIS & CO.,
®*«ale * Mart gage Brokers.

Respectfully

Teacher of the French Language.

were

THOSE

fine assortment of

Trimmings

Morazaln,

commences April 2d, 1S72.
For Circulars address the Principal.
MISS L. O. BELCHER.
March 21-eod a «4w*

181,260.
EXCEEDING

Gimps,

FROM PARIS,

The Sale of the Singer Sewing Machine for the year
1871

&

Spring Term

IMPROVED

ing Machine

Book,

■■■■

was an

s

West break, ar Deering. Pardee delirea* al building can aba be accentm“Anted witb leans.

ror

FARMINGTON, MAINE.

52,000!

MARKS!

M.

■-

■'

MISCELLANEOUS.

Portland, Cape

—AT THE—

FOR GIRLS,

“THE SINGER”

apl2tf

MB.

ANNUM, IN ADVANCE.

■■■

HiOi A l ib.

$20,000 ~to

GRAND OPENING

and facilities strictly nr«t1,260. Accommodations
clasa. Superior advantages In Modern Lungaages
and Muaic.

offices at

Co.,

,

PER

^

We are prepared la lean
money >■ sum.
**“ *10« la aay aaaaaal
desired, aa Orel
:1am mortgage. in
Kliaa-

Deering Block,

_EDUCATIONAL.

165 Middle 6t., Portland.

ready

A. G. Schlotterbeck &
303 Congress st.

—

7_.„

Geo. R. DiiYis & Co

G

BOARD IN A FRENCH FAMILY

INTER SEWINGMACHOE.
FRESCO_PA
Family
from

Having just returned
Europe, would inform
his customers and friends that he has resumed bis
to embody into bis future
business, and is
work some of the new ideas acquired there.

ta aa
tvbwh
TERMS $8.00

BULLETIN.

Laces, Fringes

large

TO ALL WHO

Has fitted up the elegant rootna ovwr H. H. Hay’s
Drug store, at the junction of Free and Middle Sts.,

& Imitation

of all kinds. Also a
and
ty Please call and examine Goods and Brices.

Box 186€.

PERPLEXITY, FRETFULNESS

JOHNSON,

Schumacher Bros.,
No. 5 Deering Block.

N-

exhibit to you MONDAY) April 15th) the latest and most fashionable styles of'

Fancy Goods, Beal

BE.

Versatile in Facilities and AdjastmrnP,
EASY OF OPERATION.

VET

to

Jules Ch. L.

YET—

—AND

pleased

Will be

Free lu.trunion given to
Inexperienced
Operator*.

—AND

(HAS.

I

18 7 2!
LOBEWSTEIIV,

T.

—

A Reliable Sewing Machine,

WHOLESALE COAL DEALERS

manner.

N

SPRING AND SUMMER GOODS.

,fri)r,n

STURDIVANT,

DR. W. R.

E

-OF-

Sewing Machines

daily

sels procured for the
port of shipment to any

P

•

FIRST-CLASS

of Advertising:
One inch ot space, iu
of column, constitutes a
“square.”
first week; 75 cents per
per square
week after; three insertions, or
less, $1 00; continuUK every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1 00; 50 cents per week after.
Ek Special Notices, one third additional.
Mi Under head of “Amcsmements,” $2 00 per square
per week ; three insertions or less $1 60.
Advertisements inserted iu the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circul&tiou in every part
of the State) for $100 per square for first insertion,
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

1872
ia/J.

_

nrbA-Li

a

length

ROSS &

O

-OF-

THE MAINE STATE PRESS

50

4

ew

At 109

Rates

1VIAY
1Y1AI

77~7,

lUlBl/IiLiLA I'M J1U U B

POBTLANO PUBLISHING CO.,

Is published every Thursday Morning at
$2 50
year; if paid in advance, at $2 00 a year.

1

_.

published every day
(Sundays excepted) by the

Terms:

jVXOHNXNG

_A^yjr,

—

THE

J.

SATURDAY

*

-7

Native Pearl versus Porcelain.—Dentist’s ware is a poor substitute for Nature’s.
Let those who so believe, use the Sozodont
which, if daily applied, will prevent all necessity for false teeth by keeping the real ones
sound and healthy.
M&W
If you desire rosy cheeks and a complexion
fair and free from Pimples, Blotches and Eruptions, purify your blood by taking Dr. Pierce’s
Gblden Medical
foe this purpose.

Discovery.
MS.

It has

no

equal

S&Wk

Amongst the symptoms of Consumptioa
which present themselves as the disease proof
gresses, are cold .chills, cough, shortness
breath, restlessness at night, loss of appetite,
loss of fiesh, night sweats, hectic expectoration of white mucous pellets, also yellow and
bluish or gray matter, sometimes streaked with
blood: burniug pains in the chest, diarrhoea,
general prostration and incapacity for the ordinary duties of life. As the patient becomes
reuuceu, otner complications appear and he
rapidly sinks. A remarkable and very com-

physical sign among consumptives is their
exemption from alarm; notwithstanding the
dangerous character of their disease they bemon

lieve in ultimate recovery.
This very confidence prevente the patients from resorting to
the only means of cure, and that watcbfnlness
necessary into critical a time,until finally they
lapse into hopeless irrecovery. Like the first
adventurous boatman that rowed down from
Krie; broad and smooth was the river, rapid in
his anticipations. Alas,
progress, and pleasant
the tide which drifted him so rapidly was one
of destruction, and when he would retraoe his
the current too strong to stem,
way lie found
ami that he drew nearer every instant to the

mighty Niagara. Down, down he was carried
amidst the seething spray, and with his bark
was dashed to pieces.
The consumptive is admonished to resort to
Fellow’ alCompound

Syrup of Hypophosphites,
when the first symptom presents Itself, aud it
is the only sure remedy.
mt-dlw&wlt
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THE PRESS.
The Cincinnati Nominations.
assemblage of Adullamites
as incongrurous as themticket
a
have made

protectionHorace
ist and life-loug temperance advocate is united in bonds of Presidential matrimony with
Benjamin Gratz Brown, extreme free-trader
selves.

and not by any

of means teetotaller.
well-known to the peoand able
A

manner

Wilson and others replied, ably and effectively,
to the malicious assault
upon the head of the

Navy Department. For one 1 was surprised at
the bold stand taken by Senator Stockton of N.
J., who, above all party considerations,came out
fairly and honorably for the defense. I ought

made vehement demands that our untrained
and untried troops should be pushed into instant
action and “On to Richmondbristled all over
the Tribune every day, until the exhortations
were heeded, and the disaster at Bull Run had
tilled the land with mourning.
Our government thus speedily learniAg that Greeley was
an eminently unsafe ^counselor, was compell-

to say surprised, as Senator S. is too honorable a gentleman to permit such slanders to go
—unrebuked. He is the Democratic member
of the Senate Committee on Naval affairs, and
his knowledge of facts cannot be disputed.
He is fully as outsjioken as the most devoted
Republican in his defense of Secretary Robeson.
What will the Democracy say now, when the
man of their party, who knows most about the
details of the business of the Navy Departnot

ed, in common discretion, to disregard his
wishes; whereupon he opened his batteries in

ment, rises in his seat and exonerates it—entirely, and that too, right in the face and eyes of

full attack upon Mr. Lincoln and bis advisers, which never ceased until the death of the
good President, and embarrassed the adminis-

Cincinnati.
If Trumbull stock goes down to-morrow we
shall not look for another so big a bid for the
liberal, mongrel, high pressure, Republican
nomination from 1dm again. He fairly overflowed with expectant excitement. When not
streaking he could not sit still, but paced the
floor of the chamber with nervous movements.
He kept his seat verv quietly for a while, however, when Senator Edmunds was applying the
probe to the rottenness at Cincinnati—and
showing up the animus of his present extra
effort—and did not deem it prudent to reply.
Edmunds iB Trumbull's terror. His coolness is
too much for Trumbull.

operations. His
escapades during the war,
including his amateur peace-making expedition to Niagara, where he coquetted with
rebel leaders and disturbed the constansy of
in all future

various eccentric

patriotic hearts in the very agony of the conflict, are well-known to everybody. He strongly opposed Mr. Lincoln’s renomination, for

ment, it should, at least, not receive 'countenance and encouragement from loyal men. As
to his

and

vagaries

matter of current

gyrations since, they are
history. We shall give all

points in detail in the course of the campaign, which is now opened. Mr. Greeley’s
whole record shows that he is an eminently
unfit person for the grave responsibilities of
government. He is fiercely intolerant of opposition ; he is indiscreet, uncertain and abnormally eccentric. A man of large capacity
in some directions, he would be as entirely
the

unsuitable for the head of an administration

Wendell Phillips.
Benjamin Gratz Brown, his associate on
the ticket, is a native Missourian, a good

as

speaker and naturally an able man. He sympathizes to the extreme in the views of his
section which are diametrically opposed to
the theories which Mr. Greeley has always
advocated. He is the gentleman who was observed at a public hotel table to butter a slice
of

watermelon and eat it for bread. The
country has suffered chagrin from one drunk-

Vice-President sufficiently keeD to render
the prospect of a repetition of the disgrace exceedingly unpalatable. The whole affair is so
en

utterly Incongruous
ni/tion

as

to

give

rise to the sus-

fVinf if So f-Via

1

.J_

that many of the conventionists finding that
their own pet measures were to be defeated
united upon this ticket to make the matter so

ridiculous that

none

the result become a

would follow and

thus

practical nullity.

It will be curious to observe how our Democratic friends will regard the situation. Their

hopes were so high for the nomination of
Davis, Adams or Tiumbull, that the disappointment must be great. It would certainly
be a queer political experience for them to
find themselves voting for Mr.
Greeley, who
has vilified, ridiculed and denounced them
than any other

more

in America.

man

The Sew York Tribune and Its Subscribers.

The defection of the Xew York Tribune
and its distinguished editor from the party to
which both have for so many years been valuable and highly-appreciated supports, was a

political

event of very great importance. The
circulaiion of that journal is so large and the
relations existing between Mr. Greeley and
his readers

are

uncommonly intimate, that

so

it became at first a serious question with all
reflecting people whether many thousands of
voters who are accustomed to accept the dicta of the Tribune with respect would not follow it into the Democratic camp.
Time

enough

has now

elapsed

to make it

possible

to determine whether there was any reason
for these apprehensions. The result of the
examination is a singularly complete vindication of the

intelligence, independence

and self-

of American voters.

poise

PERSONAE.

One of the best campaign speeches of the
season was delivered at the Union League Hall
on Saturday evening last,
by Col, Gilbert A.
Pierce of Indiana at the meeting of the Republican Club, of that State. I understand that it
will be published as a campaign document by
the Congressional Committee, if the Col. will
give his consent. I hope he will do so, for it is
just what is wanted. It hits the right spot.
CoL Pierce is spoken of as a prominent candidate for Congress from the district formerly
represented by Mr. Colfax, and his friends here
are hoping to see him win.
Minot.

The Cincinnati Convention.
The Traveller’s correspondent at Cincinnati
makes the following graphic notes of the
situation Thursday night:
This has beeu emphatically a convention of
failures. Schurz is a most conspicuous failure
as a presiding officer.
He blunders, prevaricates and mismanages in the most absurd and
modifying manner. He has offended many by
ignoring and overlooking them on the floor.
That is one of the offences of a chairman which
never condone.
delegates
His trading off Gratz Urown, too, offends the
Missouri delegation, while it disgusts everybody, even those in whose interest it was done.
The platform is another signal failure.
It
pleases nobody that I have heard of, whose
is
worth
opinion
anything, while the PennsylThe
vanians—well, they are simply wrathy.
free-traders are disgusted.
Only the trimmers and the bummers are satisfied at all, and they would be satisfied with

anything.
The real solid bulk of the convention heartily wanted to finish up the affair last evening,
and practically voted to ignore the tariff quesj
tion, but Carl Schurz,withfcharacteristic selfish
lueiiuiesomcuess, prevented a Dual
to gain time for himself to
peddle
out Gratz Brown, who came on himself
during
the
to ratify the sale.
evening,
Cassius M. Clay was plum full of Kentucky
whiskey, and came very near smashing up the
convention with his State-rights speech. From
this he was saved by Judge Stanley Matthews,
who set the convention on another track.
Edward Atkinson is the “Heathen Chinee”
of the convention. He contradicted Schurz, and
after a hard struggle and the expenditure of a
good deal of eloquence, got the convention pack
to order.
The scene duriug this episode was most exciting and disorderly, anil reminded one of anything else than a calm assemblage of pure-minded patriots, working harmoniously for the best
good of the country.
Twenty men were on their feet at a time,
shouting, screaming and yelling to the chair,on
purpose to prevent anything being done.
The scene disgusted the better and more sensible portion of the delegates, and Schurz declared the motion for adjournment carried
against the voice of the convention and thus
ness aim

vote, in order

prevented a complete1 smasli-up.
This morning the hotel corridors are nearly
deserted.
The oceans of lager and whiskey

which have been poured into $he delegates are
beginning to tell on their temper, and none of
the tricks of Schurz will be tolerated bv the
convention to-day.
The peddling in the free-trade parlors this
morning is not at all satisfactory. The supporters of Adams are losing their temper, and the
Southern delegates cannot sell their votes for
money enough to pay their travelling expenses
and hotel bills, and they plead poverty.
Greeley is still their first choice, but empty
pockets are a poor incentive for an honest expression of preference, and they may see reasons for changing their votes.
The California woman, Mrs. Laura De Force
Gordon, says she loHt.'nothing, being kept out of
the convention.
The convention did not open with
prayer, but
it will close with a “Scotish blessing’’ from the
Davis men.

There is little
doubt that Mr. Greeley’s personal influence
over

his Tribune

constituency

is a

now OREELEY WAS NOMINATED.

Perley says:

thing

which has never had a parallel in this country. Yet it is now safe to say, judging from
personal observation in Maine, that not one

subscriber in a hundred jwill so much as
hesitate
about repudiating
the heresies
ui

nit

journal

oracle.

It is

a

iiuti was

out

yesterday 1-11 e1

very interesting study to ob

the attitude of tho»«good people towarr
their l*t« sutae, philosopher and friend. A(
first they said, “this is only one of
serve

Greeley’s

He was opposed to Mr. Lincoln in
1864 and to Gen. Grant in 1868. Yet when
they were once regularly nominated no champion of their election was more vigorous and
efficient. So it will be now. He has his personal preferences, and he certainly has a perfect right to a frank expression of them pre-

vagaries.

vious to

the

nominating convention. But
when the popular will has found expression
through that agency, he will, as heretofore,
cheerfully bow to its decrees.” Afterwards,
when it became evident that Mr. Greeley had
really “burned the bridges behind him,” ai
he vaingloriously boasted, the subscribers foi
his journal clung for a long time to their
personal liking for the man, after
they had summarily rejected him as a political guide. As
a large number of
free-traders have always taken the Tribune in spite of its
madness on the subject 'of protection, so the
masses of its subscribers, who are not
yet
ready to abandon the Republican party, arc
delaying, as long as possible, the inevitable
estrangement between them and their lost
eader.
But, unlike protection and freetrade, the questions on which Mr. Greeley
has taken a new departure are of paramount
importance, and it will require great prudence
and self-control on his part to retain even the
personal good wishes and respect of his old'

friends.

We speak only for Maine, but there
is no doubt that a
determination is already
freely expressed by many hundreds of its
subscribers not to be parties to the inavii.Kt

“Tribune club” after the
expiration of the
present year. The futility of that newspaper’s efforts to carry its readers with it, is
strikingly shown by the fact that only
three gentlemen were found to represent this
State at Cincinnati, while they have absolute-

two'or

ly

accustomed
constituency. People
to do their own
thinking in this country,
however great their
respect and admiration
for any public man.
no

are

It is said that when
Judge
thews, in his speech at the

Stanley Matopening of the

Cincinnati Convention, spoke of the
States of
the South as bankrupted by the
reconstruc-

governments, the countenance of Gov.
Warmoth was a sight to behold, and so
palpable was his agony the Judge noticed it and
hastily quit the theme and closed his speech,
comprehending, doubtless, that he was inf'the
tion

wrong crowd to make

much ado about

publican” and
r„ii

date—“Liberal

vhuvu uere

tu

worn, it

up:

oui

the real object of their visit is to carry out Gov.
Fenton’s programme ami secure the nomination
of Greeley and Brown.

Religious Intelligence.
The High street Congregational parish of
Lewiston, unanimously voted on Monday eveto unite with the church in
extending
to Mr. A. P. Tinker of the Senior class

ning

port.

Rev. Leonard Z. Ferris of Lawrence Mass.,
has accepted the call to the pastorate of the
Congregational church in Gorham, with a salary of $1000.
Rev. Mr. Merry, is expected to
supply the
pulpit of the. Centre Street Church in Machias,
for several Sundays,
commencing the first
Sunday in May.
The Annual Conference of the Congregational Churches of Hancock county, will be held
with the church at Blueliill on the second week
in June.
Efforts are being made and a liberal amount
subscribed to sustain regular preaching (Methodist) at Winn village, in conjunction with
Mattawainkeag. The latter town has heretofore sustained preaching with Lincoln, there
lieing no regular religious services at Winn
village except by the Roman Catholics.
Rev. J, J. Bell,of late laboring in
Phipsburg,
has left that church and our State for a field ill
New York
Par

(’

Ftnorcnn

a

UaiJiat

wntnann

chiasport, died April 22d, in the seventieth
year of his age.
There has been a very interesting revival in
the Methodist church, in the Vose District,
Mentville, a part of Wm. J. Clifford’s charge.
Twenty one have joined the church from the
revival in Searsinont, and others will
join.
The new Methodist church at Kast Vassalboro was raised April
17, and will be finished
J'hcre has| been a good revival at
:-n
both villages;
about fifty conversions.
in the Vm>
church
at liichmoud Corner.
Seventeen have been
converted. The house is crowded
even to overflowing m the week-time prayer-meetings
The trustees of said church have
the
stand known as the Dea. Grant bought
for a
parsonage.
Tl.e Second Free Baptist Church in
Lisbon
arc remodeling their house at West
Bowdoin
throughout. They hold their meetings
ent in a school-house in the
neighborhood
The church is uuder the care of Rev. E.
l*ur-

stan.f,

aTnres-

at

present.
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Free Baptist
R L, for the past six
on M
ing22d, tendered his resignation of
the
that
recent
death of l,is
stating
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thafoftie?’
brother^
an?

Lewiston, Me leaving a family
a fa '?
business, rendered it necessary that he should
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tZ^'nDemocrats

I

the income to be devoted to
the maintenance and education
of young men of the State. This is the second
instance of munificence from the same sodree.
M. Conant having previously bestowed $30,000
on this New Hampshire College.
colored

Wednesday
Republican

is the

day fixed for the
State Convention of New

York.
A Texan cougar carried a yearling calf out
of the stable yard, over a six rail fence and one
mile into the woods without even dropping it
or killing the calf.
Measles and scarlet fever are uncommonly
prevalent in Canada.
Iwakura’s visit to this country has produced
good results. The Japs, abandoning their exwpcucu

rwuvJi

tucii miuuuiii

itur

the products of foreign competitors.
The appoiutmeut by the Mormons of missionaries to evangelize Europe and the United
to

States, looks
trying to wag

very much
the dog.

if the tail was

as

In Janesville, Wis., lately, a man slew a
quarrelsome canine with au axe-handle in trying to persuade him to leave off fighting in the
street, and that man has been mulcted in damages to the extent of seventy-five dollars.
Swarms of locusts have made their appearance in the West.
Vast quanities of lumber are being shipped
from Indiana to aid in rebuilding Chicago.
The prominent clothing-houses in North Ad-

motherly cat ill Somerset, Penn., deprived
of her kittens, adopted, and is
nursing with all
care, a nest of young rats, orphaned by the feline, who caught and killed their mother for a
frugal breakfast.
about—and when

missing—those

That cat knows what she’s
fat enough they’ll be

they’re

young rats.
Mrs. Randall of Mottapoisett, 87
years old,
wheeledfa half-bushel of potatoes two miles one
day last week, iu order that a friend might be
sure to have them iu season for
spring planting.
She cultivates an acre of land herself with
very
little, if any, assistance.
The Eastern Railroad Company is
completeiug the Essex Branch Railroad, which was
abandoned by the contractors last fall. The
company will build a fine depot at Essex, and
propose erecting another
ing, in East Hamilton,

at

Woodbury’s

near

Creasthe Essex and

Hamilton lakes.
The Welsh people about Utiga have an eisteddfodd wherein they discuss pryddestwyr,
the rliigmy, the traithodwry, the ffugchwel-

lewyr and various other things, which seem to
agree with them pretty well—notwithstanding

they

are

so

indigestible.

The Mexican Revolutionist Diaz, who was reported to have “passed iu his checks,” is now
reported to lie as lively as Juarez will care to
have him.
_

STATE

NEWS.

ANDBOSCOUGIN COUNTY.

The Graduating class of Bates College havo
secured the Germania Band, and Miss Annie
Louise Cary, for their Commencement Concert, the 2oth of June.
The Journal says, the Directors of the Lewiston & Auburn Railroad Company, have employed John Reade, Esq., to mAe a final survey and working plans of the proposed road to
Danville Junction, and he will commence the
survey at once. The preliminaries of a contract with the Grand Trunk (on terms made
public) have been approved by Mr. Brvdges

llli.l flip
sent to

the

('nnailian

kl1..._

t.__

England for the formal ratification of

English Directors—so

that it will be fully
approved in a few weeks. In the meantime, at
Mr. Brydges’ suggestion, the
surveys of the
route will be made, the line located and
proposals for its construction invited.
The whole uumber of deaths in the
city of
LewistonJ the past year was 127. Of this number 51 were American, 38 Irish, 23 French. 12
English and 3 German.
CUMBERLAND

COUNTY.

The Bridgton New? says last Friday as L.
Davis & Son’s stage was on the way to Baldwin, one of their horses slumped through the
thin frozen ground some two feet into the mud
below, thereby breaking its leg. The horse was
the most valuable one on their lines.
Two men caught ten bushels of smelts at
Songo Lock, one day last week.
The News soys N. A. Trafton, who
got out
about 400,000 of hemlock timber the
past
winter, landing it on Crooked River, having
failed to sell it satisfactorily, has increased the
amount by purchasing other
lots, to half a million feet, and is driving it to Great
on
the Prcsumpscot, where he will have Falls,
it sawed
and ready for market the present
season, he
h|red the Liudsey Mills for that
pur-

afternoon the residence of
John K. Chaplin in Naples was
discovered to
be on fire. A large crowd of men and
bovs
soon asceinbled, who succeeded in
subduing the
flames. The fire caught in the roof on
the
porch, probably from the porch chimney.
KENNEBEC COUNTY.

The Capital Guards of Augusta have
voted
to visit Lynn, Mass,
provided 85 membeis of
the corps will go. The time of the visit is
not
nxed.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

The Whig says Joel Littlefield, the brakemail who was killed
on the
E. & N. A. Railway, Tuesday, had his life insured for $2 000
which goes to the support of the wife and little
child he left.
Tll<> Whiff

UOUJ

TVf«1

Pvnnlr

_J

eight children, residing on Kenduskeag avenue

all sick of scarlet fever and unable to leave
the house. Wednesday afternoon a spark from
the chimney fell on the barn and the high wind
blowing at the time fanned it to a blaze. It
was soon
discovered by the inmates of the
house, but they were helpless, as for them to
go out in the chill damp air would be almost
certain death in their condition. There seemed to
be butone tiling to be done—to cry for help,and
this they did with such effect that they were
heard by the workmen at Strickland’s Mill, and
a deputation immediately came up
and extinguished the fire.

at once assume other duties for a few months
and perhaps longer. Mr. Perkins is a graduate
of Bowdoin, class of 1860.

The Commercial says a woman who gave her
name as Sarah Maria Smith, from Boston, was
arrested on Wednesday, who had been committing extensive larcenies. Her game had been
to hire out as a servant in families and deposit
her pilferings in various places outside.
The Gazette soys the store of Dustin & Co.,
in Dexter was entered Tuesday night and $15 in
money and cutlery to the amount of $100 stolen.
The stolen goods were afterwards found, and
the suspected thief has been arrested.
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"CURTAINS !

large new sett of blue and gilt window
fixtures, suitable for a store Apply to
n|y3*1W8n__L. D.STIioUT.

For Sale

The Reporter says Miss Jewell, daughter of
Jacob Jewell of Coruville, committed suicide
by drowning in a brook near her father’s residence, April 18th. She had been sick and under aberration of mind for some months.
The Fairfield Chronicle says some of our
lumber manufacturers, we learn, have already
contracted tlie'r season's lumber, delivered at
the depot as fast as sawed, for the Portland
market.
The Chronicle says considerable enterprise is
manifest in the erection of dwelling houses at
Kendall’s Mills, several having been begun and
still others projected at the present season.

curtains and
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sensitive and delicate

it is

the agency for the sale

of the above Celebrated Powder, and will
furnish all
grades at manufacturers' prices.
tyOnxi, Sporting Goods and Fishing Tackle constantly on hand at low prices.
€3. L, BAILEE, 48 Exehauge 8t.
E3T" Sign of the “Golden Rifle.”
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INSURANCE AGENTS,
Have removed to Nw. 49 1-9 Excheue el.
next floor south of the “Transcript” Office.
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FOR BALE BV

For Sale.
PROVISION store—one of the best locations in
Portland. A small saleable stock. Sold tn account of leaving the state.
For particulars enquire at JonesTMarkel, 370 Con-

A

gresBst.
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A Nice

Suburban House Lot for

Conant & Rand,
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DANIEL JONES.
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Capitol Song

BONDS
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Ten to Twelve Per Cent. Interest.
Having an extensive acqulntancc in the West, as
well as a business acquaintance of
twenty years at
home in Portland, I am
making a specialty of these
securities, visiting the localities where they are issued,
investigating them very carefully and buying anti
oflerina for sale only those that 1 consider
among the
safest for investment.
They are issued in $100, $300
and $1000 sizes,
ten
or
running
twenty years from
date, and are being taken by our shrewdest ant! most
caielhl Investors. They are daily becoming more
i*opular, receiving more attention from capitalists
Seek ini? both safclv mill nrnfltahlo ndurnu ft\r thvlr
investments.
terms.

'In

r-n

fXlt.^OT^X

CORIHTTHIA1V, Capt. Menu,
Sih~,si

leave this port for Liverpool

by

SCHOOLS,

adapt
Price,

Young Singer*

THEBLVE-BIRD. Hackleton.

Maturdny,

To be followed
a

the

on

- "

New Styles
FANCY & MILLINERY GOODS,
Just received from Boston and New York
by

made

Train of the

.May

from

Quebec

8CAIVDAIIAVIAIV, C'apt. Rnllontinc,

H. & A.

For

ALLAN, No. 1 India St.

Steerage Passage inward ami outward, aud lor
on England fbr small amounts apply to
JAMES L. FARMER,
No. 3

ortland, Dec. 3-tf

India Stieet.

To Lot.
FINE dwelling House
situated on
State Street. Possession given May 3th
Enquire of DEANE & V ERR ILL, 4W
^ Kxclian^
Change
eod-is tf
Street. April 20,1372.

pleasantly

A

"STONE
T>ROPOSALS

will be

MRS. CUSHMAN, Cor. Coigre«s & Oak
Streets, Portland.
hand and

4th.

of the

the 11th of

Steamship

on

Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin (according to accommodations).970 in 080
Payable in Gobi or its equivalent.
For Freight or Cablu Passage, apply to

30

wl8

on

Hlay

Sight Drafts

..jxiSii'.Sr"'1
uaxmSS?S3S
ftff- —•
ap2M&w2w

SJF~Burial Shrouds
ap27—3w

n

Return 'XMoketc:
I,-,1 at liedueeil Kale..
The Steamship

Immediately after the arrival
previous day from Montreal.

examination, by

.Hail..

!'a"wneer“ booked to Lond.
derry and Liverpool.

aA .X

Howard. .3*

~,e*' ""i' !—*—"•

!

CHARLES Id. HAWKER,
98 Kicbangr at., Portland

C'aaadiiiu iiad tailed Mialr.

Will

Chorus.

EMERSON and W. S. TILDBN,

MAVDIE AND

Particulars famished on application.
on the most favorable

Government Bonds converted

Itfratreal Ocean Stcaniship Co.

HATS, CAPS, BONNETS,

td

of Counties and Cities in Missouri and
occasionally School Bomls of Missouri and Kansas, with semi-annual Coupons, drawing 10 per cent,
interest, selling at prices which net from

ALLAN LINE!

HOUR OF SINGING.

for

Bonds.

Municipa[

CARRYING THE

Beautiful Days that art Past,

on

Street,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

World’s Peace Jubilee

0.

No. 14 Cross

mrlZdistf

TBI

and

SOLICITED.

A. C. PBOCTEB. 03 Euku|e St.,

mch22 dtf

..X9,Middle St.

_

Caucus.
BepnbHonw of New Glouceiter are requested
1 ) meet at the Town Houee, on
Saturday, May 4th
1 872, at three o’clock P. M.t to choose
delegates to a
t ;nd the Republican Convention to be
held in Biddef ird, May 9th.
Per order Town Com.
Apr 29.

Office,

FANCY

A 1

ICE!

prepared to furnish

IT“ OKDEES

MILLINERY,

x

Co.,

DAILY OB YOB TUB SEASON.

LADY Book-keeper—one who Is familiar will
Double and Singh) entry; good reference
requir
Address Mecfcn»lc,{Portland P. O.
(myidlv :

GOODS,
Hosiery, Gloves,
Hoop Skirts, Corsets
Collars and Cuffs,
Curls, Braids, Bands,
Switches, &c.,
At Lowest Prices,

&

stock of

Families, Hotels, Stores, and Vessels any quantity wanted

Bookkeeper Wanted.
eg.

their

PURE

-a---

tor which it* happy arrangement orTbeory. Eierel.c
and 1, 2,8 and 4 part Song*, admirably
it
$1 oo.

The

ICE!

SEASON 1872.

No. 3, 43. A. K

there will be
Army Hall, oi
Monday Evening, May 6, at 8o’clock. A fall attend
ance li desired.
By command of
WM. H. GREEN, Poet Commander.
Henry C. Houghton, Post Adjutant.
my4d2t

HIGH

1

re-

apFHslm

ICE!

at

Hu been adopt'd promptly,
large number of teacher* of

!

PH™ lower than any othtr

view

are

By L.

Batchelor’s Hair Dye.

a*,,t

lable Super Phosphate.

H. JERRIS, Real Estate Agent

Bosworth Post,

STREET,

Wholetale Agenttfor Maine.

comrades
notified that
ALLmeeting
for Drill,
Grand

THE

This superb Hair Dye is the beat in the world—persctly harmless, reliable and instantaneous: no disppointment; no ridiculous tints or disagreeable odor,
’lie genuine Wui. A. Batchelor’s Hair Dye producs
IMMEDIATELY a splendid Black or Natural
trown, leaves the hair clean; sof,t beautiful; does not
ontain a particle of lead or any injurious conipoimd.
s old by all Druggists.
Factory, 16 BOND STREET, N. YX
SN
dAV
1Y*
Jylt

COIDIKRCIAL

Sale in Deering.
U U 270 feet on Prospect St., and 114 teet
deep,
containing between 30 and 40 apple trees, gralied
fruit, and yielding, Borne years, 30 to 40 barrel* of

The

mar25-dly

ME.

at

Exquisite Song

errora of youth or the inilacretlona or excesses of mature
yeara. Thla la inleed a book fbr every man. Thousands
have been
aught by this work the true way to health and hapdncae. It la the
cheapeat and beat medical work
!Ver published, and the
only one on thla class of ill*
rorth reading. 190th editiou,
revised, much enlarged. illustrated, bound in beautiful French cloth,
^rice only $1. Seat by mail; ]>o*t-paid on receipt of
>rice.
Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, No. 4 Bulfinch Stroet, Boston, Mass., or Dr.
V. H. PARKER, Assistant Physician. N. B. The
author may be consulted on the above as well as all
llseases requiring skill and experience.
sn

PORTLAND,

HEATH & DREW',

!

It ike book to be used at the coming Great Festiral
It is bow in ibe bands of the 20,000
singers who are
to compose the choir.
The music wsi carefully selected by the Music Committee, and the book wifi be a popular and usefnl
book for use in all Musical Societies, and sheuld be
in the hands of all in the audience at the Coliseum.
It is the very best kind of Libretto.
ITS Otaro Pages ?
Price, 7i cte.

“SCIENCE OF LIFE, or SELF-PRFSFttvx
riON,” a Medical Treatise on theCauseand fWrf
ExhauatM Vitality, Prcn,ature
Man
tons and Pli
The

*5

**

REMOVAL!

Chorus Book.

St.

15th to Oct. 15th.

H

Exchange Street,

\

“BELOEADE” CIDEB !

v-

May 4,

i

give perfect satisfaction to
Children’s

«*

AND

CIDER.

lMr A sriBr/s

all who may iavor us.
Suits a specialty.
Mrs. ARVEDSON, 34*

M

at Belgrade, Maine; sold
MANUFACTURED
wholesale and retail by the manufacturer*,
Croasdale Super Phosphate
Federal street, under United States Hotel, Portland.

A

Having secured the services of a
First-Class Dressmaker, we shall
open Monday, May 6, with all the
latest styles, and we feel confident

day, from May

No. 32

my4eod&w

_

a

ICE HOUSE, MARKET STREET

Or

SUPERIOR CLEANSING COMPOUND,

FOB SALE BY

THE HAPPIEST MAN.
1 le, sure, is not the
happiest man
Who for himself alone doth
plan:
1 Jut he who for the ]ieople toils
Is sure to win the choicest
spoils;
how
feellug
many he lias blest,
He can lie down and
sweetly rest;
J Liiu when the
night has dumm! away
pleasure hail the new-born clay.
im thus
George Fenno life enjoys,
r|8
Because he Clothes" so
many Boys
1
Hant, Ve8t» Hat and Shoes complete
Corner olBeach and
Washington Street,
ap!3sn3m ch wk
Boston.
my3

& Loan Agent

FASHIONABLE

LEVS,

RENOVATING!

IVDEfiC

full Supply Guaranteed the Entire
Season at the Lowest Rates.

7 qo
9 00
Ice will be delivered earlier than 15th May and later
than 15th Oct., at the aame rate per month an during
the season.
mch27
apl5

immense sale. No other book will sell like it
during
the Spring and Summer
campaign. Agents wanted
everywhere. Lady canvassers will find It lost the
book for them. Particulars and terms free.
Address.H.A. McKENNKY A CO., Publishers, Portlond, Me.

MASSACHUSETTS,

CARPET

ATCHISON,.TOPEKA A S. F. Gold T’s

mr8sN mwf

iuy4*3w

IN

SEASON PRICE FOR 1*72.

front,

180 deep. Apply to
WM. H. JKK1US, Real Estate

CLARK,
DEALER

Bakers Wanted.

remedies.

Covell & Valpey,)

ap27dtf

10 lbs.
15
lot on the runny side of Pleasant street,
*
Woodford’s Corner, on line of Horse Cars—120 I 20

M&W

Marriage.

JOHN L. RUSSELL.
to

Conarress. Cor. Brown St.

NICE

ri^ht.

annum

we war-

omce.

121 and 123

THIS HOUSE is established for the transaction of
General Banking Business.
DEPOSITS received snlt)ect to check at
In-

which

meet at

PUEE

We cleanse Carpets perfectly on both
sides, (after
removing the dust,) with our

0's

7,.

(Successors

Last and best book, by that populor writer
T. 8. ARTHUR.
His long contemplated companion to Ten
Night*
Nearly 400 pages, fiuely illustrated and beantilully bound. Every
page of thrillinterest.
at
ing
Coming just the time to receive an

SONS,

of

COMPANY.

&

H. A. COVELL,

THEE YEAES IN A MAN TRAP.

First-Class Residence at tbe
West End.
35 Carlton St.} Near Fin©.
The southerly hair or a now three story Brick and
swelled front mastic block; built
by the day, in the
best manner; 13
rooms, including bath rooni: hot and
cold water. Frescoed in oil
Schumacher: cellar
by
lathed

M'_

CHICAGO, DANVILLE A VICEN-

Gold.

tiers h

v^iiy

An

NOBTHEBN PACIFIC B. B. 7.30
EUBOPEAN A N. AM. B. B., Gold

COYELL

to

Suburban House Lot for Sale.

Inspirational Speaker. A lady of intellectual
culture and ability, and one ol the most brilliant lecturers of the day, who has spoken to crowded
audiences in MubIc Hall,
Boston, will si>eak at ARMY
& NAVY UNION
HALL, on SUNDAY, and the
lollowlng Sundays In May, at 3 and 7 1-2 o’clock P.
mj2d3t

6>s

onr new

button—every j»air

D. W.

s,t,&th

8

In one and two
rant.

1

the Junction of Emery and West
Commercial streeta, on Saturday, the eleventh (lay of
May, Instant, at four o’clock P. M., to hear all parties 1
Interested and then determine and adjudge whether
public convenience requires that any part of -«ih
West Commercial street, west of Emery street, shall
be altered, discontinued or laid out anew substantially as above, and If they shall so adjudge, will then
and there discontinue, alter or lay out the same anew
and tlx the damages as required by law.
Besj. Kisghhitby, Jr.,
Mabuuis F. King,
Charles McCarthy, Jr.,
Samuel S. Rich,
Hknrv C. NEWHALL,
A
John F. Randall,
Committee on I^yUa out AVic Streets.
May 4, 1872.
ilpj

A

OF

BONDS!

special attention to

“BOURDON” KID GLOVES,

the petition of the Boston and Maine
Kail road Company, praying that West Commercial
street west of Emery stree be changed by discontinuing the present street or a part thereof, and laying
out a new street as part of West Commercial street
in place of the last so discontinued,
substantially as
shown by the tracing annexed to said petition and

Congress St.

FOR

MISS

dec3sKeod

«>.

University!

_mcbl6tlsn3m

Sole Proprietors, Boston.
For sale by first-class Grocers and
D/uggists gen-

.BELFAST.

Cloakings.
Would call

was

WUl

for persons de-

S>.

Shawls and

Bt.

n

on

__

Biring ’BcaNUTT’s Superior Flavobino Extracts,- to insist upon obtaining them in order to
avoid many of the factitious brands offered, becaus
of their larger profits.
JOSEPH BURNETT & 00.,

HAINeTT.

from the Benton and New York market..
Also, an elegant variety of

myfdiTn

uicu in mu

maintained.

PORTLAND.

Comprising all the new and desirable shades, .elected

City of Portland.

('HAS. CliSTIS A CO.,

TION,

appealing much larger.
They are the test
cheapest Fruit Extract the market affords
Their Standard quantity and quality will be
strictly

erally.

DRESS FABRICS,

CO.,

is hereby given that the Joint
Standing
NOTICE
Committee
Laying out New Streets, whom
referred

TO ORDER FROM MEASURE !

MADE

and

some cases

4-d2w

Yocjia.

FINE SHIRTS!

removed.
markable

prepared from fruits of the best quality, and so highly concentrated that a small quantity
only need be used.
They have stood the test of eighteen years time and
competition, and are pronounced unrivalled by the
most eminent connoisseurs, proprietors of the
leading
hotels, and prominent dealers in the United States
and Canada.
They are neatly put up in five sizes
—impaneled, holding more than paneled bottles

JS*

iu

Monday, April 29,

Catalogue, giving Information In regnrd to admission and pecuniary aid, will be sent on application to
Puok. Olives Stearns, D. D., or Prof. E. J.

MORSE'S "UTERINE! TONIC” ia prepared
expressly for strengthening the system, imparting
tone and vitality to the various organs,
removing
inch weaknesses and complaints as tend to undermine the constitution and which cause a
great
amount of suft'ering if neglected.
mhltieodsn3m

On

arc

SWAN &

Million

W. B SHATTVCK ft Co, Bankers

school Is open to all persons of all deuomlna1IHIS
Itions, and the next term will begin Sept. 2g.
A

Happy Relief for Young Hen from the cfl'ecti
of errors and abuses in
early life. Manhood restored
Nervous debility cured. Impediments to
marrlagt

are used in flavoring the various
compounds prepared
for the human stomach.
These Extracts arc warranted perfectly free from
the poisonous oils and acids which enter into the
composition of many of the factitious fruit flavors
now in the market.
They are not only true to their

B.

a

DIVINITY SCHOOL OF

DR.

jn^

etc.

&

Harvard

34 EXCHANGE ST.,

FLAVORING

Noapa, Gravies,

NES B.

a

—

Congress

May

_aptontf_PORTLAND.

Bonds of the Portland &

The superiority of these Extracts consists in their
PERFECT PURITY AND GREAT STRENGTH
There is no subject which should more engross attention than the purity of the preparations which

STATE OF

York.

New

One

over

PORTLAND.

lO CLAPP’S BLOC K,

H. M. PAYSOM,

EX-

Bada Byrupa, Ice Cream, Cuaturda,
Pica,
Blanc mange, Jellies, Baucea,

IV It is necessary in

Funds,

by mail,

or

Furhishing

DAVIS

T. ELDEN.
C. GOLDEB.

rendered and iucredited monthly.
CERTIFICATES IF DEPOSIT issued
bearing interest as by agroeme
and available at maturity in
Portland, Boston or New York.
COLLECTIONS of Notes, Drafts, Coupons, and
Dividends made in all parts of the United States and
Canada.
DEALERS in Government and other Investment
Securities and in Gold and Silver Coin.
STERLING BILLS drawn on
England, Scotlaui
and Ireland. Siglil hails on
Paris, Berlin and othei
European cities, Mi ntreal, St. John and Halifax
Gold and Currency Drafts on Boston and
New York
APPROVED Commercial Bills purchased.
FACILITIES attorded for the transaction of th<
Special as well as the General Business of correspondents.
Agent* for the sale of the

BURNETT’S

names, but

the

on

Trust Companies, and for the investment of

FANCY GOODS.

We

erest

27J MARKET ST.,

FOB

asked.

FOR SALE BY

terest at the rate of Four per cent,
per
ed on all Daily Balances. Accounts

—

T. P. BEALS &
(Oppo.

gold In

In

We have sold

have but

AND

—

Portland Ac Rochester B. B.
t’»
Leeds Ac Farasington B. B.
0’s
Central Bailroad, Iowa, Gold,
7’m
Atchison, Topeka Ac Monte Fe, Gold
7>»
Northern PaeiAe, Gold,
7-SO’a

a

Chamber Beta, Chaim, IHatlreaaea, hr.

_may2Bu

being payable

We shall open

BANKERS,
PORTLAND, MAINE.

Manufacturers of the

ever

$1,000

first of April and October, both principal and interest

Messrs. Swan &

Ladies’

Each

Bangor
Chicago

21st, 1870.

BEALS

cheaper than

the rate of 7 per cent, per annum, payable

**

Apr 27-sntf

ADJUSTABLE SIPJEtlNGr BED.

Bold

for

are

and bear Interest at

GENERAL AGENTS,

and lastered. Lot over 5000 feet.
cemented,
ibis property is situated In a
growing part of the
city, and will be sold at a price favorable for occu- ;
j»ancy or investment. May be seen any day from 4 !
to b p. m, Mondays and
Srturday excepted.

We challenge comparison with any and
every
Spring Bed for durability, cleanliness, adjustment,
case and comfort, and
healthfulness, and we warrant
the bed to give good satisfaction
We give the privilege for any one to use the Bed, and if it does not
give perfect satisfaction we will take out the Bed, at
our own expense and return the
money.

—

First Mortgage and

*

Bath

BED,

I

sny future tinaeial event.

years to rnn,

mayStMbwlm

(>,
(i,
g>a
yi,

J. B. BROWN &

P.

final payment „f the

the

as

—OB—

Portland municipal
Portland aid P Sc. It

summer

possible for he human structure to be.

T.

are a

forty

have

Trust

We shall exhibit this day,|and every day after,
LARGE aud well selected stock of

New Rooms, with a New Stock
at New Prices, on Monday,

sn

mem-

Bankers and Brokers,
IOO MIDDLE STREET.

Gunpowder.

our

a new

the

of the

unusu-

■

SPRING

St.

WITH Board, at 36 Free street.
part of the building in the rear.

the vegetable world takes

ADJUSTABLE

as

has taken

«

gies in fighting trim, double the capacity of the internal organs to repel the causes of disease, refresh the
brain and clear it of all hypochondriacal
cobwebs,
and place the whole physique in an attitude of dcience wun every available
point rortifled and guarded and as nearly invulnerable to
unwholesome ieflu-

STYLES!

CBAS. CCSTIg At
CO.,

sn

months find you unprepared to meet them. A course of Hostetter’s Bitters, commenced now, will put all the physical ener-

toBt> barque Cariboo, Treat,

23d, brig H H Wright. Mover, e™.
vr_
f°r NeW
York, ldg; sch Minetta, CrockS?Vfor do?
Old et St John, NB, 30th,
brig
Selma,
Richard .on
Malanzas; 1st Inst, Faustina. Libby, Cardenas!™
In

at 10.30.

exhausting heats

each,

and

certain

—

BONDS!

my4

speak,

interest,

are os

The bonds

Universal.

Goods,

ap26dtf

vigor of the strong. Now is the
time not only to protect thejsystem against the common ailments of the season, but to
prevent the disorders incideut to a warmer tempeiature. Let not the

euces a*

price

as

attended with the onrertain-

principal,

29.

of the health and

do for do.

ett,

April

mephitic elements which
produce fever and ague, remittent fevers, rheumatism, and many painful nervous disturbances, and
which aggravate dyspepsia, biliousness and all minor
affections of the stomach and the bowels. This,
therefore, is a critical period of the year, a season
when the renovating, refreshing and
purifying operation of the mightiest of all vegetable tonics and alteratives, Hostetter’s Stomach Bitters, is salvation to
the weak, and the best security for the continuance

and

Bolton, Bangor.
Elvira, Bancroft, Machlas; Huntress.
Sprague, Dennysville.
FALL RIVElt-Ar 20th, sch M E
Pearson, Pendleton, Bangor.
**
Boxer, South—l8t>
for Plymouth.
ard, Elizabethport
Ar 2d, brig Edith, Crowley,
14 days for
Mayaguez
Newburyport; schs Isis, Bulloch, Elizabethport for
Portland; David Wassen, Jones, Pliiladeljihia for do;
G
Harris, Wilmington for Wafdoboro.
HzJ!** Jame8 O'Donohue, Warren,
Philadelphia: Etta May. Dix. and Garland, Libby
dnj Jos W Fish, Seavy, do: Chas Comery, Pinkham,
Wechawken; Ann, Haskell, Hoboken; Wm Deming*'
Mitchell, New York.
Ckl 2d, brig Tim Field,
Leland, Windsor, NS.
Ar 3d, ship Wm A Campbell,
Henry, Liverpool;
Johnson; Fairfield
Gilley- Calais; G W Baldwin, Morton, Rockland.
Cld 3d baroues Lawrence, Howes,
Archangel; Ada
Carter, Nichols, Savannah; sch M LCrockett, Crock-

Desirable

of

bers of the human family it is a time of danger and
often of great suffering. The moisture whieh rises
from the earth and hangs suspended over it in the
form of morning aud evening mists and fogs, holds in

Stone, Messina 64 days; Nellie Ware, Ashbury, Fajardo, PR; Goo Harris, Blanchard, Ponce 17 days;
M A Herrera, French, Clenfuegos 19 days; Alberti,
Herrimnu, Sagua 12 days; Proteus, Ackley. Cutler;
J W Drisko, Haskell, Spruce Head, Me;
Milwaukee,
Strout, Machias; schs Jos Oakes, Oakes, Savanilla 24
days; Clara E McConviUe, Eaton, Baracoa 11 days;
M S Lunt, Simmons, do 14 days; Robt
Byron, Sawyer, do 8 days; Carrie S Webb, Brewster, Georgetown
SC; Anna Frye, Smith, and Scio, Smith, Campobello,
NB, 3 days; Jas Warren, Drisko, Cardenas 10 days;
Jos Bartlett, Bartlett. Caibarien 10 days; Wm Boardman. Hilliard. Plymouth, NC; Onward, Leland, and
Alfred Howe, Ellis, Calais; MS Hathaway, Machias;
Abner Taylor, Dodge, and E B Coffin, Coffin,
do; A
Peters, Hopkins, Calais; J B Knowles.Addison;
Jossie, Look, do; Potomac, Carver, Rockland; Hen-

A E Stevens,
Ar 2d, schs

1872.

dui to tne

are;

according

E.

season

not

a sum

ment of the

™

law prices.

to

small

HU VDRED TONS Nut Coal,
a very serviceable treasonable Coal
for this time of the year,—and
reasonable enough at 97.3,1 per
ton delivered by
JOS. H. POOR A BKO.
Apr! 9-sntf

Price and IV# Variation.

One

We will open

CO.,

Infection in Use Air.

rington, do.
Below, brigs Mary E Pennell, Eaton, from Sagua;
J Polledo Dyer, from
Matanzas; sch Four Sisters,
oneaier, front do.
NEW y UKh-Ar l»t, barques Lavlnia, Dyer, Cardenas 11 days; New York, Gibbs, do 11 days; Sarah
A Staples, Stone, Sagua 12 days; brigs Tubal Caio,

NORWICH—Ar 1st, schs C L Condon, Lord, Bangor; Judge Low, Hallowell, Dennysville; Wm McCobb, from Hoboken.
RROVIDENCE-Ar 2d, sch Lizzie Raymond, Lord,
Hoboken.
a
^CH3£^\-Ax 1st. sch Mora, Clark, Calais;

4c

Spiritual Fraternity, Army andNayy Union
Hall—Miss Jennie Leys or Mass, one of the most
eloquent inspirational speakers in the field will speak
on Suuday, at 3 & 71 p. m.
Admission 10 cents.

DOMESTIC PORTS.
GALVESTON—Cld 25th ult, brig L Warren, Gott,
Pensacola.
PENSACOLA—Cld 25th n.t, sch Lacy Hammond.
Bagiev, New York.
SAVANNAH—Ar 1st insfc, brig Hampden, Smith,
Boston; sch Matthew Kinney,-.
Cld 27th, sch M AV Drew, darter, Jacksonville.
GEORGETOWN, SC—Cld 25th, sch Carrie S Webb,
Homer, New York.
FORTRESS MONROE—Passed out 1st inst, barque
Andes, (from Baltimore) for Ponce.
BALTIMORE—Ar 1st in9t, schs Abbott Lawrence,
Mayo. Demarara via Bermuda; Kate Foster, Rosobrook, Georgetown, SC; John L Tracey, Mcservev.
Boston; E M Pennell, Mitchell, Mayaguez.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 1st, barqueCarrle Wyman,
Cochran, Matanzas; schs Bertha Souder, Wooster,
Matanzas; M M Knowles, Small, Sagua; Addie
Murchie, Gibbs, Boston; J P Wyman. Urann, Portland; D Talbot, Amesbury, Boston; H Curtis, Curtis, do.
brigB Katahdin, Saunders. Port Spain; L
H Kimball, Lunt, Boston;
Adelaide, Wilson, and
Frank Clark, Morton, do; schs J B Marshall. Marshall ; Lizzie Carr, Teel, and Effle J
Simmons, Har-

V

Ac.

at five o’clock p. m., to choose delegates to the Convention to be held at Biddeford leu Thursday, May
the 9th.
Per order of Town Comm.

lease oi

ally safe. They are

Full i«rticulara furnished

Haring enlarged, remodeled and thoroughly repaired our store throughout, It is our intention to
keep a much larger assortment than heretofore, and
adhere as we hare always done to the system of

Caucus.
Republicans of Cape EUiabeth are requested
to meet at the Town House, on
Tuesday, May the 7th

Paracels Reef.

Carlos, Atherton, Sagua; schs Henry Parker
Beers, Demarara; Storm Petrel, Davis, Gloucester.
Passed through Hell Gate 1st, brig Prentiss
Hobbs,
Dodge, Elizabethport lor Portland; schs Mary, Hallowell, Hoboken tor Boston; Hattie Clark, Clark
New York for Portland; Wm Duren,
Doyle, do tor
Boston: Commerce, Torrey, do for do;
Nile, Metcalf,

Bhall warrant

so

market.

TWO

FLOOR,

FOURTH FLOOR
manufacture the most of our suits.

The

ham notified Cant Thurston that the ikinam vmil<l
be borne by the owners of the steamer. Thesclir
was taken to Grave's shipyard for repairs.
Ship Agra, Miller, from Hong Kong March 14 for
New York, is reported by cable to be a total wreck on

San

very

In the

ties of projected enterprises, and the
prompt pay-

FIFTH FLOOR
for our retail trade, Linen
Linen
Bosoms,
Sets, and Ladies’ Undeiweor, Ac.

•1 Exchange Si.

Lyceum meets

While railroad bonds may be plen-

We do notjbesitate to recommend them

We shall manufacture

May 4-sntf

MEMORANDA.
Sch Smith Tuttle, (of Wiscasset) Thurston, irom
Norfolk for Warren, RI, while at anchor near Lambert Point 29th ult, was run into by steamship Moravian and had stern crushed in on the starboard side,
jibboom carried away, and sustained other damage,
the whole of which was estimated $750. Capt Gra-

bonds.

mile, are seldom

to the

ON

Papers

Mouldings,

LOTHROP, DETENS

May the 3d,

all itB

U. S. Bonds and other marketable Securities allowed full price in exchange.
mcb23sn eod3m

also make to order Ladies' and Chlldreu's Bulls.

shall

All of which will be sold at reasonable prices.

American Eagle, do.
Cld 2d, sch Maria Roxana, Palmer, Portland.

lur xiiivana

We shall
one we

Bronze

DECORATIONS,

land.
Cld 2d, brig J B Brown, Matanzas.
Ar at Philadelphia 2d, schs T S McLellan,
Farr,
and St Elmo, Davis, Portland; Amelia, Kelley, ana

Itlorr than the Entire Interest

ty, those upon paying lines and for

Hosiery, Dress Trimmings, Cersets, the.
At astonishingly low price.

STYLES

A Full Line of

exchange.]

xoitTMHi,

at

operat-

after all

paid, much

arc

Burlington, Cellar Rapids and .Minnesota 7e.924

Full assortment of

Especial attention is called.

Schs Sapho, (Br) Spragif, and Emily S, (Br) Brannon, St John, NB—John Porteous.
Sch Franklin, Coates, St Andrews, NB.
Sch Albert, (Br) Maloney, St Andrews, NB.
Sch E Bowlby, (Br) Clark, St Andrews, NB.
Sch Abbie H Hodgman, Eaton, Calais—Orlando
Nickerson.
Sch J Whitehouse, Faraham, St George, to load for
New York—Orlando Nickerson.

mortgage debt Is $18,500 to the

their

Gold Leaf and

Sch Emeline McLain, Crowell, Philadelphia—J
Nickerson.
Sch Albatross, Robertson, Duxbury—Bunker Bros
Sch L Snow, Griffin, Rockport, Mass—C A B Morse
& Co.

ing expense*

Exposition

Tailet and ather Shawls much under price
Nattingham I.aces and Curtains,

CO.,

OF ALL GRADES.

Berry.

already earning,

The road is

weeks to

ON

DESIRABLE
To

Its

tulle.

Lace Points and Jackets,

THE

Their stock comprises the latest and most

Sch Lucknow, (Br) Mussels, Canada Creek, NS—
wood to order.
Sch Arbiter, Norwood, Calais for Providence.
Sch Castellane, Warren, Rockland for Salem.
Sch Orion, Osborn, Belfast for New York.
CLEARED.
Brig Prairie Rose, Griffin, Matanzas—J D Lord.
Sch Molly Porter, Megathlin, Georgetown,—Isaac

by way of Evansville and Nashville with

on

All the New Styles of Ladies’ Suits,

61 Exchange (M.

ARRIVED.
New England, Field, fin St Jdin, NB, via
fnr Rnotnn

THIRD

with the celebrated Block Coal fields of Indi-

below

Popular Prices.

PAPERS,

of the

one

the entire South.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

White Goods,
In Variety,

345 Congress St.

ROOM

|

As

Fancy Goods,

PEABODY,

Indiana, connecting Chicago by the shortest

ana, and

Woolens,

May 4-bh2w

Steamer

X

LOW PRICED

Mourning Goods,

Friday May 3.

PortCd^forcX40’

[

Rufflings,

LADIES’ FURNISHING

FLOOR,

Dress Goods,

NEWS.

ry, Perry,
Nulato, Small, Machias; Phenlr,
Thompson, Vinalhavcn; Ontara, Sprague, Machias;
Allie Oakes, Plllsbury, Machias; B
Freeman, Brewster, Bncksport: Alamo, Machias; Sparte', Smith,
do; Sarah Bernice, Proctor, do; Grand Island, McIntlre, Rockland; A Bony, Hamilton, Vinalhaven;
Sedona, Wall, do; Olive Hayward, Arey, Rockland;
Rena, Foster, and Nicola, Kellar, Machias; Alpine,
Marshall, Calais; May Day, Adams, Bangor; Pearl
Gookins, Biddeford; Harriet Newell, Gould, Calais;
Tennessee, Creed, Fall River.
Ar 2d, barque Sam Sheppard, Evans,
Clenfuegos 18
days; Chas Pobes, Swett, Sagua 11 days: brig H H
Seavey, Lee, Femandlna; Jeremiah, Ford, Matanzas
(at quarantine); Geo Gilchrist, Hart, Matanzas.

SECOND
RICH AND

New Standard Trimmings,

LOTHROP, DETENS

SOMERSET COUJtTV.

The Bangor Whig says on Wednesday, Dr.
('has. Q. Norton of Linconville, started with
his fntber, mother and wife to go West, but
was arrested on a small debt and obliged to return with the officer on the steamer City of
Richmond from Portland, Wednesday night.—
Some time during the night he was discovered
to be suffering.great pain and
apparently in a
dying condition. Dr. DeCosta of Boston, was
on Isiard the steamer and was at once called.—
He pronounced the
symptoms to be those of

Ribbons,

FORT OF PORTLAND.

CarAltf for New York!

WALDO COUNTY.

ON

NEW AND SPACIOUS STORE OP

EaTman,

1

Lowest Market Prices.

through

»nd
route

Indianaisdis, Bloomington anil Western 7e. 90
Logamqiort, Orawfordevllle and S. W.. He.95
Cbeaaiieake and Ohio Se. vi
Connecticut Valley 7e.95
New York anil Oswego 7«.95

Housekeeping

Kid Gloves,

ISiaiatan Aliiaaac.19Iay 4.
Sunrises.4.511 Moon rises.3.45AM
Sun sets.7.03 | High water. 8.45 AM

Ar at Baltimore 2d, sch Armida Hall, Hall, Port-

ed.
A

full line of

Goods,

Small Wares,

apiece. Extra clerks had to be hired to wait
upon the crowds that thronged the storeB until
a late hour.
One of the latest and best caricatures is that
in Harper's representing the teams of John
Bull and Brother Jonathan with their wheels

The Dolly Varden eyebrows are got up
by
mucilage and sifted charcoal thereupon dispos.

a

richest portions of Illinois

Run*

cent,

invite Inquiries relating to investments, anil give
tbe prices of a few of tbe moat desirable Bonds:

we

-AT THE-

Edgings,

April

merchants’

Europe.

FLOOR

and

Linens,

Launched—At Harps well recently, by Allen Bros,
a fishing schr ot 43 tons, owned by Clias A Dyer &
Co, Capt John H Huey, (who is to command her,) and
others. She arrived here yesterday.

nr—ir_

Domestic

Piques,

at No. 32 Brown street.
In this city, May 1, Hattie H. G., infant daughter
of Irving and Harriet S. Blake.
In Peering, May 2, Mr. James
Torrey, aged 82 years
1 month 6 days.
[Funeral services Sunday afternoon at 11 o’clock,
at the residence of Levi Cram,
Deenng.
In Harpswell,
24. Mr. Chas. Stover, aged 75;
28th, Capt. John M. Purington, aged 66 years.
In Freeport, April 30, Mr. Simeon Curtis, aged 76
years.

[from

FIRST

May be found

Cambrics,

ams, which have been in sharp competition for
some time, reached the climax on Saturday,
when clothing was sold for less than half the
cost of manufacture, and silk hats for25 cents

locked. “Now look’ee here! are you going to
back down?” says Bull. “No sir! but if
you
don’t, by thunder,Til start my horse,” answers Jonathan.
A twenty-acre chicken farm has been started

ON

Buttons.

Eliza H. Shaw, aged 75
years,—widow of the late Capt. Nath’l Shaw.
f Funeral services Sunday afternoon at 2 o’clock,

Faatimrf

99lh.

Railroad

cennes

HI., Meelea

DEALERS IN SECURITIES,

Fringes,

Mrs.

NE^RHsTE

APRIL

Skirts, Corsets,

Brighton,

city, May 2,

MONDAY,

ON

DIED.

Jaffrcy, N. H.,
scholarships in

Next

Gloves,

Slate

car.

Vin-

&

Chicago, Danville

A CO„

interest allowed on deposit accounts, subject to check, drawn as on any City Bank.
Out-of-town depositors will have their remittances
and collections promptly acknowledged.
We do a General Banking and Commission Business, nego: late Bonds, Stocks, Notes and other Securitiea, make collections throughout United States and

ROOMS,

Ellen Sullivan.

In this

Four per

AND

Hosiery,

TUB

BANKERS,
1 Beromkirf,

*••

MANUFACTURING

At the Island Pond House.
May 1, by
Rev. J. C. Houghton, Clias. N. Chevalier and Mias
E. Ada Waterhouse, daughter of G. G. Waterhouse,
Esq., all of Island Pond.

thousand dollars in prime stocks
and bonds have been handed to the trustees of
the “New Hampshire College of Agriculture
and Mediam» Arts” by Hou. John Conant of

BANK OF DEPOSIT.

WILL OPEN

One Price Only.

One Price Only.

MISCELLANEOUS.
>•■

■

F. A. HAWLEY

THEIR NEW SALES

In this city, May 1, by Rev. W. T. Phelan, Archibald McDougal and Mrs. Nancy Simpson, both of
Portland.
Also, John S. Miller and Mrs. Christine
Miller, both or Portland.
In Brunswick, April 25, James H. Smith and Miss

Forty-eight

EXTRA!

NEW GOODS !

NEW GOODS,

MARRIED.

monument to Mazziuior Garibaldi in Central
Park.

SPECIAL NOTICES.
B

E. T. ELDER & CO.,

‘"s111"*—

umiurnwwwwfui —-Ar*

.;■

At the request of Speaker Blaine the Light
House Board has ordered first class buoys for
Pond Island Bar and Jack Kuife Ledge, near
the mouth of the Kennebec river.
In Congress Thursday, Mr. Frye presented
the petition of Frederick C. Upton, asking to
be restored to his rank iu the navy. Referred
to the Committee on Naval Affairs. Speaker
Blaine presented the petition of Minerva Tilley for relief. Referred to the Committee on
Pensions.
Patents have been issued this week to Win.
F. Eaton, Cape Elizabeth, for tree and plant
protector; Daniel Sullivan, Bangor, for steam
boiler for heating by hot air and steam.

a

are

..t

Bev. Mr. Potter, of Gorham, who lg preachin
Limington, reports an excellent reliuinterest in that vicinity.
Some fifty or
smy have been converted and reclaimed
ntjthin
a snort
time, and the work is still spreading

cor-

a

call
of
Andover Theological Seminary, to become pastor of the church and society, at a salary of
$2500 a year.
_
The Evangelical Churches of
Androscoggin
are
county
requested to send delegates to a
County Sabbath School Convention, to meet
in the Pine Street Free Baptist Church (ltev.
Mr. Burgess), Lewiston, Wednesday 8th
inst.,
at 10 o’clock A. M., to act on such business as
may come before them. Meeting to contiuue
thiough the day and evening.
Rev. T. T. Merry has been dismissed from
the charge of the 1st and 2d
Congregational
churches in Norway, for the reason that
they
could not pay him salary enough for his
sup-

ing

journals of the country geu-

theVCnec^u”'Senete.T™!

"oc

lotis

Democrat._

be elected by
United States
of his defeat Is in the union
of
with Perry’s few friends.

*'“***

iugton,

Ouh advices from the fanning towns on the
Kennebec are to the effect that the drought
and the grasshoppers of last year killed the
grass roots so generally that there is great
danger of another serious failure of the hay
crop.
this

».iu

—

ruption in office.

Syno.yymh from

Gov. Brown and bis cousin, Frank Blair, arrived here last night in response to a telegraphic summons from Carl Schurz. They came on
the pretext that there was trouble in the Missouri
delegation of such a nature that their
preseuce was required, and it was carefully
given out that there was a combination looking
to the nomination of Trumbull, and that Brown

and its branches consume nearly fifty
tons of writing paper, six thousand gross of
pens and oue thousand gross of pencils.
Sixty divorce cases are pending in the Law
Court at Nashville, Tenn.
They are obliged to close the schools of
Charleston, S. C., because they haven’t funds
to pay the teachers.
Gold-bearing antimony is reported to have
been discovered on the line of the Central Pacific railroad.
The army worm has appeared in Tennessee
and is doing great damage to fruit trees.
Italian residents in New York intend to erect
ment

huysen, Edmonds, Stockton, Cragin, Conkling.

vigorously peaceful acquiescence in secession.
The nation ignoring his counsels, he next

which* the people were eager and intent. He
ostentatiously became a bondsman for Mr.
Davis, to the very sincere sorrow of the
Northern people, who felt that, if treason
were not to be punished by death or imprison-

spitefully

“struck” from the shoulder, blow after blow,
at everybody and anything except Casserly and
the Senator from Kin-busky. Senators Freling-

tical working of the theories which he advocated. To go no farther back than the beginning of the war of the rebellion, he advocated

infinitely

odd one.
All building operations in which lime is essential ure stopped at Denver, Col., there being
an entire absence of that article in the market.
Iu the course of a year the Treasury Depart-

NOTICE

STORE,

345 Congress Street.

IN GENERAL.

one

and haughtily than ever before
being no doubt stimulated by high lio|ies of
the consummation of the great wish of his life
the “White House.”
He “sailed in” and
more

LADIES’ FURNISHING

Mr. Gardner Overlook was so severely injured last Wednesday in canting a stone in •- the
quarry of Pierce & Rowe in Frankfort, that
his life is despaired of.

fled with their padlocks.
The tables iu Texas are turned.
Au exchange says the radical negroes of Calvert,
Tex., mobbed a colored Democratic speaker the
other day.
There is in Clay county, Indiana, a family of
twenty-five children—twelve pairs of twins and

scientious recipient of the ten thousand dollar
fee in the MeArdle case, took occasion to make
his most powerful attempt to annihilate the
present administration by abusing the Secretary of the Navy. He hurled his anathemas,

Greeley is thoroughly
ple of this country.
vigorous
writer, he early devoted himself to the free
soil movement and the change of public opinion on this subject was largely assisted by
him and, reciprocally, from the popularity of
the views advocated by him, he gained great
influence. He has never, however, been regarded as a discreet man in guiding the prac-

tration

is still good iu some parts of Utah.
The first female lawyer iu Washington is a
mulatto.
A Jackson, Tenn., chain-gang broke jail, and

SPECIAL NOTICES.

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

to remove

Brooklyn.
•Sleighing

SENATOR TRl'MBOLL ON THE RAMPAOE.
This has been the liveliest day of the session
The naval appropriation bill
in the Senate.
was under discussion, and Trumbull stock being up at Cincinnati, this truly honest and con-

extreme

poisoning by arsenic,

A reform liar association has been formed in

ble Conduct of 'Mr. Stockton.
Washington, 1a C., May 1st. 1872.

The Cincinnati

anil took immediate-steps
it from the suffering man’s stomach,
in which design he was successful. Dr. Norton was evidently suffering from aberration of
mind, and had been for several days past; he
purchased the arsenic in Portland, which showed that he meditated suicide before going on
board of the steamer.

News Items by Mall.

Letter.

A Presidential Candidate Addressiny the Polly
Varden Convention from the Senate—Honora-

4, IS ,2.
SATURDAY MORNING, MAY

Greeley,

Washington

DAM.

received bv uwi.

~i

u

S.
^ -« »*

to order.

SaccarajipR,

Feb 15.

in*8 HA8K«JJ;..Ay»t

.

THE PRESS

Portland Sc Ogdcmburg Railroad.
The joint special committee of the City Coun
cil, to whom was referred the petition of

SATURDAY MORNING, MAY 4, 1872.

number of citizens and business men o
Portland for the appointment of a commissioi
to ascertain and report upon the practicabilit;
of an extension of the Portland & Ogdeusburi
Railroad through the White Mountain Notch
gave a hearing to the petitioners at the Alder

Advertisement* To-Day.

men's Room yesterday afternoon.
The meeting was called to order by Aldermai 1
King, chairman of the committee, who rea<
the petition and stated the object of the ireet
to hear anything the petitioners migh
ing to

AUCTION COLUMN.
Furniture—F. 0. Bailey & Co.
ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
LectureR—Dr. BoileR.

have to offer additional to the statements am
suggestions contained in the petition. He fur
ther remarked that the powers of the commit
tee were only to consider the subject matter am
report upon the same to the City Council.

SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.
Ladies’ Furnishing Goods—A. M. Peabody.
Caucus.
Room Papers—Lollirop, Devens &-Co.
Spiritual Fraternity.
NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMN.
Bakers Wanted—Geo. W. H. Brouks.
Book-keeper Wanted.
Heal Estate—W. H. Jerris.
Harvard

Mr. Charles E. Jose rehearsed the contents ol
the annual report of the Directors of the Port
laud & Ogdeusburg Railroad, and said that th<

popular feeling had been that the Directors, iu
their earnestness to prosecute the work of construction, had erred in judgment in relation tc
the cost of construction and
busi-

University.

Older—F. G. & C. H. Yeaton.
Three Years in a Man Trap.
City of Portland.

Exposition

prospective

He defended them from such a
charge,
and said he had drawn the
petition before the
committee, and with one or two exceptions all
the names were obtained
his
soliciness.

Universal—Davis i£ Co.

Hours Lot—W. H. Jerris.
G. A. R—W. A. Green.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Collars, &e—J. Burleigh & Co.

Goods—Fitzgerald
Clothing—Oren Hawkes
New

by

personal
tation. The petitioners felt the
great importance of the
measure, and bad expressed a strong

& Co.
& Co.

desire for a commission to
the whole question.

Tableaux.

i.allies’Furulshiug

Goods—A. M.

Peabody.

citizens

Republican Caucus.
are

requested

to

Monday Evening, May 6, nt 8 o’clock,
for the purpose of electing four delegates from each
ward to the Convention to be held at
Biddeford, on
Thursday, May 9th, “for the purpose of choosing
Delegates to the Republican National Convention at
Philadelphia.” Wards 1,2, 3, 4 and 6, will meet in
their respective Ward Rooms; Ward Swill meet in
Machigonne Engine House, Congress st. Ward 7
will meet in the School House on Vaughan street.
The dolegates elected will please meet in convention at the Reception Room, City Building, Tuesday
afternoon at 5 o’clock, to elect two delegates at
large.
The ward lines as fixed by the late vote of the
city
observed In the ward caucuses.
Per Order of City Committee.

will be

Portland, May 1st,

1872.

Ik#*1"Hereafter notices of this character must be
three lines, (thirty words.)

re-

strited to

First Second Advent Church, 353 1-2 Congress
»»t. Elder Wm. Bodge, from
Barnstead, N. H., will
preach Sunday, at the usual hours. Seats free.
India St., Uni verbalist Church.—Preaching
to-morrow by the Pastor, Rev. G. W. Bicknell at lot

evening.

Pine St. M. E. Church.—D. H. Hannaburgh, pasMorning Prayer Meeting at 9 a. m. and 7* p. m.
Communion Service at 10*. S. S. at 1*. Preaching at 3.
Y. M. C. Association,
Mechanics’Building, Prayer Meetings every
Saturday evening.—Social Meeting
every Sunday at 10* o’clock a.m.. In Munsey’s Sail

Thtr# will be ft gar* ce of Sacred Song this evening.
Puemlk chapel, corner Preble and Cumberland
streets. Sunday School at 2; Preaching at 3. Temperance meeting at 7*;Lord’B supper at close of p. m.
Advent Christian Church, Union

Hall, Eld

L. T. Cunningham of Newton. Mass,, will preach at
the usual hours. Prayer meeting at 9 a. m.

Woodford’sJCorner.—Rev.
morning and evening.

B.

P. Snow will preach

Plymouth Church—No services to-raorrow. S. S.
at 12 M. in the vestry; young people's prayer meeting in the study at 6$; concert at 7* P. M.
New Jerusalem Church.—Rev. Mr. Hayden
will preach at 10* a. m. Evening lecture at 7* p. m.

Allen Mission Chapel, Locust Street.—Sabbath
School Prayer Meeting at 2.15. Sabbath School at 3.
Washingtonian prayer meeting in the evening at 7*.
St. Paul’s Church, corner ol Congress and Lo-

cust street.—Services
and 3 p. m. This is

Sunday at 10.30 o’clock a.m.,
a free church, with free scats.
First Baptist Church, Congress at., corner oi
Wilmot,Rev*. Wm. H. Shailer, Pastor.—Preaching at
10* and 3; Sabbath School at 1.45; Social Meeting at 7.
Mountfort Stu£kt A. M. E. Church.—Preaching at 10.30 a. m., at 3 and 7.30 p. m. Sunday School
at 4

p. m.

St. Free Baptist Church, Rev. A. A.
Smith, pastor. Preaching at 10.30 a. m. Sabbath
School at 12 m, Preaching at 3, Prayer Meeting 7.P.M.
The Reform School S. S. will be held Sunday P.
M. Coach leaves State Street at 2 o'clock. Every
teacher is requested to be present.
Bethel Church, 97 Fore Street.—Services Sabbath a. m., at 10.30 o’clock; p. m., at 3 and 7.00
o’clock. Communion service the first Sunday r. m.
Casco

of

each

month.

Also meetings on Monday and
Thursday evenings at 7.30 o’clock. All from the sea
and land are cordially Invited.

Bailed States Circuit Court.
BEFORE

on

execution for

Drew.

judge fox.

alimony.
Copeland—A.

A.

N. Hobbs.

Strout.
Webb.

Supreme Judicial Court.
BEFOKK J UIXIK KAIIKII1VA,

Friday.—Casco Preserving Company vs. Portland
Case continued
& Rochester Railroad Company.
from Wednesday, the 24th ult., owing to the abaunco
of a material witness. Argument for defence in progress.

Bradbury & Bradbury.

Waterman.

Brief Jotting*.
George F. Bailey & Co’s Circus and Menag-

erie will exhibit in Portland on the 28tli and
29th of May.
A meeting of the Society forjthe Prevention
of Cruelty to Animals will he held on Monday

evening.
There will be a Washingtonian temperance
meeting at Allan Mission Chapel, Locust street,

Monday evening.
A correspondent

very properly suggests that
some effort should be made
by the public to
furnish employment to reformed drinkers and
rum-sellers who have become members of the
Reform Club. Many of the latter, he says, are
out of business, with no trades to work at, and
have become quite destitute. We agree with
him that a friendly hand just at this juncture,
will give such men great strength.
The Eastern Railroad have put four new pastheir road, similar to those comtheir works in Salem a short time

senger

ears on

pleted

at

since.
There were thirteen births on the “Scandinavian” on her late trip from Liverpool to
Quebec. Not so strange when we consider that
the steamer brought eleven hundred steerage
passengers.
We are informed that the Portland Light Infantry have accepted the challenge of the Boston Montgomery Guards and will compete in
their proper turn.
Sheriff Perry seized a small quantity of liquors at Neil McCavity’s on Briggs street, yes-

terday.
The Swedenborgian

and S. P. Societies will
not between four and five hundred dollars by
their May Day'lfestivalWe learn that Cummings who was so seriously injured at the New York boat on Wednes-

day last,

is fast

recovering and

that

Feeny

is

able to go out
There will be a temperance reform meeting
at Arcana Hall, William’s building, next to
Second Parish church, Congress street, Sunday
evening at 7 1-4 o’clock. All are invited.
Fatal Accident.—Yesterday afternoon Patrick Welch, employed by the Grand Trunk
Railway Company, came to his death in the
railroad yard under the following circumstances:
He witli two others were walking towards Fish
Point when they observed a passenger train approaching, and stepped on another track out of
the way. Just as the train passed a train of
three freight cars, which was on the track where

they stood, suddenly started up behind them.
Welch and one of his companions were struck,
but the latter escaped without injury. Welch
was thrown down and all the cars passed over
him, diagonally, from the hip to the thigh,
crushing the body so that his bowels gushed
One foot and one hand were almost cut
out.
off. Coroner Gould held an inquest, and the
verdict of the jury was that deceased came to
hiB death by his own carelessness, and exoner.
atiug the train men from all blame.
Hotel Arrivals.—J. S. Grafton, Boston,
W. S. Hare and wife Calais, J. Starkey and
wife New York, W. K. Moody, Skowhcgan,
Chas. Larrabee Boston, are stopping at the
Preble House.
Samuel F. Pcrley Naples, C. E.

Quigley

New York, Gilbert Hinds Livermore, Jos. B.
Holmes New York, and J. F. Davis Ellsworth,
are at the United States.

R. K. Bewail Wiscasset, Robert Tilson Boston, J. D. Smith Hartford, Conn., and G. K.
Washburn Thomaston, are stopping at the St.
Julian.
Jas. A. S. Hedd Boston, C. J. Gilman,

Brunswick, Nath’l Rogers Albany, C. M. Bailey
and son Winthrop, H. C. Ellis Philadelphia, H.
H. Dickey Lewiston, C. R. Walters and wife
Chaflotte, If. B., are at the Falmouth Hotel.
J. H. Randlett Dover, Mrs. A. Wood St.
John, J. C. Amstead, Geo. Cross, J. Bane, J.
If. Clark and Miss S. E. Clark of Boston, G.
W. M. Pitman Bartlett, N. H., C. P. Whitmore Bennington, N- H., are stopping at the

City

Hotel.

'Wk trust the friends of the Fraternity will
not forget the kind offer of the D. S.
S., who
are to give an
entertainment this evening for
their lienefit, at G. A
rooms, Mechanics’ Hall.
Both the fairy
operetta “Vivia,” and the fairy
pantomime “Caught in
Dreamland,” will he
very pleasing,
especially to the little ones.—
These entertainments
have been generally adand doubtless this
one will be
largely at-

miredf

were

in favor of the

comple-

tion of the road, and that it w as a measure of
great importance. The amount of aid—$2,500,000—called for was large, and there was a feeling that it would not complete the road; if they
could be assured that this sum was sufficient, it
would receive their sanction. He believed the
Directors had acted in good faith, and their
statements and estimates were based on fre-

quent reconnoissances. If the present was a
new enterprise he should oppose it, but $1,000,000 had already been expended, of corporate
and individual money. The result of this expenditure is inadequate because the enterprise
is not completed. If the sum asked for will

complete

the road to the Vermont
whole Allti>rnris« will Kara aaat

line,

the

$4,000,000, with a debt of only about $2,500,000,
and by the completion of the road
through a
very fertile country it will bring to Portland a
traffic in iron and lumber. In his judgment
this business will pay the interest on threefourths of the cost of the whole road, and
provide a sinking fund which will liquidate all liabibities in thirty-five years. Meanwhile the
city will have had all the advantages of the
business of the road, which will be worth more
than the interest of the money
already invested. He said the expense of survey would be
great, but he believed it was expedient to form
the commission, which he hoped might be made
up of those who are not partisans either way.
Mr. T. C. Hersey said there was a difference
of opinion as to the
of the road

expediency
among the siguers. He originally had doubts
as to the
expediency of the city becoming a
stockholder in a railroad, but he voted with the
majority. He had some doubt as to the sum
asked for being sufficient to
complete the work,

but

anxious that the commission should
settle the question if possible. He referred to tl.e
fact that Portland had once the New
Hampshire
and Vermont trade; but we lost it because Boston tapped that country with railroads. The
was

general facts

same

are true with regard to Eastand it is our duty to reclaim at least
our part of the business
by opening new communications.
Mr. Moses Gould inquired as to the
probable
cost of the commission, how it should he formed
and of whom it should be composed.
Mr. Chas. E. Jose said it was
to se-

ern

Maine,

proposed
cure the service of three
competent men, who,
from their position and connection with the in-

terests of the

city,

would be able to give a correct and reliable report.
The expense should
be paid by the city, as a legitimate charge, the
citizens being themselves largely interested in
the measure, and the question of the extension

being

of direct

importance to every citizen.

He

believed the expense would be nominal. The
he believed, settle itself within three weeks. The great question
then to consider will be the value of the road
as opening
up the West and the near-by country. Another great question is, what are our
necessities, and what are the most available advantages to be secured.
Moses Gould said his question was not answered. A commission will cost from $3000 to

engineering question will,

Friday.—Elvira H. Nowell vs. Calvin Varney. A
writ of entry, whereby plaintiff claims a lot of land
setoff

■

generally

business that she has never had. To this should
be added the mountain travel and the increased

BeliKiena IVeticea.

S. S. Concert in the

thoroughly examine

Rensellaer Cram, Esq., said he believed the

Among tha Roses—Schumacher Bros.
New Spring Hats at Welch’s, 79 Middle street.
Love

The Republican Voters of Portland
meet in Caucus, on

I

large

CITY AND VICINITY.
New

BIDDEFORD, SACO

$5000.

And eYen if the commission reports
will the people vote the $2,500,000?
No! We voted the
original subscription without careful thought
The late Jabez C. Woodman predicted that that was but an
entering
and
his
wedge,
prediction has become fulfilled.
If the road is built we shall be called on for
more help
for depot grounds, buildings and
other business facilities in the city. From the
postulate that this will be a freight road mainly, Mr. Gould went on to show some of the
difficulties of getting through the White Mountain range on account of the heavy grades and
circuitous route.
He then, at considerable
length, with the aid of a map explained the
scheme of a road to White River Junction via
Cornish, West Osippee, Meredith and Danbury
aud the Boston, Concord & Montreal road.
Mr. Daveis asked information as to what
amount of money is requisite for the expense
of the commission.
Mr. Cram replied that a survey that would
satisfy the minds of the public would require
about a month, aud the expenses in his judgment would be very light. Tlie engineers would
only be required to verify the surveys already
made, as the reconnoissance of Mr. Lindsay
has determined the most feasible route.
In reply to a question by Mr. McCarthy,
whether the petitioners had any persons in view
as members of the commission, Mr. Jose said
he had heard the names of Judge Fox, C. P.
Kimball, Gen. Frank Fessenden aud Rensellaer
Cram mentioned; some of these gentlemen being known as decided opponents of the loan.
Mr. Cram suggested the uaine of Weston F.
Milliken, and withdrew his own name, on account of private business engagements.
The hearing then closed.

favorably,

Cruelty to Animals.— John Kennedy, a
teamster, was arrested on Thuasday by officers
Williams and Smith foi»cruelty to his horse. It
appears that he had loaded his jigger with

•twenty barrels of Hour, weighing about 4200
pounds and because the poor beast fouud the
load to much for him, the driver undertook to
impart strength by the use of his whip. Kennedy was brought before Judge Morris yesterday aud put under $200 bonds to appear at the

May term of the Superior Court. This is the
first case of the kind, we believe, that has been
brought to the knowledge of the proper anthorlong time, though cases hare not been
wanting our city. They can be seen almost
every day by close observers. The organization
of a society for the prevention and cure of such
inhuman practices has aroused the public attention to these abuses, and it is hoped that

ties for

a

in

Judge Morris will

again be called

deal
with such a case. Punishment is sure to follow
a violation of the statute whenever the offence
not

to

AND

VICINITY.

Religions Scrriee*.
The usual services will be held to-morrow at the
several churches hi Biddeford and Saco, as follows:
BIDDEFORD.
Baptist Church—By the pastor, Rev. A. L. Lane.
Sermon by Rev. Mr. Holbrook.
Freewill Baptist—By the pastor, Rev. J. Malvern.
Second Congregational Church—By the pastor, Rev.
J. D. Emerson.
The Biddeford Y. M. C. A.-Will hold the usual
prayer meetings at 9$ a. m. and 6 p. m.
St. Mary’s Church, Catholic—Usual services by
Father Brady.
Pavilion Congregational Church—Services by the
pastor, Mr. A. J. Rogers.
Methodist Church—By the pastor,Rev. Mr. Ladd.
Christ Church—Hardy Hall—Rev. W. J. Alger,
rector. Sermon at 2$ by Rev. Charles W. Hayes, of
Portland.

Episcopal Church—Rev. William J. Alger, rector.
Preaching at 10$ A. m, by Rev. Chas. W. Hayes, of

erstand, propose

Merchants, who,

to commence

this after,
noi n, the plan of closing
their; places of busi
nes at 4 o’clock;
No written agreement luu
been entered into this year, but every one if
left free to act in this matter, independent of
his neighbor. We hope the closing movement
may become

general,

on

Saturday

afternoons
•

Musical.—The choir at High Street Churcl
has been organized as follows, composing
double quartette: Miss Annie J. Ayers ant
Miss Annie Leavitt, soprano; Mrs. Hall am
Alice Leavitt, contralto; Mr. S. Thurston anc
Mr. B. F. Tukey, tenor; Mr. French and Mr
C. C. Tolman, bass; Mrs. George O. Goss, or
ganist; Mr. Thurston, leader.
Ferry Village.
We understand that the government
proposes
to supply Fort Preble with water
by means oi
an aqueduct
A large supply can be obtained
on laud owned
by Mr. Hatherly Spear, one
mile from the fort; the fountain to be about
thirty feet above the place of
It if

delivery.

thought by competent engineers that

an abundof the best water can be obtained at a cosl
of ten thousand dollars.
The Union Brass Band have declined the invitation to attend the Peace Jubilee,
owing tc
ance

previous engagement.
The Spring and Summer term of school com
mences on Mouday, May the 6th inst., uudei
favorable circumstances. Agent Cole has pu
the school rooms in good condition and ha;
been fortunate in securing all

first class teach

ers.

In

yesterday’s Pbess,under the

head of Cap;
slfould read the name Har

Elizabeth items,
mond instead Howard, and J. H. Harford in
•
stead of Hartford.

Appointments.
[Special to Press.]
Augusta, May 3.—Hon. Edwin B. Smith of
Saco and Rev. J. K. Martin of Thoiuaston have
been appointed by the Governor as delegates to
represent the State at the International ConPrison Reform to be held in Loudon,
the coming summer.
[To the Associated Press.]
The Peek Matters Settled.
Neal Dow and John B. Cummings, bondsmen of B. D. Peck, defaulting State Treasurer,
have each paid into the State Treasury five
on

Eng.,

thousand aud and twenty-six dollars and eleven
cents, and have been discharged from their
The house of Wiu. H. Humphrey on Malta
was destroyed by fire this evening. Furniture mostly saved. Loss $1400.—
Insured.

Baptist Church—By the pastor, Rev. Charles

F.

Holbrook.

Hill, in this city,

The derrick has been erected and work upon
the abutments of the Wharf street railroad
bridge, Saco, is to be commenced at once.

Suicide.—Thursday morning

Jesse Hill, a
about 23 years of age. son of Mr.
George Hill of iKennebunkport, committed suicide by hanging. No cause is assigned for the
young

man

act
_____

The ladies of the Pavilion Society ministered
to the wants of some 300 of their friends at
The tables were
their vestry hist evening.
bounteously and tastefully spread with most
appetizing viands, and a satisfactory addition
to their funds was realized.
As a gentleman of our citv was driving down
Main street, yesterday noon, he unintentional-

ly, though perhaps carelessly, run over the toes
a workman employed
upon the street. Pat
returned the compliment with a stone between

of

the sholders.
delecation of

A
a

of words followed to the

war

large and appreciative audience.

Engine
A trial of steamers
Trial.
for $100 a side, between the Eben Simpson of
Biddeford aud the Gov. Fairfield of Saco, will
take place this inoruing at 8 o’clock at the City
—

Building reservoir, Saco.
allowed for preparation
continue five minutes.
chosen by the several
to choose the seventh.

Ten minutes will be
the playing will
Three judges are to be
and

companies

and they are
Considerable interest is

manifested in this trial.
Severe Accident.—Mr. Hebbard C. Bowan employee in
the quarry on Elm street,
Biddeford, met with a severe accident yesterday afternoon. He was struck by the crank of

den,

derribk, causing

extensive fracture of the
skull with compression, fragments of the skull
being driven iuto the brain. He was placed
under the care of Dr. F. G. Warren, who by the
an

operation of trepaning, gave him instant

re-

lief.
A Free Ride.—Last Thursday evening, Mr.
C. W. Bond of Saco, left his horse and carriage
in front of his tailoring establishment for a few
hours. Upon returning he could find nothing
track of the carriage wheels as far as
the covered bridge.
Yesterday morning the
team was found near the Common, bearing
marks of hard driving. Ho clue has yet been

except

a

obtained to the parties who resorted to this
cheap mode of pleasure riding.
The Portland Cadets arrived here
train

on

the 4.20

yesterday afternoon, accompanied

(ti.....I

mi..!..

by

......—

upon the streets, evoking much praise
from those who witnessed their soldiery march.
The drill exercise at City Hall, Biddeford, in
ance

the evening, was witnessed by a large and most
appreciate audience. They have certainly attained a wonderful degree of proficiency in the
“school of the soldier,” and their exhibition
fail to stimulate the company just formed here to a spirit of emulation.

cannot

niSCELLANEOim NOTICES.
The New Yoke Circus.—This

widely

re-

spected metropolitan entertainment will give
two exhibitions in ^Portland next Tuesday)
May 7th. Mr. Lent has not been blind this
the fact that the amusement world is
full of new and aspiring enterprises of every
description, therefore he is prepared with a
brilliant series of fresh novelties and new wonders to keep his admirable Circus in the prominent position it has occupied for years as the
leading equestrian establishment of America
Mr. Lent is a careful, energetic and superior
circus manager, and in past seasons the perfection of his troupe, and the refined and attractive character of his entertainments, have
made for his exhibition a reputation that insures for it overflowing and fashionable audiseason

to

The Bubble Has Burst.—We sell a little
The Elmwood collar is selliug at 20
cents a box at J. Burleigh’s & Co.
We are
about contracting for other merchandize such
as Salt Fish, Hair
Switches, Charcoal, Plated
Silver Ware, &c., which will be sold cheap.
lower.

Remember the Elmwood collar at 20 cents.
We sell other kind of collars at 1 cent a box
and will give two boxes for 1 cent if requested.
J. Burleigh & Co., 89 Middle St.
Room

Papers.—We ask the attention of

house-keepers in the midst of spring cleaning
and repairing to observe the advertisement of
Messrs. Lothrop, Devcns & Co. These gentlehave

men

larger store
business.

been obliged to seek quarters in a
on account of the increase of their
They have an elegant stock of pa-

per-hangings, curtains, fixtures,

&c.

Duke, Alexis, Sem, Elephant and all the
nobby style hats at Orin Hawkes & Co.’s 290 and
292 Congress street. A fine assortment of children’s hats, just received.
F. O. Bailey & Co. sell the valuable lot of
on Cross street at 3 p. m.
to-day, as will be

land
seen

at

is

by advertisement.

We don’t go into the Press and Aryvs office
12 o’clock at night to see what our neighbor

going

to advertise.
Great pity some men
have not more brains.
We are selling goods
J. Burleigh & Co., 89 Middle St.
cheap.

Received this day at Fitzgerald & Co.’s,
styles Hoop Skirts.

new

Received this day at
Parasols.

Fitzgerald &

Co. 's,

new

Woolens for

men

and

boys’

suits at Allen &

Co.’s 87 Middle St.

Particular attentionfpaid

to

cutting

to make.

for oth"

m4-TT&s3w

A notice of Rev. Mr. Bolles’ lecture will be
found in our advertising columns.
--—

Trimmed hats nnd bonnets, at Mrs. Welch’s.
We have secured at great expense the celebrated life-size painting, “Love Among the
Roses,” by Prof. Scliwinds, of the Royal Academy at Pesth (Hungary). It is without doubt
the most beautiful figure painting ever exhibited in this city, and this is the first exhibition of
it. Admission fee of 15 cents will be eharged
»tt

rmlor tn

rlufrav

DTnpnaoa

Tl>o

rrulloru will

be open for exhibition at 6 o’clock p. m., SaturSchumacher Bros.
day, May 4th.

may4-3t

Vegetine.—By its use you will prevent
many of the diseases prevailing in the Spring
and Summer seasou.
Mystery Solved.—The great secret of the
wonderful success of Vegetine. It strikes at
the root of disease by purifying the blood, restoring the liver and kidneys to healthy action,
invigorating

the

nervous

system.

mlW&S

French Fire Proof Chimneys at Rand &
m3-2t
2 Deering Block.

Thomes’s,

MINOR TELEGRAMS,

Spanish advices state that the Catholic priesthood arc endeavoring to make the insurrection
in that country a religious war.
The eruption of Vesuvius lias ceased but the
locality has been visited with a hurricane of
great violence doing much damage to the villages and crops.
The report of the flight of the Carlist leader
in Spain to France closely followed by government troops, is confirmed.
The Court of Impeachment for the trial of
Gov. Reed of Florida, was organized yesterday.
There is danger of serious difficulty between
the fishermen of New Jersey and Delaware if
the authorities of the two States do not
arrange
matters relative to the
rights of the fishermen
of the respective States. A
tug with armed
from Delaware seized eleven
men
Jerseymen Thursday and took them to
Wilmington,
where they were fined for invadiug the rights of
hat State.

Convention

a

Political nob.

-"ay
r.on1jCi1NNATI>
called to order at

3-—The Convention was
10.10 o’clock. The reading of
journal was dispensed with at the suggesthe Iowa delegation.
tl<p?
the Chair stated that a
statement in a mornIJif p,aj'e,r> Pretending to give a despatch from
tne

true
*'Ir-

Sc*ulrz)

hi

a

candidate,

was

utterly

un-

Gilmore,

of Missouri, offered a resolution
the Cohveution reaches the point of
JV'enfor
DMloting
candidates there shall be no formai presentation of
candidates, but the Cont critioi1 will
proceed to vote.
Mr, Dexter, of Illinois, sustained the propoai,d wanted to proceed to business and
atom mere
personal eulogies. The resolution
was carried.
Horace White, from the Committee on Platiorm, reported the resolutions which had been
unanimously adopted by the committee.
Horace White of Chicago, from the committee on
resolutions, reported as follows:
r?“SDi*c the equality of all men before
™’ "»d hold that it is tiie
duty of the governwltl* the people l« mete out equal
nm?dei}h”8"
ezact Justice to all, of whatever
nationality, race,
color or
persuasion, religion or politics,
P.led8e ourselves to maintain the union
iw state*>
emancipation and enfranchisement .,,,1?
of the questions
Mttled hv .s °f’i‘?9eaia?y re;°I*ening
13th’ *4t' an<1 loth ““endments ot the
..

““l„

Constitution6
movafoT"

Bill* Approved.

,the

Immediate and absolute

3.—The President has approved the bill supplementary te an act to incorporate the Texas Pacific Railroad Company,
ana to aid the construction of its road and for
other purposes. Also bill to amend an act to
enforce the rights of citizens of the United
States to vote hi the several States of the Union
aud for other purposes.

re-

account of the
imiiosed
rebeUionud* diBabilj.lie8,
hnally subtlued
years ago,
universal
will
result
in
amnesty
rfM® pacification
,that in all sections
pletc
of the
W88

Washington, May

on

seven

a com-

fvf„„U™or~L‘oea.1
fr i,K

amWH^<i,a‘icpreflacy
fJJH
pf

f?'1

su®. ,arRest

SENATE.

Washington, May 3.—Mr. Morton moved
reconsider the uote hy which the bill changing
the time for holding elections in Washington
and Idaho territories, which was passed and
agretd to. The question recurred on the passage of the bill, but the expiration of the morning hour brought up the post-office appropriation bill.
Mr. Cole submitted a report from the Committee on Conference on the legislative appropriation bill, which was concurred in.
Mr. Morton from the Committeeou Elections,
reported in favor of removing the political disabilities of 8. H. Rogers, Representative elect
from North Carolina.
Mr. Pratt from the Committee on Pensions,
reported a bill increasing by 20 per cent, the
rates of pensions to those persons permanently
disabled by the loss of both eyes or two limbs,
also those permanently or totally disabled from
manuel labor by the loss of one hand or foot.
Mr. Frelinghuysen introduced a bill for better preservation of harbors and other navigable
waters within the United States, making it an
offence punishable by a fine of from $50 to $100
fcr the master of any vessel to throw out rubbish of which may impede navigation.
The pending question on the post-office appropriation bill was the amendment increasing the Pacific mail subsidy to a million
dollars.
The amendment was discussed at length and
amended so as to authorized! the Post Master
General to contract with the lowest bidder for
an additional
monthly mail for ten
carrying
years, from the 1st of October, 1873, at a com
pensation not to exceed the rate per voyage
now paid
under existing contracts.
It was
adopted and the Senate adjourned.
HOUSE.

Immediately

after the reading of the journal
the House went into Committee of the Whole,
Mr. Schofield of Pennsylvania in the Chair on
the tariff bill.
The debate was opened by Mr. Cex of New
York in a speech in favor of free trade, or as he
phrased it, unshackled exchange and unhampered commerce.
Mr Randall of Pennsylvania favored Mr.
Dawes bill with certain amendments. The debate was continued by several others, Mr.
Dawes closing it in a speech. During his remarks, news was received of Mr. Greeley’s
nomination which, for a time, interrupted the
proceedings. The members gathered around
the Speaker’s desk, the news seeming to afford
much satisfaction and amusement.
Mr. Hoar of Massachusetts remarked that he
would congratulate the House on the triumph
of protection principles, and Mr. Randall said
Mr. Greeley was an honest man any way.
Mr. Dawes continued, but the attention of
the House was absorbed by the proceedings at
Cincinnati.
The committee rose and Mr. Garfield of Ohio
presented the conference report on legislative,
executive and judicial appropriation bill. The
principal question in dispute between the two
houses being on the clause authorizing the employment of treasury detectives. The committee reported on this question a paragraph imposing restrictions on such employment aud requiring such agents to tile with the department
a written statement
setting forth the particulars of the several claims which they propose
to

recover.

The report was cencurred in, 87 to 77, aud the
House adjourned.
The session to-morrow will lie for general debate only.

NEW YORK.
The

Greeley-Brown Combination.

it Strikes the People—The Evening
Post Declares the Convention n Failure.

IIow

New York, May 3.—The bulletin boards
have been surrounded all day with crowds
anxious to learn the result of the Cincinnati
Convention. As ballot after ballot was announced the excitement increased, but it showed
itself only in anxious discussion. About the
Tribune office the excitement was naturally intense. The friends of Greeley flocked in to
congratulate him. A number of leading politicians were on hand aud Greeley had his hands
full in receiving his friends. Ameng the crowd
outside the comments were various. Some declared that the Convention made a fizzle of it,
and had nominated by no means the strongest
man, while others, with more enthusiasm, were
sure that if anybody could give the movement
assurance of success it was Greeley.
It was
suggested that he could not hope for any large
portion of the Democratic vote on account of
his past record as au uncompromising foe of
that party, but his present position, his advocacy of general amnesty and equality it is
would give him greater strength with
thought
the Democrets and with the people of the
South than any other llepublican would have.
When the nomination was made known to
Mr. Greeley, his presence was demanded by a
crowd. Mr. Greeley came down from his room
up stairs and was greeted with ch&rs and both
hands were employed in shaking liauds with
enthusiastic friends. They called for a speech,
when he declared that “the speaker dosn’t

speak

at

present.”

Mr. Greeley informed a reporter that the 'result of the previous balloting had laid him
open to a surprise in receiving the nomination
for Mr. Adams' plurality seemed to indicate
hiui as the coming man. Senator Fenton had
not expected the nomination of the strongest
man. If that was Adams it was well and
good,
but Davis was about the last in the race. Only
last night he had telegraghed to the New York
delegation to press the name of Greeley as the

strongest candidate.

of friends of the new candidate
together in the park with a field piece and
got
fired a salute in honor of the nomination. A
serenade will be given to-night and amass ratification meeting next week.
What the

Pnpera Say.
The Greeley nomination docs not please the
Post, which heads the news thus:
“The grand failure. The cause of the revenue reform betray at Cincinnati.
The politicians triumphant.” The Post says that on the
reception of the news “there was no enthusiasm aud the men who looked to Cincinnati for
the means of rectifying the abuses in the government and of giving definite expression to
their feelings on the subject of revenue oppression, as embodied in the original for the Convention, confess their defeat.”
The Express says,
“The nomination of
Greeley excites surprise and something of
amazement in this quarter, but “the old white
coat” will take a large portion of the rank and
file of his party with him and more than will
offset Gen. Grant’s military stock in trade
The next question is,
which is rather rusty.
what will the Democrats do, upon which all
turns,

jur.

ureeiey

nas at nines

auuseu

us

an

roughly, especially all of us who were silver
grey Whigs, Fillmore men, etc., but we arc a
forgiving race of men and shall do what is bestfor our country.

The Commercial Advertiser says of the nomination :
“This is an unexpected result and furnishes
good proof of the fatuity of the men who composed this Convention and who have taken up
with this new movement. Greeley has never
been a formidable candidate and never will be.
It remains to be seen whether the Democrats
will accept Greeley or whether they will trust
to a presumed split in the Republican party
and act independently. They may go for Horace or not.
It will not alter the case. The
prospects of the Republican party have brightened.”
Horace makes a Lillie Speech.
New Yomt, May 3.—There was considerable
of a crowd in front of the Tribune office this
afternoon to congratulate Greeley on his nomination. He appeared and made a short speech.
Particulars of Ihr l.oss of Capl. Crossman.

Panama papers contains the details of the
disaster to the boat of the United States steamer Kansas, Capt.
Hatfield, with ths Nicaragua
canal surveying expedition.
She arrived at
3d.
On the 12th Capt. CrossGreytown April
man, in command of the expedition, in coming
in over a bar in a whale bunt got capsized by
the breaking of the steering oar and two other
boats sent to his assistance met the same fate.
Minute guns were fired from the vessel but no
aid could tie given from the shore as the ship
lay six miles away and out of sight, and no one
knew what they meant. A steam launch had
already been sent up to meet the steamship
with the mails. The canoe arrived in time to
save Paymaster Bemis and one of the crew
and to tow ill the cutter with sixteen men.
Others swam ashore and three came in on
an empty cask.
Capt. Crossman, sailing master Foray and four seamen were drowned.
one seaman was found.
of
The
the
body
Only
number of officers and men siued is twentyseven.

The

jured

steamship Peruvian,
near

day with

a

which was lately inHalifax, sailed for Liverpool yestercargo of lumber.

The following were the clnn<n<*
8
eminent securities:
United States 5’s. new.
United States couinrn 6’s, 1881.

in the political affairs of States and municipal
ities. He has rewarded with influential and
lucrative offices men who had acquired liisfavoi
by valuable presents, thus stimulating the demoralization of po itical life by his conspicuous
example. He has shown himself deplorably
unequal to the task imposed upon him by the
necessities of the country, and
culpably careless of the responsibilities of his high office.
Partizans of the Aministration, assuming to be
the Republican party and controlling its
organization, have attempted to justify such wrongs
and palliate such abuse. To the end of maintaining partisan ascendancy, they have stood
in the way of necessary investigations and indispensable reforms, pretending that no serious
fault could be found with rhe present administration of affairs, thus seeking to blind the eyes
of the people. They have kept alive the passions and resentments of the late civil war to
use them for their own
advantage. They have
resorted to arbitrary measures in direct conflict
with the organic law instead of appealing to
the lietter instincts and latent patriotism of the
Southern people by restoring them those rights,
the enjoyment of which are i idispensable for a
successful administration of their local affairs,
and would tend to more patriotic and
hopeful
national feeling. They have degraded themselves and the name of their party, once
justly
entitled to the confidence of the nation, by base
sycophancy to the dispenser of executive power and
patronage unworthy of a republican
freeman. Tney have sought to stifle the voice
of just criticism, to stifle the moral sense of the
people and to subjugate public opinion by tyrannical party discipline. Thep are striving to
maintain themselves in authority for selfish
ends by an unscrupulous use of power which
rightfully belongs to the people, and should be
employed only in the service of the country.
Believing an organization thus led and controlled can no longer be of service to the best
interests of the republic, we have resolved to
make an independent appeal to the sober
judgment. conscience and patriotism of the American

-----
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was
AHC

»

quotations of Gov-

Erie

road securities:
Central Pacific bonds.
Union Pacific do.
L^nion Pacific

charac-

■ ■ v«I<11,

ACt'IIII"

firm: crude

between the friends of the leading factious was
bitter.
During the balloting the confusion
reached the climax. As Scates changed their
votes the change was greeted
by cheers on the
of the gainers and hisses with the losers.
part
The trade between the Greeley and Brown factions, brought about by Frank Blair and others,
was bitterly denounced.
An excited Missouri
delegate said upon the withdrawal of Brown:—
“We are sold but not delivered.” The men
who planned the meeting did so in tlie interest
of free trade, and they have been beaten. The
vote of Maine throughout was cast for Adams
for President and Julian for Vice President.
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134c: refiued

steady at 8} g 9gc.

niuuui.il,

A qilUICU1U

22} g 23c.

Tallow is

at 55 g 56fc. Provisions quiet. Pork at 12 25
(g 12 60. Lard 8 70. Hams in pickle steady at 84 g
9}e. Bulk meats at 4}c for shoulders; clear rib shies
sides 7}c. Whiskey easier at 83c. Live
6}c; clear
Hogs dull and lower at 3 75 (g 4 25.
Receipts—7,000 bbls flour, 6,000 bush wheat, 106,000
bush corn, 3.000 bush oats, 2,000 bush rye, 22,000 bush
barley, 13,000 hogs.
Shipments—2,000 bbls flour, 17,000 bush wheat, 376,000 bush corn, 15,000 bush oats, 1,000 bush barlev, 10,-

S~

ENTERTAINMENT,
MECHANICS’
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Rev. Dr. E. C. Holies,

CITY
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ON
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Illinois and New York retired for consultation.
The roll call was suspended temporily.
On recalling the roll Delaware voted for
Trumbull.
A delegate inquired whether Truinbul' was
a candidate for Vice President, and if he would

accept.

Gov. Kerner, in behalf of Mr. Trumbull, replied that the latter would not accept under
•Ill*

l/IU.UU>o.»..vvU.

An Iowa delegate nominated J. D. Cox, the
mail who was too pure to stay in tile stink hole
of Washington.
Georgia gave its vote for Brown; Illinois offered Cassius M. Clay 21 votes. Mr. Clay rose
and declined to be considered a candidate, lie
urged his friends to vote for Gov. Brown. Illinois then gave Brown 42; Indiana gave George
W. Julian 28; Kausas gave Brown 8; Kentucky
voted for Clay, but the latter, as chairman, insisted on casting 23 votes for Brown. Louisana
gave Brown 14; Maine gave .Julian 14; Massachusetts gave Julian 22, and Trumbull 2; MichVirginia 3, Julian 3,
igan gave Gov. Walker ofMinnesota
Brown 7, Cox of Ohio 7;
gave Walker 2, Julian 1, Trumbull 1, Senator Tipton 2;
Mississippi gaveBrown 16;Missouri gave Browu
2; Nebraska gave Tipton 6; Nevada gave Brown
(i; New Hampshire gave Browu 8; New Jersey gave Brown 3, Julian 1, Cox 2, Trumbull
1. Scoville 12; New York gave Brown 33, Trumbull 31, Julian 2, Walker 1, Clay 1; North Carolina gave Trumbull 8, Walker 12; Ohio gave
Brown 2, Trumbull 40, Julian 2; Oregon gave
Brown 0; Pennsylvania gave Cox 1, Julian 2,
Brown 22, Walker 27; South Carolina gave
Walker 14; Tennessee gave Brown 2, Trumbull 20: Texas gave Trumbull 10; Vermont gave
Tnnnbll 4, Browu 3, Julian 1; Virginia gave
Walker 22; West Virginia gave Trumbull 10;
Wisconsin gave Clay 20.
Mr. Burnet of Ohio announced that Cox’s
name was not before this Convention.
Total vote was announced as 702; necessary
to a choice 352; Brown had 237, Trumbull 158,
Julian 134 1-2, Walker 84 1-2, Tipton 8, Cox 25,
Clay 34, Scoville 12; no result
Previous to the second ballot Mr. Kernerread
a telegram from Mr. Trumbull,
refusing a second place on the ticket. A second ballot was
taken with the following result:
Whole vote 057; necessary for a choice 349;
Brown had 435, Julian 175, Walker 75, Tipton
3, Palmer 8. Mr. Browu was declared the

nominee.

It was moved to make unanimous announcesome diswas carried through with
senting votes.
Mr. Cochrane moved that the President and
Vice President of the Convention lie a committee to announce to the candidates t-heia nomination.
A resolution of thanks to Cincinnati for their
hospitality was moved and carried. Thanks also to the officers of the Convention were adopt-

ment, and

ed.

The following is the address of the Committee on Resolutions:
The Administration now in power has rendered itself guilty of a wanton disregard of
law. It has acted as if laws had binding force
only for those who govern. It has thus struck
a blow at the fundamental principles of constitutional government and the liberties of the
citizens. The President of the United States
has openly used the powers and opportunities
of his high office for the promotion of personal
ends. He has kept notoriously corrupt and unworthy men in places of power and responsibility to the detriment of the pubic interest.
He has used the public service of Government
as a machinery of partisan and personal influence, and interferred with tyrannical arrogance

College.
Concord, May 3.—The Agricultural College
has received a donation of $48,000 from John
Conant of Jaffrey; $23,000 of it is to found
scholarships, oue each for every town in Cheshire county aud two for Jaffrey.

By J. 8. H.VIM11 Sc 4 0.,

subscriber will sell at public auction on the
25th day of May, 1872, at 3 o’clock, P M., on the
premises, the Real Estate Included in the Assignment of Luther J. Hill, for the benefit of credtcors,
made Mar. 25, 1872, viz: lot of land measuring about
100 feet by 40 feet, with a dwelling house ami stable
No. 19 Alder Street, Portland.
thereon,
The property will be sold subject to a mortgage of
$1824 and accrued interest, the right of dower of the
wife of said Hill in the equity or redemption, and
taxes for 1871 and 1872.
April 25, 1872.
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HENRY C. PEABODY. Assignee.
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Administrator's Sale.
Stock, Tools

nod

Ntenmcr Burned.

Furniture at Auction.

license

Sale

Only

First Class Circus

in America i*ermanently established in a
large city,
conducted in Metropolitan style, and which nas ac-

quired

a

metropolitan reputation.

Prominent among the

WORLD
attached to the
the name. of

RENOWNED

ARTISTS

NEW YORK CIRCUS, will be found

CHARLES W.

FISH,

without

exception the best bareback, somersault, and
pirouette rider wh» lias ever lived; who has achieved
the most triumphant success in his CHALLENGE
SOM EKS AULT ACTON A BARE-BACK HORSE.

HOLLAND,

Mll'e CAROLINE

all question the most daring and accomplishrider living, who has been
received
ed witn the wildest enthusiasm in ner wondrous
from
a
Bareback
Steed.
flights

beyond

lady

everywhere

WILLIAM DUTTON,
graceful horsemanship has won the highest
honors ever awarded to any equestrian, from the
who stands
whose

most critical audiences of all nations, and
absolutely unrivaled in his famous act with his

Charming

Infant

Petite

Le

Son,

Franklin,
RIDER,

THE BEAUTIFUL BABY HURDLE

Fairy Bareback Ponies.

On his

The Great JOHN HENRY COOKE,
The Champion Horseman, who is
distinguished as the embodiment of skill, intrepidity, and manly
grace, whether in his marvelous Juggling feats on a
single horse, or in his magnificent act upon SIX
BAREBACK HORSES, thus presenting the

justly

riTlj

ASMUCJA

1.1

Ikll/liUO

diuurnva

combination which cannot be
Company,
equaled In any equestrian troupe in the world. Also
included in this Metropolitan Troupe are the wonin

one

a

derful

,TEE BROTHERS,
Who

produce Delicious

Music

ROUGH SLABS OF

STONE.

from

Levantine Brothers, Gymnast* of Unap-

The

proachable

skill.
Richard Rivera, The Scenic Equestrian.
The Prussian Brother*, Surprising Acrobats.
Julian Kent, The Great American Clown.
Geo. Dunbar* The Famous Grotesque.
Wm. Henry Jee, The Great Trick Clown.
i'ha». Seeley, The Champion Tumbler.
Jno. Batchelor, The Equilibrist.
Burt Forest Sc Kit Canon,Champion Leapers
.Messrs. Organ, Melville, Morris, and a full
and efficient Corps of Auxiliaries.
A great feature of the New York Circus consists in the
LARGEST AND HANDSOMEST

Stud of Circus Horses and Ponies
this Continent, none ot which are ever used for
any other purpose than the exercises of the arena.

on

A novel innovation will be made in the termination
of the Circus Performances, by substituting

GORGEOUS SCENIC PANTOMIMES!
In place of the ordinary final acts.
THE AFTERNOON entertainments will
wirh the highly sensational ana renowned

conclude

LEGENDARY SPECTACLE OF

Jack, the Giant Killer
Which will be truthfully illustrated by a correct representation of the varied and exciting incidents pertaining to his famous and romantic legend, which
holds an enduring position among the poetic
of the past and has ever been a favorite theme of*delight for the Juvenile world.
THE EVENING performances will conclude with
mirthful PANTOMIMIC EXTRAVAGANZA of

ficdpna

Lhe Miser of

Bagdad!

An extremely amusing travesty and humorous
ture of Oriental Life richly embellished with splendid and appropriate costumes, and mado
enjoyable by Scenes of Uproarious Fun, and the Interest and merriment enhanced by numerous

pic-

highly

Tricks &

Grotesque

Magic Changes

Introduced in the

BRILLIANT HARLEQUINADE
of this diverting medley of romance and pageantry,
frolic and jollity.
These Pantomimes will be performed by artists of
with a
accredited talents, who have been
view to a faithful rendering of their varied
characteristics, and will be richly mounted with gorgeous costumes, and interspersed with fantastic
feats and comical events of graphic interest and

engaged

special

amusing effects.

One of the

great features of the New York Circus si

Prof. Chas. Boswold’s

Brass

and

Reed

Band.

This Band is THREE TIMES AS LARGE as
any Band ever attached to any other Circus, contain-

ing

MEMBERS,

TWENTY-FIVE

And will parade the principal streets about 10 a. m.,
in the largest, most massive, and elaborately carvod

CHARIOT

GOLDEN
Ever

constructed, and drawn by the Handsomest
Team of

TWENTY-FOUR HORSES.

produce.

That the world can
^ l The Golden Chariot will be

followed by a

Team of Twelve Fairy Ponies,
The Smallest and Prettiest In the world.
The uniform of this baud is gorgeous beyond descrip-

tion,

and costing the sum of
EIGHT THOUSAND DOLLARS.
The New York Circus Tent is the
and best
constructed Circus Tent, with more ana better seating capacity than any other Circus Tent in America,
and will be Brilliantly

largest

Illuminated with Gas.
Admission 50

cents; Children under 10, 25 cents. No
Seats for all. Doors open at 2 and
Grand Entree at 2} and 8.
Tickets can be secured in advance at Hawet A
Music Store.
C
e New York Circus will exhibit at Lewiston
Mondav, May 8th.
C. W. FULLER, Agent.

Standing Room,

7.

Monday Eve’g, May 6, ’7%
RETURN FOR ONE NIGHT MORE.

HARRY

IN

GEORGE RACKLEFF, Adm»r.

Deerlnfir. May 1.1872.
V. o. BAII-Ei & (

A number of vessels at anWendesday
chor in the roadstead, which were unable to
the sudden approach of the
to
put to sea owing
cyclone, were wrecked and most of the crews
perished. An immense pier was breached and
the city and suburbs was greatly damaged.
last.

may2-dt(l

HOYT,

Om Aaclionfri'M.

WHEELER & BRADLEY

Foreign Exports.
MATANZAS.—Brig Prairie Rose—6559 box shooks,

pairs headings, 6000 hoops, 145 shooks and beads.
ST JOHN NB. Sell Sappho—1200 bbls flour, 100
bags meal.
Soli Emily S—600 bblB flour, 10 tons bran.
Foreign Imports.
CANADA CREEK. N. S. Sell Tucknaw—37 cords

554

AUCTIONEERS

141*

Floral Exhibition !
Spring Show of Plant* and Flower* of tho
Portland Horticultural Society, will be held at the
Reception Hall, City Building on WEDNESDAY 8th
lust., commencing at 2 o’clock P. M. Liberal premium* are ottered, lists of which may be obtained of
the Treasurer. Samuel Rolfe, Esq., corner of Congress and Chestnut stseets.
gy It is desirable that all samples altered for premium should be in their places
one o'clock P. M.,
on the day of exhibiton.
Per order,

!

NO.'» EXCHANGE STREET.

aplltf

May

|

IN

assortment of St aide and Fancy Good,.
Goods w ill bo sold during the day in lota to suit
purchasers at wholesale prices. Cash advanced on 11
description of goods. Consignments not limited.
Februarv U. 1868.
dtf
_

Job Printing
TflHOSE in want of Plain or Fancycall
on Wit.M
A will find It to their advantage
Marks, at the Dally Press Job Printing Pftiee. Ex
Portland.
change Street,

consulted

at

5 7 Brackett

Street,

only, where she will treat all discaused' by humors, with her celebrated IN-

few dav*

MEDICINE.

Consultation at all hours.
Many wonderful cures performed in this city.
I jailer medicines may be had at auv time of 9. C.
Gurney, who is an authorized agent.
May 3-d3t*

Miss Ada B.
Having tuken

JOSEPH S. BAILEY,
W. PARKER.

R. K. HTJNT,

bo

GURJiEY’S,

C. ,8.

_HEP.

('outinissiou Merchant and Auctioneer
O 316 Congress St., will sell-every evening a large

PUTNAM,

Mrs. N. ».

Next below Merchant.,1 Exchange.

Herr York

S. B. BECKETT, Secretary.

may3-td

DIAN

—AND—

108$

BILL!

The

a
eases

Commission Merchants,

Boston Stock List.
[Sales at auction.]

NEW

apftO—6t

for

J. S. BAILEY & CO.,

21 doz eggs to master.

A

Prices as usual.
Commence at 8 o'clock.

by

AUCTIONEERS,
Ns. 70 FEDERAL STREET, BOSTON.
Hold Regular Auction Sales
every Tuesday of
Dry Goods, Woolens, Clothing, Carpels,
Fancy Goods, Straw Goods At lists.
Also, every Thursday, sulo of Boots aad Shoes,
including New York City .Wade Goods for the
retail trade.
MAVAS
ap,-4eod3ra

AND COMMERCIAL.

BLOODGOOD'8

Embracing all the Star Artists.

by Auction.

to license from the Judge of Probate
for thin county I shall on THURSDAY, the
■Jtli of May, Instant, at 2 o'clock, P. M., at the Homestead of the late Chandler Racklefl', of Deerlng, sell
at public auction the following personal property belonging to said Estate, to wit: All of the Farming
Tools, also 1 cow, 1 horse and 2 hogs,

Cyclone iu India.
Bombay, May 3, via London.—Intelligence
has just reached here that Madras and vicinity
was vicinity was visited bv a terrific cyclone on

63$

The

distinctly understood that this estab-

Minstrel & Burlesque Combination

PURSUANT

Virginia 6’s, new. 55
Missouri6’s.. JJ
North Carolina 6*8,’new.
Jb«
South Carolina 6’s. new.
New York. May 3—Evening—Money closed easy
at
Arm
10.$.
at 4 @ 5 i»er cent. Sterling Exchange
Gold more active and higher at 112f @'M3. Eoans 2
The
(a; 7 Der cent. The clearings were $21,000,000.
were 8591,000. Governments
Treasury disbursements
with
Gold.
State
higher and strong in sympathy
bonds dull. Stocks active and strong.

It should be

lishment is

Api26-dtd_

FOREIGN.

ern

♦

from

nit ure.
Uated j>t Saccarappa April 21st, 1872.
N. P. ROBERTS, Administrator.
F. O. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneers.

3.—The British steamer Clot title, which cleared yesterday for Liverpool,is detained on claims for salvage by parties who got
her off Wells Beach, where she was ashore several mouths ago.

Stock and Money Mnrket.
New Yokk. May 3—Morning.—Gold 112|. Money
6 percent. Sterling Exchange, long, 109$; do short,
1 log. Stocks steady. State Stocks dull.
The following are the forenoon quotations of South-

ONE DAY ONLY!

May

Boston, May

securities:
Tennessee 6’s, new.

a

on FRIDAY.
3. 1872, at half-post, ten o'clock in
the forenoon, at the late residence of Abial A. Cutter,
iu Saccarappa, the following ]>ersonal property to
wit: 2 horses, 3 cows and calf, 26 hens, doable and
single harness, 1 and 2-horse wagons and sleds, Mowing machine, hay racks and rake, cultivators, harrows, farming tools, and also 16 barrels potatoes, 126
flour barrels, together with the entire household fur-

Richmond, Va., May 3.—A despatch received
here says that the steamer George B. Upton,
hence for New York, was burned near Chincoteague yesterday. Passengers and crew saved.
Vessel aud cargo valued at $00,000.

Boston and Maine Railroad.
Eastern Railroad.

,

the Hon. J. A.
PURSUANT
Waterman, Judge of Probate, within and for the
County of Cumberland, I shall sell at public auction He’s Got to Come Back
to

wood,

lot

TUESDAY, May 7th,

Aactisseen.

Assignee's Sale of Real Estate.

Terrible Indian Barbarities.
San Antonio, Texas, May 2.—The following
was received by the El Paso stageThe Gouzalle’s train of six wagons, about seventy-five
mules with nine men and two women, was attacked by Indians at Howard’s Well, above
Fort Clark, and captured, and all hands burned
to death except one woman, who escaped.
She
says the Indians numbered 130. Gen. Merritt
sent Lieut. Vincent with cavalry in pursuit.
He overtook the Indians and fought them and
lost his life.

FINANCIAL

deerino

HALL,

AUCTION

Alabama, Brown, 18; Arkansas, Brown, 12;
California, Brown, 12; Delaware, Albert Torbert of Dclare 12; Florida, Brown, 6. Hero

ON

HALL

Saturday Eve’g, May

v^v

PORTLAND,

40}

Freights to Liverpool quiet; Grain per steam 4d.
Chicago, May 4.—Flour firm at 7 00 fa) 8 50 for
extra Spring. Wheat firmer at 1 36
g 1 39 for Spring
No 2 cash and 1 40 seller
May. Corn oj»ened quiet
and closed firm at 43}c for No 2. Uats firm at
35Jc
for No 2. Rye firmer at 76 g 78c.
Barley quiet and
weak

The

...

AT

oof

Domestic HarkrtM.
New\obk Mav 3—Evening—Cotton
quiet and 4c
sales 768 bales; Middling up|°w5rgo<»1ordlDar;
®
rales
bett«r;
13,700 bbla;
l?c.
State 6 60 @ ?
8 10; Round
hoop Ohio 7 60 (a) 9 35: Western 6 60 @ 9 60; Southern 8 00
@ 12 50. Wheat 1 @
Lc better; sales 115,000 bush: No 1
Spring*! 67 @ 1 68:
1 6(5’’ Wlnler
Western 1 82 a l 85;
w°i
White
Michigan 1 88 @ 2 05. Corn 1 @2c better; sales
58,000 bush; new Mixed Western 75@ 76c. Oats a
shade firmer; sales 56,000 bush; Ohio 544 @ 57c
Western 54} @ 54}c. Beef more active at 7 50 @12 00!
Pork firmer and quiet: new mess 13 87 @ 14 oor Lard
firmer at 8} @ 9}c.
Butter firmer; new 29 @ 31c.
Whiskey steady at 89c. Rice firm. Sugar less active ;
Muscovado 8} @ 9c; refining 8} @ 8|c; Havana 9 @
10c. Cofree quiet and firm. Molasses firm; New Orleans 60 @ 70c. Naval Stores—Spirits Turi»entine at

D. S.

A

**• B. LENT,.DIRECTOR.

Uuion Pacific land grants.8U
Union Pacific income bonds.
87}

ENTERTAINMENTS.

A

From the Hlppotheatrou Iron Building, 14th St
opposite the Academy of Music, New York.

112?

stock.!....!

advice #f the leading Liberal Organ
in the West to the Convention.
000 hogs.
The following double leaded editorial in the
Toledo,’May 3.—Flour firm. Wheat active, higher
and advanced 4 (g 5c; No 1 White
Commercial this morning has attracted a most
Michigan 1 934
1 94; Amber do 1 82; No 1 Amber Illinois 1 90; No
@
marked attention, as reflecting on the
judg2 do 1 85; No 1 red 1 83. Corn steady at 50} g 51 for
ment of the real leaders of the Liberal
Repub- high Mixed and 50} g 50}c for low do; Yellow 514;
lican movement.
Michigan 50}c. Oats dull and unchanged; sales No
The Commercial leads the article with the
1 at 44}c.
El§ht1h—A
question: “Shall the ticket be Greeley and
Cincinnati, May 3.—Pork quiet and unchanged at
Brown or Adams aud Trumbull,” and says:
13 00 for regular. Lard firm at 8} @ 9c. Bulk meats
“If we may assume that the Liberal Convendull and firm; shoulders at 4}c; sides 64c; clear rib
sides 6}c; clear sides 7c.
tion will survive the pangs to which it is subBacon dull anu firm at 54c
shoulders and 7} g 7}c for sides. Live Hogs dull
jected and pass safely through the trials inci- for
and lower at 4 00 g 4 25; receipts 1000 head. Whisdent to the adoption of a platform touching
patriotism.
key steady at 83c.
the tariff, the question will survive the pangs
Tenth—We are opposed to all further grants of
to which it is subject and speedily whether the
lands to railroads or other corporations; the public
ticket shall be Greeley for
Europeau Jlarket*.
domain should be held sacred to actual settlers.
President, with
Eleventh—We hold that it is the duty of the govGratz Brown for Vice President or Charles
London. May 3—11.30 A. M.—Consols at 93} for
ernment in its intercourse with foreign nations to culFrancis Adams for President, with Lyman
money and account.
tivate their friendship by treating them on fair and
American Securities—U. S. 5-20*s 1862, 901; do 1865.
Trumbull for Vice President. Let us
equal terms, regarding It alike dishonorable, demand- the field and see whether this is not the survey old, 91}; do 1867, 93}; U. S. 10-40s, 89}.
case.
ing nothing not wrong, and submitting to nothing
Liverpool, May 3—11.30 A. M.—Cotfcou is steady;
The great combination which was made to
wrong.
Middling uplands Ugll}d: do Orleans 11 gd; safes
Twelfth—In favor of a system of federal taxation
carry the Convention for Davis and Curtin has
of the day estimated at 10,000 bales; sales of the week
been
which shall not unnecessarily interfere with the insmashed. The job was overdone, and
63,000 bales, including 9000 for export and 8000 for
dustry of the people; aud as there are honest, irrec- when opposed and denounced its success bespeculation; stock 844.000 bales, of which 343,000 are
oncilable differences of opinion as to the merits recame impossible.
When Carl Scliurz moved
American; receipts of the week 116,000 bales, of
spectively of the systems of protection and free trade,
which 57,000are American; actual exports 10,000 bales;
consideration above those of personal friendby
that these questions be submitted to the i>eople of the
stock afloat 407,000 bales, of which 171,000 are Amership or local association, declined to use his ican.
different Congressional Districts.
Receipts of Wheat for three days 12,000 quarinfluence
to
great
the
ambition
of
Thirteenth—For the promotion and success of these
promote
ters, of wbicli 6000 are American.
Gratz Brown to take the first place on the tickvital principles, and support of the candidates nomParis,
May3.—The amount of specie in the Bank
inated by this convention we invite and
there was no use of talking any more about
cordially wel- et,
of France has increased 8,400,000 francs during the
come the co-operation of all patriotic citizens without
Mr. Brown and that place, and the Illinois
week.
regard to previous political affiliation.
candidates threw each other out of the fight.
Liverpool, May 3—P. M.—Cotton quiet; Middling
We regard it entirely certain, therefore, that
Great cries of question, overwhelming a few
uplands 11 @ ll}d; do Orleans 11} @ llgd: sale 10,who tried to get the floor to speak.
either Adams or Greeley will be the nominee
000 bales, of which 3000 were for export and speculation. Breadstutfs quiet. Red Spring Wheat 11s 2d
for the first office and the result may depend
The Chair put the uuestion, aud the report
1 Is 6d. Flour 25 g 28s.
Tallow 43s.
was adopted with louu aud continued
upon the combinations formed as to the second I g
cheering.
Liverpool. May 3—2.30 P. M.—Cotton closed unThe Chair announced the vote unanimous.
on
the ticket. Greeley’s friends have
place
cnangert; sales lu.ooo bales, including 3,uuu bales for
held New York with a tenacious grasp, overPreparing to Ballot.
bearing the wishes of a large majority and export and speculation.
The next order of business w as stated by the
while they have a hold on Pennsylvania are
Chair to he the nomination of candidates for
alarmed about the latent strength of Adams in
the Presidency without a formal presentation
that State. Greeley is strong in tlie States
of candidates.
across the Ohio, but is not the
real favorite.—
The following is the result of the
There has been a desperate struggle to secure
FIRST BALLOT.
for him a complimentary vote or two, the preAdams, 203; Trumbull, 108; Dawes, 92£; sumption of the managers being that everyGreeley, 147; Brown, 98; Curtin, 62; Chase, 2.^; things depends upon the strength shown at
first, and in this he has been specially assisted
Sumner, 1.
Before the vote was announced Gratz Brow'n,
by Brown’s Kentucky friends. Onr readers
For the benefit of the
by unanimous consent, took the stand and may have forgotten that some of the earliest
thanked his friends for their
of him,, and most siguificent of Greeley’s letters comsupport
PORTLAND
FRATERNITY.
himself
to
the
to
but withdrew his name aud askeu his friends to
Graut apmitting
opposition
peared in country papers in Missouri. In one
support Horace Greeley. (Great cheers with
of these published m the Caucasian, Mr. Greeley
!
many persistent hisses.)
referred in the most flattering terms to Gov.
The Chair arose to announce the vote when a
’72
Missouri delegate rose to a question of priviBrown, if we are not mistaken, prophesied tlie
4,
lege, and asked to change his vote. Considera- Presidency for him, or words to that effect.
The beautiful Fairy Operetta of
Last night B. Gratz Brown and a member or
ble confusion ensued, various delegations askmrr
f Kni.
A/1
^1/b
two of the Blair family arrived in this city.—
VIVIA.
ing in some of them, notably Kentucky, as to They came on the pretext that there was trouble And an original Fairy Pautomime ((Caaght iu
IIICU
what the changes among themselves really
UVIV6I.I/1UII,
Dreamland.
were.
Tickets 25c; to be had at the door. Doors open at
presence was required and it was carefully given
out
that
there
was
a
combination
to
Cassius M. Clay announced Kentucky’s vote
7; commence at 8.
may2td
looking
changed six from Brown to Greeley and one the nomination of Trumbull, and that Brown
and Blair were called here to work it up. The
Instruction and Amusement!
from Brown to Adams.
true explanation is, that the gentlemen whose
SECOND BALLOT.
late distinguished arrival here we celebrate, are
Greeley, 231); Adams, 243; Trumbull, 148; here to turn over Brown’s strength to Greeley
Davis, 81; Brown, 2; Chase, 1.
and with the aid of the South, nominate him.
Will deliver two of his brilliant and entertaining
Brown consenting to take the second place. Of
THIRD BALLOT.
lectures, illustrated by the
course it was necessary that the Blair’s show
At the end of the third call the vote footod:
their hands in this Convention and these are
258;
Greeley,
Trumbull, 156; Adams, 264; Davis,
microscope and Polarlscopc,
their cards. If we may be permitted to chai ge
44; Brown, 2.
the figure at once this is the Blair bomb-shell.
FOURTH BALLOT.
We need not tell those who have been intelAT
Adams, 279: Greeley, 251; Trumbull, 141; ligently attentive to the proceedings of the
On TueuiUy and Wednesday Evenings,
Cincinnati Convention that the Greeley aud
Davis, 51; Brown, 2.
Hniw n uoaliatnm is formiduble.
It is so strong
WIH-MT V.TT-OT.
May 7th and 8th.
that we can think of but ohe combination that
Adams, 309: Greeley, 258; Trumbull, 81; will certainly
These will be followed, at dates not yet determiued
and that is Adams and
beat,
Davis, 30; Brown, 2; Chase 24.
on, by :t Musical and dramatic entertainment, the
Trumbull. To us it seems perfectly clear that
chief fea.’-e of which will be Dickens* celebrated
SIXTH BALLOT.
Adams iB the man for the first place—that there
trial scene,
Alabama—Greeley, 18; Arkansas—Greeley, is no other man whose candidacy would give
Bardwell vs. Pickwick,
10; Adams, 2; California—Greeley, 12; Connec- the liberal cause the height of tone and the
ticut—Adams, 12; Delaware—Adams, 6; Flori- breadth of movement that would be imparted and a Lecture on Pompeii, by Edward H.
Adams.
If
we
can
associate
with
Illinois—
by
this
0.
da—Chase,
Georgia—Greeley, 22;
man,
Elwell, Esq., editor of the Portland Transcript.
Adams, 27; Greeley, 14; Trumbull, 1; Indiana— Trumbull, the ticket would be iuvincible. The
Tickets for the course 91.; evening tickts 35 cents:
Gr6eley, 19; Adams, 8; Palmer, 1; Iowa— delicate question has been whether Trumbull on sale at Hale’s, Robinson’s,
Hawes & Cragin’s, and
Adams, 17; Greeley, 5; Kansas—Adams, 5; would take the second place. He might con- Stoekbridge’s. Children of the public schools, admitted to Mr. Bolles’ lectures jor 20 cents each evenTrumbull, 2; Greeley, 3; Kentucky—Adams, sider it a sacrifice, but we believe he would
my4td
19; Greeley, 5; Louisiana—Grseley, 7; Adams, cheerfully make it, and in our judgment there ingis no time to be lost In giving practical effect to
Advertiser copy,
7; Maine—Adams, 14; Maryland—Trumbull,
an alliance of the names of Adams aud Trum15; Brown, 1; Massachusetts—Chase, 4; Adams,
22; Michigan—Greeley, 2; Adams, 12; Minne- bull. This morning the Greeley protectionists
sota—Trumbull, 9; Davis, 1; Mississippi— propose to allow the resolution about federal
SALES.
Adams, 10; Greeley, 10; Missouri—Greeley, 18; taxation in the platform, it is very mild indeed,
in older to prepare the way to yield gracefully,
Adams 10; Trumbull. 2; Nebraska—Greeley, li;
Valuable lot of Land at Auction.
Nevada—Greeley, 8; New Hampshire—Greeley, provided Greeley is nominated. They wish
Saturday, May 4th, at 3 P. M. we «hali;oflcr the
8; New Jersey—Greeley, 13; Adams, 5; New to place themselves in a position of conceding
valuable lot of land, on Cross St., known as the
to
the
that
deplatform
York—Greeley, 62; Adams, 5; Trumbull, 1; semething
they may
Thaxter property. Said lot is 30 ft. froDt, running
mand concessions as to the ticket. After a
North Carolina—Greeley, 17; Adams, 3; Ohio—
back 96 ft. There is a splendid well on the
property.
Adams, 42; Greeley, 2; Oregon—Greeley, 6; show of magnaminity, comes the moment to This lot is situated near
Middle St., and the siue
Pennsylvania—Chase, 1; Trumbull, 1; Davis, add the strength of Brown to that of Greeley, offers a fine opportunity for investment. Terms,
the
latter
the
nomination
for
Kliode
Island—
giving
35;
4; Greeley, 18; Adams,
Presidency «&c,, made known at sale.
aud the place to Brown. This is a scheme that
F. O. BAILEY Sc CO., Auctioneers.
Adams, 8; South Carolina—Chase, 12; Greeley,
2; Tennessee—Trumbull, 3; Adams, 9; Greeley, hangs well together geographically, physically apr27td
and
and
it
will
succeed
if
not
met
personally,
10; Texas—Greqtey, 13; Adams, 3; Vermont—
Furniture, Ac, at Auction.
Adams, 1; Greeley, 7; Virginia—Greeley, 7; promptly with Adams aud Trumbull together.”
TUESDAY, May 7th, at ten A. M., we shall
Chase, 7; Adams, 8; West Virginia—Greeley,
sell at salesroom 18 Exchange st. an assort nn nt
7; Chase, 2; Davis, 1; Wisconsin—Adams, 18;
METEOROLOGICAL.
of Parlor, Chamber, Dining Room and Kitchen Fur2.
Greeley,
SYNOPSIS OF WEATHER REPORTS FOR THE PAST
niture, Crockery and Glass Ware.
The chair stated that the Secretaries said it
ALo one seven octave Piano, round corners, &c.
TWENTY-FOUR HOURS.
as
was impossible to read the vote by States,
F. O. BAILEY & Co., Auctrs
my4dtd
War
the clerks could only note the many changes
Dep’t, Office Chief Signal)
D.
>
without
in
States
occurred
had
which
Officer, Washington,
C.,
recording
Administrator’s Sale of Real Estate
which changes occurred.
May4 (1.00 A. M.)l
on Winter St. at Auction.
Mr. Cochrane inquired if Greeley had the
Probabilities.—The area of cloudy weather
and rain over the Middle States will extend by
Thursday, May 2d at 12J o’clock P. M., I shall
majority.
sell
the 2J story house No 9 Wiuter Street.
The chair said^es and he was therefore nomor on Saturday morning, and clear weather will
Said house contains 9
good closets large attic,
inated as candidate for Presidency by this Conprevail very generally on Saturday from the gas throughout,Sebagorooms,
water, good cellar ana cistern
vention.
lakes to the gulf and South and Middle Atlanall in good repair. Lot contains 3200 feet.
Mr. Casement moved the nomination be
tic coasts, ad extend over New England, durThis is a very conveniently aranged house, situated
I..
»•
V... (.,..4 lnn.4lnn.. ._1
_...,J
made unanimous, but the motion was declared
ing the afternoon and evening. A falling barlost, as there were many noes before the vote ometer will probably prevail northwest of the will be sold on easy terms.
W. H. SOULE, Adm’tr.
was announced.
Ohio Valley, with easterly to southerly winds.
53P*The above sale was postponed ton account of
On motion it was was ordered to proceed to
storm to Tuesday, May 7th, at 3 p. m.
it
Vice
the
President.
nominate
Immediately
F. O. BAILEY & CO., Auctloners.
Donation to the New Hampshire Agriculmy4-td
was called as follows:
tural
AA A

NEW YORK CIRCUS

preferred. 82|

Harlem.
126
Michigan Central.
115
Lake Shore & Michigan Southern. 96}
1 llinois
Central..
Chicago & North Western. 794
Chicago & Northwestern preferred. 94
Chicago & Rock Island.1153
Pittsburg JSc Fort Wayne.
98
The following were the
quotations for Pacific Rail-

only

IA

entertainments.

...“U

l,8
United States 5-20's 1862.
United States 5-20’s 1.S64.
p
5-20’s
States
United
1865, old. .J
United States 5-20’s 1865, new.
{
f
United States 5-20’s 1867. ;
}JJ
United States 5-20’s U68.
115
United States 10-40’s., coupon. ’utt
Currency 6’s.^.118
The following were the closing quotations oi
Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co. 774
Pacific Mail. 77j
N. Y. Central and Hudson ltiver consolidated— 90
N. Y. Central and Hudson River consolidated scp 92{
Erie. 67 fl

people.

The Convention during the

country.

government with impartial sufwl11 guard the
nghtsof all citizens moresecureany centralized power. The public welfare
of the civil over the miiitarv
and freedom of the
person under the proMction
the habeas
corpus; we demand for the inconsistent with public
liberty
nnler
**“ Bovernment and for the nation: a
methods of peace and the constitution,,
al limitation
of power.
Fifth The civil service of the
government has become a mere instrument of
partizan tyrranv and perHonal ambition, and an
object of selfishness; it is a
scandal and renroRclifts mmii
breeds a demoralization dangerous to the
perpetuity
of a Republican government.
Sixth—We therefore regard a thorough platform of
the civil service as one of the most
pressing necessities of the hour; that honesty, capacity and
fidelity
Constitute the
valid claims to public
employment ; that the offices of the
government cease to be
a matter of arbitrary favoritism and
patronage, and
that a public station may again become a
post of honor, and it is imperatively required that no President
shall be a candidate for re-election.
Seventh—The public credit must be sacredly maintaiued, and we denounce repudiation in every form.
speedy return to specie payment is demanded alike by the highest consideration of commercial morality aud houest government.
Ninth—We remember with gratitude the heroism
and sacrifices of the soldiers and sailors of the Republic. and no act of ours shall ever detract from
their justly earned fame or the full records of their

oiS.

XLIID CONGRESS—SECOND SESSION.

A number

All those in search of ladies’ furnishing
goods would do well to call at A. M. Peabody’s,
315 Congress street, where a full assortment
may always be found.
my4-2w

ers

WASHINGTON.

wherever he takes it.

ences

Tableaux this afternoon at 100 Cumberland
street. All are invited.

u

Uelarm.

Wiscasset, May 3.—An enthusiastic temperance reform meeting was held here last evening and addressed by J. K. Osgood of Gardiner and Dr. Brickett of Augusta.
Large numbers are joining the movement

bond.

Spring Opening.—Messrs. Davis & Co., No.
10 Clapp’s Block, opened an unusually fine
stock of spring goods yesterday. Hosiery,gloves,

Some relaxation is necessary to people of
every degree; the head that thinks, and the
hand that labors, must have some little time to
recruit their diminished
powers, apd so think
many of our wholesale
as we

Temperance

Bowle«> “Vulture*” Bun the IHachiucThe Tleuuinglea* Tariff Plank—The

Methodist Church—By the pastor Rev. S. F. Weth
erbee. Sermon by Rev. Isaac Lord, of Scarboro.

styles of

the ladies are in the stock in almost endless
variety and profuse abundance. The ladies
should all call at this place when lookiug for
new and choice goods.

—

The

Portland.

is detected.

corsets, laces, neck-ties, paiasols and the ten
thousand other articles of utility and fancy for

The Greeley*Brown Trick—The Blair*
lake a Hand au<l Win—Tfcc “Sinful
Game” wa* Played Snecewfully—Sam

MATTERS IN MAINE.

gress

Universalist Church—By the pastor, Rev. Charles
Tucker.
SACO.
First Parish Congregational Church—By the pastor, Rev. B. M. Frink.
Unitarian Church—By the pastor, Rev. J. T. Q.
Nichols.
Freewill Baptist Church—By the pastor, Rev. Chas.
Webber.
E.

THE CINCINNATI FIZZLE I

BY TELEGRAPH.

NO.

98

HlOH

rooms

Worth,
at

STREETf

Porthe purpose of cutting and fitting dresses, would
9 a. m. to « p.
respectfully invite Indies to call from
idle has Just recelvm., and see the late style patterns
cd.
Will also sell patterns to those who may
of her.
myl*lm

wish to

purchase

Boarding

and

Lodging

Boose

SALE at North End, now all fuU
v eil teat an
lng hoarders and lodgers, house con

I.lOU
1

W;t

may23traTAYlLOR * CO. a) State St., Boston, Mass,

—

the side
door was
near
the
bellowshandle, and so long as the man who
blew sat near I could do
Hownothing.
ever, as this was a sermon Sunday, I had

POETRY.
Saturday Night.

>*n'^',',,.>"10^0.1
“JJJJ
the little

Spying out holes to
Laying by shoes that

worn

hose

through the toes,

are wont
so faded

and thin—
Looking o’er garments
Who but a mother knows where to begin?
to
make
it look right—
Changing a button
That Is what mothers are doing to-night.

Calling the little ones all ’round her chair,
Hearing them lisp forth their soft evening prayer,
Telling them stories of Jesus of old,
Who loves to gather the lambB to His fold;
Watching, they listen with childish delight—
That is what mothers are
doing to-uight.

Creeping

so softly to take a ’ast peep,
After the little ones all are asleep;
Anxious to know if the children are warm,
Tucking the blankets round each little form;
Kissing each little face, rosy ami bright—
That is what mothers are doing to-night.

the white bed,
Kneeling down gently beside
Lowly and meekly she bows down her head,

Proving as only a mother can pray,
“God guide and keep them from going astray !**

How I

Rusticated.

was

Imprisoned

in

an

Organ.

NEW WAY OF LETTING THE WIND OUT.

thought it a very hard case, but I
could never bring my irate father and my
weeping mother to view the matter in tint
light. I appeal to an impartial public. This
was how it happened:
My name was put on the boards of St.
Blasius in October, 185—, and, after a most
tender parting from my household gods in
Warwickshire, I commenced residence in all
the glory of a promising Freshman. I do not
know that I ever had very sanguine hopes of
academic distinction, so I received the full
blessing of expecting nothing, inasmuch as,
in this respec', I met no disappointment. I
had a hard battle with my revered father,
and afterwards with the tutor of the college,
I always

to be allowed to rent au extra room in which
I might carry on my favorite relaxation.—
This was the unusual pursuit of amateur organ-building. My father said that the idea
The tutor
was preposterous and expensive.
affirmed that such things ruined a young
and
made
him
idle.
man’s prospects,
But,
nevertheless, I carried the day through the
intercession of my mother; and my carpenter’s bench, with the appurtenances thereof,
were duly accommodated in a small room
opening out of my gyp-room, en stair-case
fetter C. I was not long in maturing my
plans for erecting a small chamber-organ of
two manuals, with all kinds of ingenious appliances in the way of stops and couplers. X
..j._ll.. 1- „it.

_t.

Sine,

presumed pugilistic propensities.

But in the midst or all these difficulties, I
progressed most satisfactorily with my work,
and was proud to think that all my evolutions

in St. Blasius organ, however detrimental to
my own bodily comfort and personal appearonce, brought no damage to the venerable and
sacred instrument itself.
So long as tills
state of tilings continued, perfect amity
prevailed between the organist and myself. lie
*
m
did not object to any amount of punishment
wherewith I punished my own cranium or
limbs, but he swore a deep oath that, the
moment I injured a hair in his precious
organ, that moment should I be to him as a
heathen man and a publican.
Four terms passed by without any accident.
My studies were in a most backward state,
but, oh joy! my chamber organ waa on the
The tutor comhighroad to completion.
plained of my idleness. My father upbraided
me for
neglecting my reading, but I hugged
myself with the
thought that, once the organ
°
lirau flni.-iV.nJ
T ——..IJ 1_l.l
wouia DUCKie-to, ami make my
uuisueu,
running with the college subjects. In the
midst of my good resolutions, a most lamentable accident took place.
I was, one day,
standing inside the chapel organ, resting on
left
my
knee, with one foot wedged in
between two pipes, the other suspended deliin
the
cately
air, my head tucked out of the
way under my right arm, while I held a long
screw-driver in my left hand. In this pleasan t
position I had stood for nearly ten minutes,
examining a portion of the wind-chest work,
when, by an overpowering impulse, I was
compelled to sneeze, and in the act I dropped
the screw-driver.
Down it went heavily on
the swell-trackers, and
forthwith, snap went
the trackers, and my implement traveled on
to further mischief below.
At this juncture
I heard a familiar voice—
“Hallo!—what’s that?”
“Oh, nothing!” I replied
“You get out of that, sir, and let me see
what you have been at.”
Like a guilty hound, I extracted
myself
from the organ.
The organist pulled out a
few of the swell-stops, and ran lightly over
the keys. In ,two seconds my fatal delinquency came to light. I knew it was all over.
I put down the key of the organ ou the
stool,
and without a word, silently and
mournfully
left the chapel.
The organist, on asking for
the services of an organ-builder, had to
give
an account of the
accident, and consequently
got soundly wigged by the Dean for “dreaming of allowing a wild young undergraduate
to meddle with and injure so noble and valu1

able

an

<

instrument.”

From that horn* I knew there was no more
help to be obtained by me from “that noble
and valuable,” etc., I was thrown on my own
resources.
My organ progressed but slowly;
my work, from being imitative, became tentative ; and oftentimes I fitted twenty different
pieces of wood in a given place before I got it
right, Week after week I toiled away laboriously, with a patience worth of a better
cause.
1 chafed a good deal at my constant
obstacles, and twice did I attempt to make it
up with the organist. But it was no use.
“No, sir,” he said, peremptorily; “there
will be no more
damage done to the organ bv
you again, if I can help it.”
By this time I had finished the key action,
oeilows, sound-board, and wind-chest. The
meta1’ 1 did not
This portion of
my organ was sup,
, P
plied
by an organ-builder in London. The
stop-work was also finished, and X was now

attliZt ,ThuraS,ft

eugaged
pedals. In

m

Pitting

on

this there

nnuiui

icuuiu

some
were one
nut

two

solve, and

inI at

last determined that I would attempt furtively to get into the chapel organ and examine
the composition pedals there. But at this I
was staggered by the
difficulty of the project.
To get the
keys of the organ was impossible.
To force an entrance
was, of course, out of
the question.
My only chance was to watch
an
opportunity when the organ should be left
open, and the organist absent. For this comnmat'on of circumstances I
watched and
V«111 or ucar|y three weeks. At

.-.

in

V...II-l.i_i
"u
n
*1<*U

reservoir-bellows just before

face

additional

an

my eyes

caught sight

leading from

the

U—,he
innaTi

ina,iVTg?1

arranged

in!»° knew that>

that duinsily-

withXm!ngrhStS 'If, COUWlIt
_had he left

had

mw was

n0t d° th'3
struck me
8ide^oor open ? If he
1 sli|)po<1 UP
At once

6
rnv

o,

’winding stair^lse’ln"]1^'
along the top of the swed tiUT ,cautioU8ly
behind the
the

organ,

Unfonunatei^C^

“pull-downs”

i

brought

unexpected full stop. The unfortunate organist bounded off his stool, and swore audibly. The bellows-blower rushed off, thinking, no doubt, the devil was inside the organ.
But, oh joy! the bellows sank, and in a fainting state I clambered over the top, stumbled
out through the little
side-door, and fell i-.to

the arms of two Senior Fellows who had
hastened up to the scene of the
disaster. The
commotion among the gownsmen in the
chapel, I was afterwards told, beggared description. Laughter, horror, exclamations of
surprise and indignation, were all to the front
The Blessing was pronounced
by turns.
amidst the greatest
confusion; and altogether,
the scene was such as those sacred
walls had

never

Milliner; must also understand the sell-

GOOD

Wanted

never

Cambridge.

I always considerbeen very badly treated.—Tem-

Vlad
ple Bar for April.

KING WILLIAM.
five year old stallion of
<\
1J,hc'J',!iamI-lon
fJrTfN
.» will make the season at Maine Hotel,
Me. He is sixteen hands
Auburn,
rfTN,
high,
.1/ 1 blood bay with black point*, and has a
public record oi the fastest five year old coltever raised in Maine, not private
record, but public as follows
Aug. 31, at Forest City Park, lie heat a Held of six
horses in a hard contested race of five heats;
Sept. 6th
at the New England Fair,
Lowell, Mass, he won in
three straight heats
live horses in 2:40
distancing
2_:43L 2:42; Sept. 28th, at Portland he won the champion race for all five year olds in Maine, trotting the
fifth heat in 2 ;42} without a
break; and the offer to
match him for §500 or *1000 to beat the best
public
record of the best blooded and
gamest trottinu stallion
in tlie world remains
unaccepted to this day, and
though claimed that Hiram Woodruff pronounced his
wire
the best Stallion the world

knew,
that in I860, twelve years ago. Hiram
says in his
book he was the best stallion that had
yet appeared. Since then three stallions have beaten Geo.
il. Patclien’s record, two of
them, Geo. Wilkes and
Jay Gould, being descendants of Hambleton who

small

family,

Ap-

1
H.

Lost.
Hale's and Hayes
A Douglassj a Wallet containing from $15 to
$20. The finder will lie suitably rewarded by leavOOGIA HASSAN’S.
ing same at
ap25tf

stands first

on

the list of seventeen that have beat

WANTED

Knowlton,

slate
out the problem for themselves.
King William stands for $25 the season closing
Aug 1st, $40 to warrent, at Maine Hotel, Auburn,
Me., in charge of Geo. W. Steward, who will take
pleasure in showing him to any gentleman who may
call to see him.
mayld&wtf-W18

Preble st.

Wanted.
wanted. Apply

waiters

TABLE

ROOT

DOCTOR

AND
THE

*****

at this

HERB

BITTERS

my3-6t

A- Hummer Medicine
offered to the public.

ever

prepared with

from the

best

Roots, Herbs, Barks and
Jjegd*. They invigorate the
STOMACH, STIMULATE
™E

TORPID LIVER and
Cleanse

the
Blood of all
Impurities, and
give new Life and Vigor to

i

office.

The theme—the price—and style, renders it the test
book for canvassers ever published. The field is clear
with no competition. Address at ouce, B. B. RUSSELL, Pub., Boston, Mass.
ap25d&w4w-wl7

IppSe0REreA

t{vKNKS«ADACHE-C0SuvENKss.
ranmv«

TION, DYSPEPSIA NER
vous

debility^ a„

complaints arising fr„m
1MPUKE STaA

Young

man of
u,:111 o to uevote

I Were

a

Child Again !

or

the

Bowels

or

Kidneys!

Bitters,

Goldtnwait, Salem, Mass., has been analyzed with
following results: “This is an officinal Medicinal
preparation, containing extracts of Roots and Herbs.
** is free from
injurious substances, and may be used
as directed
by persons requiring a medicine of this
U,L V*rv
o
Respectfully,
State Assayer, Mass.”
Flint
1NT
AOOLDTHWA1X. Props., Salem, Mass.
SALE EVERYWHERE.
BOLD

BY

PEHKujy

it is

cious

T0K1C Pr0Pertie8 kU0WD ,0

To

& CQ

in want of Plain or Fancy Joh
will And it to their advantage to call „„ w„
Marks, at the Daily Press Job Printing
ir.
^ om, «
Ex

•bange Street, Portland.

tl
ST.aug23
To be Let,

diseases of tie BLOOD.

whole

Srgans

Furnished Room
*

jun30tf

SP

violation of the law, without further notice.

The most
medicine f .r nervous troubles
source of all other
ailments,) is

use

4,1*2!*"

r

in

the

Patent

H Washington, D. C.
illicit}- of construction

Can be found at

}

V*’_

Light

_ap30t4w

Side

Agents, Quick !«S“

rush

for it)

on

Side

OUR

DIGESTION;
My Jolly Friend’*

Side

or,
Secret.
It is by odds the most taking and salable book in
the
field. 1 It is on a vitally imi»ortant
subject. 2 It is
by America s most itopfflar writer on health. 3 It is
for the price, the largest and handsomest
book ever
sold by subscription.
Agents, the people are eager
fi>r such a book, and will
urge you to bring it to tliem.
rite for terms, &c., free. Geo Maclean.
Publisher,
POMQQ' «•. nrston. Mass,
aji30t4w

Agents

*35 In
ap30t4w

a

week.

Top

Bound &

Buggies,

EXTENSION-TOP CARRYALLS
and

Top

*

AGENTS EVERYWHERE !

More Monev

caub«made by Agents ill
for Youman's
canvassing
77,
Dictionary of Every-Day Wants, containing 20,000
ev«>-y Department ot Human Effort than
in anj other possible
way. From *25 to $40 a week
Insured. It is for every
Farmer Trade
and profession. FoiMieHousekeeper,
sick ami well. A reliable
book of permanent value to
every wide-awake nrogressive person It sells itself. Extra terms. Address F. M. Reed, 139 Eighth
st., New York. ai>30t4w
_

f^lptSi"

New Jail and Honse of Correction
York County, nt
Alfred, Me.

and Ho

EXTENSION TOP
Fine

WORK

A

Every Style

Light Carriages

Sleighs,

No. a* Preble Street,

Notice to Builders and Contractors.

aplS-dlm_PORTLAND,

SEALED PROPOSALS will be received
by theunOffice of Clerk of Courts in Alfred, until 12 o’clock noon of Tuesday the 7th’ dav
of
“«*. *«■ Providing
"d Ho“«of c«TecUon at AlCo1mtva
Me-> according to plans and suecV?ant> > M
iticatlons which
may be sen at the Office of the c\erk

ME.

o~cT

$50

materlalTlMdi.fingand^m- Town of Deering Bonds !

Jte
fr^d Lrk

FOR SALE

SECOND NATIOflfAE BANK,
34

*'

ap25tf

Th? Architect will be at the office of tlip f’lorir
Courts at Alfred, on
Wednesday the 24th inst to give
,le8il■e,1 <» ««*d

FAIB FIELD HOUSE,

SK85““
The

-AT-

undersigned reserve to themselves the right to
aHproiiosals received under thUno?
eme,,tthCintCre"t0f ,he Cwunty

,aie:
^uirelnthe
Alfted, April 13,

apl5dVmy7y
>-v

1872.

ALFRED HULL.
ALBERT W. HUSSBY
DIMON ROBERTS,
Commtalo,ier" *>r York County.

xwiiiunu, win meet

MONDAY,

the Gardiner Hotel.the Maine Hotel at Damanscotta, and Columbian House, Bath.
good Li very 8table is connected with the
Late of

To Iiinholdern and
Victualed in
the City of Portland.
is hereby given that the
l\rOTICE
Licensing Boar.!
—

at the Mavnr’u
May, at 7 1-2
licenses to Iunma-v 'hen and there ap-

thi* 6th

piy^ thcrcfor.

NDALL’S MILLS,
RAN DA I, I,
ANDREWS,

B5f

day

House-_mrl4(itt
INDIA RUBBER GOODS.

BOSTON ELASTIC

of

OAce,

April'AfeL)"U1872.n'Ifl "‘l8

‘lay

5®W.A.KINGSBURY,
WINSHIP,
JVM.
W. H.

of

Jr.,

JOSSELYN,

JOS. S. YORK.
MARQUIS F. KING
chas. McCarthy, jr..
GKO. C. LITTLEFIELD
EBEN COREY,
Licensing Board of the City of Portland.
H. W. HERSEY, Treasurer
IL I ROBINSON. City Clerk.
ap29td

FABRIC CO.

95 Devonshire Street.

Wo.

MANUFACTURERS

Endlesa Bella, of any required
dimensions
act

hr*

Ku^rTo?^!fc^S-.and

will

length guaranteed. Perfectly Spliced.

RANDOLPH M.

....

GAS

The smoke and heated gases pass first tlirough the
tubes in the upper compartment, then descend, and
return through the tubes in the second compartment,
thence again descending they pass through the tubes
in the third
compartment. By this operation, the
smoke, and heated gases from the furnace on their
to
the
smoke
way
stack, or chimney come in contact with gtadually decreasing temperatures of
While doing average work, coupled with a good
engine, it will supply steam for 150 indicated horse
I»ower.
We will guarantee that this boiler will shew 50
per cent, more power with the same weight of coal
than any boiler of the same heating surface in the
market, and will continue to do so, as long as it is
used, and we will back our guarantees with Government

dcl8_Cor.

ILLINOIS

and Interest paid at American
Exchange
Bank, Eew York, January and July, by State
Treasurer.

Principal

These bonds will bear the most critical examina-'
tlon, and they especially commend themselves to
Savings Banks aud Trustees as a safe and perma-

Pipe,

They comprise the only debt in the State
provided for by State taxation. Send
scriptive documents to

nois

of Illifor de-

WM. E. WOOD, Agent,
6? Exchange Street.
ap27

NOTICE

HARNESS,
FOR

Rubber Hose, &c.

THIS
ing

SALE.

One of the Best Teams in
the City.
particulars call on

For

J

KINSMAN,
lilN Gxrhangr Wlreet.

Clothing

aplMlni

Cleansed.

AtasSS l-°haSl^o»

ner.

1

n,an-

rece've prompt and faithful atten-

WILLIAM brown,

Federal st.,
Near the Park.
-—-.—-___
agents wanted ivro—-

ap20tf

J Jfc! H l y

»

,,

..

ALE, ALE, ALE.

short notice,
O'andalf klalu'or*'1 alVi 'tt‘lialre‘l at,*°r0Ugh

tion.

'

■

|oo^po|^arau!Ha^H|jyTcj!jngTeff^^^^^|"^

■■sued^Ti^BrcuIar^dd^ssffS^uli^oTi^y

"'“All,

WPP'y to families

upwards,
American
Ale

and sonify
ln

and

the best
*“

£n^l"c V"®

quarter mid

falf barrel?'

or

trusting

my wife

a

Chinese Ropes and Rings,

Hindoo
On

a,™

flrel

Class Provision Store

SALE. Location of great value, Ash busiIjiOR
connected if wanted, thoroughly establishand
ness

ed,

always done

successful business and wortbv
ce investigation;
satisfactory reasons for selling.
may2-d3t TAYLOR & CO., 20 State SL, Boston.
a

APPLES &
easonahle

rate; old

aofslim
apwlm

K'

ones

also

Miracle,

exhibition, and for sale at the Shooting Gallery,
**• CaagreM Street.

“piMm

WTTHILE thanking the good
people of Portland,.

neatly reDaircrt

Mcn°*ALD> *D Parent

Foot of Plum at.

!i''yr.y Monday, Wedneailav at.J

mm

further
A. M.
7.40

Portland,

cud«.
Get

only

Wklls’h Carbolic Tablets. Price 25 ct» per
JOHN y. KELLOGG. 18 Platt St., N.
Sole agent fer the U. S. Send for Circular.
Sold by Druggist*. Price 25 cents a Box.
For Sale by W. F. PHILLIPS & CO.,
feb26-3m
Portland, Me.

Y7,

box.

Conway

will be

attached.

Fir*t

lM

notice, trains

will

^l^g^Whar^oute,

The Best

Paper

!

Try It!

!

is«—

Norfolk and Baltimore and Waxhingtou,
D. C. Steamship Line.

taining Patents.
Address for Paper, or concerning Patents, MUNN
4& Co. 37 Park Row; N. Y. Branch office, cor. F. and
7th Sts. Washinpton, D. C.
apr5t4w

Appold.**
“George
44Blackttone.**

A,r Ltne to an
In
Alaboma and Otoraug; and over the
Staboard and Koa-Vort* and South Carol.,m
*°kU> RRU> Wsahingten and

Through
given to South and West,
fine Passenger oceommocationg.

Berth and Meals to Norfolk $12.30
?"?.tcla,|in*
48 houra; to Baltimore
$13, lime 69 hours*
Norfolk, 48 hours. To

«
time

I

Jtine2tf_

Maine

SteamshipVo

SEMI-WEEKLY LINE
Steamers JMrigo and FraaeonU
will, until further notice, run as
follows:
; Leave Galt's Wharf, Portland,
«>J MONDAY ai.d THLRSv at 4 P.
1- AY,
M., and leave Pier 38 E R. \ew York
Y k*
ev«7 MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 3 P.

ST

THE NOVELTY
Patent Flang

Cog

!

Wheels

on

both ends

sersironte
Passage

in State Room $5. Meal*
extra.
from Montreal, guebcc.
*? all
I!"1parts
Halifax, St. John, and
of Maine. ShtoDera

llSltkv
c'JlyX
48PM0 mo e‘!’lf fre,‘*1,t, *° tho
For Frimhr „7 t?tL ,Iay“ t,hey leave Portland,
for

Freight

of the Rolls.

Is the

May

more

102

H8U^«-

8pply

AGa;tlcWh»r/n„<i>rm8,1°n
shp 13tf

best.

av

oo

‘‘BILLINGS

JOHN PORTEOUS. Agent.

INTERNATIO

Sold

10

NALJSTEA MSHIP

Eatlpert, Calais

nnd

CO.

•■.

J«bn, Dlgby
Windsor sad Halifax.

Machine Co.

SPRING

ARRANGEMENT

TWO TRIPS PER WEEK !

^se^5!^RECoI^,

MENDED BY THE MOST
EMINENT PHYSICIANS
IN NEW ENGLAND FOR
THE LAST 4t YEARS.

1

boston.
the Prugghtts

i

'Ll
I
1
—

oe.s.c.

i

5
j

..

ot 8 00 «>•
J^lfiastport aml^sTjohn?11^
le“Ve St' Joh?*- and *<^xw‘
the
days'* at
“

™

„ urm

Connecting

Eastport with steamer
for
Andrews and Calais, and with N. B QUEEN
£ C Balifor Woodstock and Houlton.
St'
w,,h tb« Steamer EM
PMF«se5"nf«at.
1
HESS for
and
Digby
Annapolis, thence by rail to
Windsor and
Halifax and with the E. & N A R»tlvuy for Shedittc and lnterme<liate stations.
FP^Freight receiverl on days ot sailing* until 4

J

St.

«*ay

GREAT CHANCE FOR AGENTS
i>o you want an
agency, local or traveling,
with an opportunity to make $5 to $20 a
day
°ur new 7$4trand White Wire Clothes
Lines? They last forever; Rumple free. Send
for circular. Address at once Hudiwn River
Wire Work*, eor Water it., and Maiden
Lane,
X. Y., or 346 W Randoph at., Chicago.

o'clock, p.

m.

is t 25th

Agent

tf*

BOW TO IN

PIfJLA DE LPH1A
Steamship Line.
I«e*Tee»oli port erery W.dn «d»T48attml»
i-ong Wharf, Boston, at 3 p.i*
Wh,r'’ PU"ada'
Insurance one hall the rate ot sail

f-

J>»“

Jipl3t4w

COPPER

A- *• STUBBS,
then oe

....

mchl3

A Pare Chiarae Tea.
lie Beet TeaUmported.
Warranted to suit all tastes. Put
up
in our “trademark”
half pound
and pound packages only, 30 and
60 Pound Boxes.
For sale at wholesale only by
the Great Atlantib and Pacific
Tea Co., P. O.
Box 5506. New

AMERICAN

On and alter MONDAY. March
the Steamer New England.
Capt. E. Field, and the Steamer
New Brunswick, Capt S. H.
Pike,
wi!' lL'*re Railroad Wharf, foot ol

2otli,

■

NOTHING BETTER.” U

CUTLER BROS, & CO.,

point in

PAINT !

by lb*p*»» R R. and Soul
tfFdonnhtit?,!,’i;'„^rSt
1 connecting lines forwarded
Iree ot commission.
n>i*v

The undersigned having taken the
agency for the
sale of the above named Paint, manufactured
by the

For Freight

__

Pastage apply to
WIIITNKV * SAmaON,
A|fau,
TO l.on, Whnrl,

ANERICAlf COPPER PAINT CO.

or

having tested it fully the past year on our own
vessels, feel Justified in recommending it fully to all

und

ELIAS HOWE

who

may wish to protect their vessels from Barnacles,
Grass and Worms.
We Guarantee it Equal and
consider it

Superior to

any in the market, and
may wish a substitute for

Sewing Machines
1

solicit

ANDBUTTKRICK’S

from all who
Metal, j
invite the most rigid test in comparison with
any I
other Marine Paints.
orders

and

ARRANGEMENT.

for Halifax dlreet

M.

passage with State

Do not be

WINTER

SATURDAY

Gi^«dpS!Ty’
whMf'
er^rdSf,,si4lerMDomlDlon
Cahln
Boom.

desira-

apl3t4w

CALIFORNIA,
Or
other
the

ALTERATION OF TRAINS.

p-

making clone connections with the
Wln<l,K,r' Tn,r°' New

Chambers Street, New York.

the

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY OF CANADA.

Nova Scotia.

favorite Steamship CAR
LOTTA will leave
Galt's Whart

buy a VVriagrr aatilsbr baa
exausiaed the NOVELTY.

Bailey Washing Wringing

Wharf. Pnrtlud
». E- «•> New York.

JCEKLY LINE.

'very

■■•m to

it is the

to

halt's

ler

Halifax,
w

NO PRACTICAL HOUSEKEEPER

Try it and satisly yourself that
everywhere,

Pusaogo apply

»-dHF' AME8’ ,

For

Is tho most durable Wringer.

**■

or

Strongest Wringer.

These with other
advantages make it
ble than any other.

Railway
-FOB-

_____

hours

63

SAMPSON, Agent.
33 Central Wnar/. Boston.

NEW ARRANGEMENT.

Trunk

deceived by “Old reliable
office," or
Grand Trunk Office under Lancaster
at the
Hall,or
Depot and obtain prices, and see the saving in
t ime and distance.
Baggage checked through and
Pullman Cars secured from Portland to Chicago.
D. H. BLANCHARD’S, oppo. Preble
House,
No. 282 Congress street, Portland, Me.
W M. FLOWERS, Eastern
Agent,
Bangor, Me.

information apply to
E.

—

OR EAT WEST.

Baltimore,

For further

THE BEST.

$5.00 SAVED

any

J?

plaosTlVogt'.
rate*

THEA-NECTAR
By purchasing ticket, via

*

Tmtugg*,

hrginia,

points

*2

HOUSEKEEPERS!
GET

NOrt,‘k *°

Lad^oTthe LaTe

api3t4w_

Grand

Kennedy.*

Everything irertaining to Billiards at lowest prices.
Illustrated Catalogues sent by mall.
H. W. COl LENDER, NEW YORK.
Successor to Phelan & Collendcr,
738 Broadway.
apt3t4w

fcr We8t

Wnterhoro’

William

“McClellan"
Slearner

7.3uTeiVl!?S.e<lSt12rM0r

At Centre

Lawrence.**
William Cram.**

BILLIARD TABLES

,T

.nstlcld and Ossipee,
Tuesdays,
and Sat1
1
urdays, returning alternate dayB.Thursdays
CeDtre Waterb°ro' *w
Limerick,
ParsoDsfleld,
daUy

Steamships:—

If illiam
14

44

THE NOVELTY

Buxton-Bona* Ea*la
for Limerick, Ncwfleld. Par-

Steamships of this Line sail from
end of Central Wharf, Boston
Seud-W eeklv, 2.30 p. m. for NORVFOLK and BALTIMORE.
*

—

STANDARD AMERICAN

ear

and after Monday,
December, 18.
V,Passenger trains leave Portland
'ifra^tor Rochester and intermediate stations
at 7.15 A. M., and 1.30 P.
M., making
,,
directconnection
at Rochester with trains for Bostou
over Boston & Maine and Eastern
Railroads Also
connect at Rochester with Dover and
Winnipiseogee
Railroad for Alton Bay, and with Portsmouth,
Great
balls and Conway Railroad for
Conway
Portlani1 and w“y stations mt
TheLWtraln connecting with down train* on Do\er ami
and Portsmouth, Great Falls
Winnji>[»eogee,
and Conway
Railroads, and the 12 o’clock train making direct connection at Rochester with trains from
Boston, leaving Boston at 7.30 A. M„ via Bostou *
Maine, and at 8.30 A. M. via Eastern Railroads
Leave Portland for Saco River at 5.30 P
M
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 a’. M
Stages connect as follows:
W"‘ ^b.m, Standish, and No.

v

_

Has the

J. HAMILTON, Superintendent.
Portland, November 8, 1871.
noWtf

M., and Damarlscotta every Monday at 9

with the
B. ston* Maine and Eastern
Kailroada,
in
Portland ip season for passengers to take arriving
the afternoon train for Boston.
Through tickets sold at the offices of the Boston Jfc
Maine ami Eastern Railroads, and on beard
Boston
Boats. Freight and
passengers taken as low as l.v
3
any other rovte. Inquire of
11A KRIS, ATWOOD &
CO.,
145 Commercial at.
ai
Portland, April 16, 1872.
tf

Bridges
Chemistry.

M.
3.15

traius with passenger
*

A.

b

landings, connecting
Mi7i?2l
£! ** l?t‘;rme‘1l*te
with the Boston
Boats at Portland, and

The Scientific American is the cheapest and
best illustrated weekly paper published. Every number contains from 10 to 15 original engravings of new
machinery, novel inventions,
Engineering
works, Architecture, improved Farm Implements, and
A year’s numevery new discovery in
bers contains 832 pages and several hundred
cugravings, Thousands of volumes are preserved for binding and reference. The practical receipts are well
worth ten times the subscriptions price. Terms, §3
a year by mail.
Si>eclmens sent free. May be had ol
all News Dealers.
PATENTS obtained on the best terms. Models of
new inventions and sketches examined, and advice
free. All patents are
published in the Scientific
American the week they issue. Send for Pamphlet, 110
pages, containing laws and full of directions for ob-

run as

Lovell, daily.

s

G«u-

apl7

Portland
Wednesday, at 8 o'clock A.
■^^■^•l^every
M
fc WaldolK.ro, touching at
Boothbay and Bound

traiu from No.
t»
Conway, arrive# in
1
ortland in season for early afternoon train for
Boston and passengers
the 1 P. M. from North Concan
take the Portland steamers arriving in Bosway
*
ton early the next
morning.
Tickets for sale at the ticket office M. C. R. R.

LimtataaUy.

1872.

Trip April HO.
H o U flilToN
CA!^rnUm

Si

THE NOVELTY
Rolls separate freely at elthet end.
THE NOVELTY
Has the Patent Curved I'hmn
THE NOVELTY
Is tlie easiest working WringerTHE NOVELTY

for

& Sturdi-

of Rons

Waldoboro aud Damarineotta !

Cure dlaordera of Liver and Stomach, Headache, DyaI»I>«la, tic. Sold everywhere at 25 cents.
mr4t3m

8TAGF9.
VIA 7.40 A. M.
At East Baldwin for Sebago and
Bridgton, dally.
VIA 3.15 P. M.
At South Windham for North
Windham. Caaco
Raymond and Naples, daily.
At Baldwin for Cornish, Kezar Falls and
Porter,
daily.
At Brewnfield for Denmark and
Bridgton.
daily.
*
y

Fryeburg

o’clin k,

1U

Cyrus Sturdivant,

or

Agent.

•rai

Portland, March 17th,

p.

freight

at

Sovi^kp'T

vant, 17D Comnierulal St.,

fi.

Leave N. Comvay, 8.45
1.00
The 7.40 A. M. from Portland and 1.00 P. M. from
No.

fiteumgH.

■-

niinencing Monday, 22ud Inst., for Bangor, (or n»
far as the ke will iwrmlt )
touching at Rockland,
Camden, LlncolnviUe. Belfast, Searsport.
Sandv
Po.nt, Bncks|s>rt. Wfuterport and Hampden.
Returning, wlU leave Bangor every Monday,
W odneaday and
Friday Mornings at 6 o'clock, toucl.1
n'“ng8' ‘rnThl* ■* pu,tulid .t
c

Patterns of Garments

.n.

°?

anl
"111

after Monday, Oct. 30, 1811,
run an follows:

Passenger train at 7.30 A. M. for
7 7 twutli Paris, aud intermediate stations.
,,
Moll
train (Stopping at all
stations) for Island
Pond, connecting with night mail train for v
Quebec,
Montreal and the West, at 1 10 P M

PLDMMR & WILDER

Agent* in Rs*tsn,

C. E. FOLS’OJfV A COM

J’u>_m Middle 8t„

..

sUUo“$pnM0rSUUthP")“
traius

an<1

WHOLESALE PAINT

lnte™edla*

>

will arrive as follows:
From Soutn Paris and
Lewiston, at 8.15
^ontreal, Quebec, Gorham and

ISP*1!!

A. M.

Bangor,

The Company are not
responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding *50 In value (and that
al) unless notice Is given, and paid for at the peisonrate oi
one passenger lor
every *500 additional value.
HA

n^lcv ^
jES’, 'iana9in!>

Portland^.^j

107

at

Accommodation from So. Paris arrive at 8.45 P. M.
By Sleeping Cars on all night trains.

H

FOLUER & WILLARD

J. B.

Passenger

Director.

DEALERS, SECRET
MEDICAL COUNSELLOR

10 INDIA ST.

9 At

ap5d4w

“I

had neater

succew in the treatment of dieeaees which
described In this work than iterhaps ever fell to
the lot of mortal man. It treats on Lost Manhood.

are

am

A'

Boston,

72 year*

Es,'uir™

had[Catarrh, and was totally

Nenrousand General Debility, Seminal Weakne-s,
and all diseases of the Generative
Organs in both
sexes.
Sent fkkk 011 receipt of stamp. Address
HALLOCK MEDICAL INSTITUTE, 143 Court St„

by Hyatt’s

Iilzh.
had Catarrh 30 years;

SSSEtTS"-

150 pages and 12 illustrative
engravings. A uew
medical work, written by Dr. F.
Hallock, who has

GINN,

State Street.

Catarrh & Deafness Cured
‘‘I

SPEND MONEY IN BUYING A NEW
YlfHY
▼ T
pair of Kid Glovew every time vow wo out?
ttenovate thoiie you have with
lOUVKN’S I NO DO ICO 17 A KID GLOVK
CLEA1VEB.
It will make them equal to new with
y anv
y
trouble. Bo careful to get the Genuine marcely
SoW by E -nggists and Dealers In
Fancy
Goods
vu,OU8*
y
Price 25 cent b per boftie.
F. 0. WELLS *
CO.,
-.-^ Fulton Street, New Yorg.

old “
and

& «*

ueaf from

it

For

is

Diseases of the Skin.

BUTTER?

received 50 Tab* ef New Vermont
■filer. S.lOO BbU Bnaaell Apple*.
»ny.8tf
P. BABBOUB, No. 10 Market Bt.

SAiS;

JtWT

lars
i»rs free
free.

Rq'/'
UT^/LB

*ke celebrated
HvsttN I ifn
240
St., N. Y. By mail
free
!Ja,U)’
irte.
Tcst sample
on
receipt 20 cts.
apiotlw

10,000 Choice Plants

*nd Key Check
0*"1' samples and full partlcu
m
M.
S. ?
Spencer, B.attlebere, Vt, apl3M

for Sale.

to

|

pnlillc at my new lireen House,
kreet. Also Flowers for fioral Uocotatmns ml amea of the
year, at a reasonable price.
ST dob

Sale.

Mass.

N. B.—Dr. Hallock, who is the Chief Consulting
Physician of the Institute, can be consulted personmch^6d3m
ally or by mail.

WM. B. THUFAXT, the discoverer ot
lent remedy for the cure of

SALT

T $*T®P

made In this Bank,
DEPOSITS
day, May 3d, will
FRANK

or before Friinterest on the

NOYES, Treas.

RHEUM,

and]Tor

itetall

m‘»6I2»>

W'M. B,

D ood l

on

commence

excel-

Ami other di**eaeeH of the Skin, has consigned to us a
and Ointment. Tho char'I mint it y of his Compound
after of the manufacturer, and the abundant evidence
furnished during the ta»t twenty-live years, of the
of the remedy, gives us
confidence
safety and efficacy
In oltertng It for the r tlief of sutterers.
A fresh supply just teceivcd
sale Wholesale
in uda city by II. IX. ||,,, yy ...
and
Phillip,, J'W. Perkitae and by II \Vmo.i
side. I ll Congress st., and by respectable
eount «the trade. Price ft, with
For further particulars see the

James vickey.
119 Spring Street.

Porllaud Savings Bank.
first of the month,
ap!5 t my3

ati

11™^.
everywhere. For cash by the dozen a very HhcrUr n.

Gardening promptly attended to.

aplOdlm

Up 8talr>.

TIIK

Mr.

'|ullrt

Let Me Speak Once More !

ui

|»v|Mi«vvt

—OB—

J. SMITH,
NTRKKT, BOSTON.

i,1,>rei1”‘refU°
others
American,
English, and Scotch Aire
pint bottles, packed m ouantiTi'eq orUp

and
snd

is to certify that I forbid all persons harbor-

CORDELIA A. KNOX,
on my account, as I shall pay no debts of her contracting after this date.
MARCELLUS KNOX.
Portland, April 27, 1872.
may2*lw

WILLIAM
13

•••v

WEEK.

nent investment.

-AND-

Gas and Water

R.

sopt25dtf___

EIGHT AND TEN PEB CENT.

Horse, Express Wagon

FIXTURES,

Leave

Bonds.

The durability of this boiler is greater than any
other for the reason is that no cold water is allowed
to come In contact with the intensely heated surfaces,
the feed water being gradually heated as it ascends
from the lower to the upper compartment.
We would especially call the attention of Railroad
men to the followiug facts, that while
running this
boilerwith coal or wood the sparks are neutralized,
and none have ever left the smoke-stack or chimney,
which in itself is a most valuable advantage, nevei
before realized.
Confining ourselves to practice and not theory we
invite all parties in want of Steam Boilers to give us
a call.
W. T. BROWN A CO.. fr<>n»>rnl Aironta
Middle and Exchange Sts.

relieved and HtateiuenU

16tf

0GDEN8BURG

Qp

water.

immediately
———n

!

MONDCapt. C. Khby, win leave
Railroad Wharf, foot of Stat* at..

Throat difficulties of years’ standing.

Don't be deceived by worthless imitation*.

rmm

principle, namely,that of stoppinq the vertical
circulation, accomplished by means of two horizontal diaphragms running through the boiler, and
forming three water compartments. By this arrangement there is maintained three temperatures of

-y

R

Steamer CITY OF RICH-

Tlte

at

Winter Arrangement.

new

aro

of

O

TRIPS PER

mHESE TABLETS present the Acid in comblnaX tion with other ettielent remedies, in a popular
form, for the Cure of all THROAT and LUNG Diseases.
HOARSENESS ami ULCERATION of the

™dafter Monday, Nov. 13th, and

°"

Tjnaaiaim

in

cona

THREE

Gr

r

by

a

BAN

TABLETS,

Hoaraeam.

Every Saturday at 7 A. M.. for Damariscotta
touching at Boothbay and Hodgsdon’s Mills
Returning, will leave Waldoboro every Thu radar

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.

an

Colda and

General Superintendent.

rwr^TfipSWlow:

At

Registered Coupon Bonds

OF

Rubber Belting,
Rubber Rune,
Rubber Fuelling, b(
Bella
for
Railway
Cotton Mills,

H LUNT,
Feb. 14, 1872.

PORTLAND &

Dr. Jourdain's Consulting: Office,
61 Hancock Street, Bo.ton, Man.
junl4dlyr

water.

AT

('ou|h>,

-——

LINE!

—to-

WELLS’S CARBOLIC

cases

<iene,aJll5iP,,,

INSIDE

Cgau

HAS

is

i'BH nti bdivant,

I’ortland, April 15,*1872.

19,

m.

■

above
engraving of Steam Boiler
THE
taining 1200 feet of heating surface, built upon

CAPT. DEERING,

Pond.

Traius Dae at Porflamd.
No. 1. Leaves Augusta at 5:45 a. m.. Bath 6:45
Brunswick 7:15, Lewiston (via Danville) 6:45. Arrives at Portland 8:35 a. m.
No. 3. Leaves Bangor at 8:10 a.
m., Dexter 8:15.
Skowhegan 9:40, Watcrville 10:45, Augusta 11:45
Brunswick 1:35, Bath 1 :U0. Keadfield 11 :lo, Lewiston
12:50. Arrives at Portland 2:55 p. m.
No. 9. Leaves Augusta at 3 p. m., Baths, Brunswick 5:25, Iaiwiston (via Danville) 5.
Arrives at
Portland 6:45 p. m.
No. T. Night Express (from St. John), leaves
Bangor 7 p.m.. Watcrvile 9:23, Augusta 10:15, Brunswick 11:45, Bath 6 p.
m., (remaining at Brunswick
until 11:45). Arrives at Portland at 1 a. m.
Passengers from Portland for Dover and Foxcroft
are ticketed through.
Fare *5.00. A good line of
Stages connect at Dexter with the 7.15 p. m.. train,
arrivingat Dover and Foxcroft at or about 9.00 p. m.
Leave Dover and Foxcroft at or about 6. 30 a. m
Connecting at Dexter with tho 8.16 a. m. train for
Portland and Boston.
Fare to Portland *5.00; to
Boston *6.50.
Stages for Guilford. Abbott, Monson and Moosehead
J;1*?;,
Vf™ Dexter at 11.00 a. m. Connecting
* with
the
Night Express from Portland.
Through Tickets are sold in Portland for Houlton,
and St- John’ for
«*•«»: »nd to Halifax for

Augusta,

SPECIALTY.

*

Augusta 8:15 p.

K W I S T O N

will leave (until further notice) Railroad
Wharf, Port
land, every Friday evening, at ten o'clock, for Rocklan.l. Castlne. Decrlslc, Sedgwick, So. West Harbor
(Mt. Desert,) MiUl.rldge, Jonesport and Machlaatiort,
as the ice will nermlt.
Returning will leave Machiasjmrt every Tuesday
morning, at 5 o’clock, touching at the above min.nl
lain lings.
For further particulars Inquire of Ron* &
Sturdivant, 17'J Commercial street, or

JABE8 ALLA.INDEK, Agent.

in

WEEK.

The favorite Steamer

RAILROAD.

Feb.

TRIP PER

I.

From Liverpool, Glasgow, Queenstown or Derrv to
Boston or New York, 83-4 CURRKNtiY.
Passengers booked to all parts of the United States.
Drafts issued on Great Britain and Ireland for El
anil upwards. For Freight and Cabin passage apply
at the Company’s Office, so State Street. For steerage passage, at 1)9 State Street, Boston.

— —

Machias.

Spring Arrangement.

Passage Mouey, ineluding fere from Boston to N York.
Cubin, 980, $100, $130gold—accordingto accnmrnodaOou- Steerage, *30 Currency. Tickets to Paris. * IS

rf.

No. 16. Leaves Portland at 8:06 p. m., for Lewiston via Danville, arriving at Lewiston 9:50. This
train connects with 3 p. m. train from Boston.

_

of

F. CHASE,
P. S. Sc P. R.

Supt.

Desert and

Steamers appointed to sail
FBO.M NEW VOUK.
ABVSSINJA, Sat Apl 27. BATA VIA, Sat. May 4.
CUBA, Wed., May 1.
SCoTIA, Wed. May 8.

THROAT

TO

to

of the Maine

No. 10. Leaves Portland at 7:00 a. m. Arrives
Lewiston via Danville 8:55, Brunswick 8:30 Bath
9:00, (there connecting with Knox & Lincoln Kailroad for Damariscotta, Rockland,
Ac.) Arrives at
Augusta 10:30 a. m.
No. !*. Leave Portland at 1:00 p. m., Lewiston
via Danville 2:50, Beadtield 3:59, Kendall’s Mills
5:10,
Brunswick 2:30, Bath 2:50; (there connecting with
the Knox and Lincoln railroad for Damariscotta
Rockland, Ac.); Augusta4:0O, Kendall’s Mills 5:10,
Skowhegan 5:50, Dexter7:15. Arrives at Bangor 7:40
I), m., connecting with train on E. & N. A.
Railway,
for Oldtown and Mattawamkeag.
No. 4. Leaves Portland at 5:15 p. m. Arrives at
Brunswick 6:35, Lewiston via Brunswick 7:45, Bath

!

Succceesors to E. K. Lenront & Co.,
MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

Depot

at

Blanchard Maine State Builer Co.

LOCKHART-* SLOAN,

$100 (.old, According
Accommodation. Steerage, $30
Currency

ar-

ifax.

JOURDAIV,

I

Cabin, $80 &

Trains From Portland.

causes, consequences and treatment of diseases of the
reproductive system, with remarks on marriage, and
the various causes of the loss of manhood, with full
instructions for its complete restoration; also a chapter on venereal infection, and the means of cure, be:
ing the most comprehensive work on the subject ever
yet published, comprising 150 pages. Mailed free to
any address for 25 cents. Address,

Family Carriage.

from the

Pasesuger trains leave Portland for Bangor, Na.
0, (night express via Augusta,) at 12:30 a.m. Brunswick 2:25, Augusta 4:00, Watcrville 6:00. Arrives
al Bangor 7:30 a. m. Connecting with E. A N. A.
Railway train for Houlton, Calais, St. John and Hal-

7:10 and

The public are invited to call and examine the
above named Carriages which are all of our own
make; and as to style, beauty of finish and durability
we warrant are not
surpassed by any builder in
the State.
We also have a stock of
Callages from Massachusetts, Connecticut and Philadelphia, which we sell at
prices to eonform to the times.
ORDERED

departs

Commencing
1872.

Family Physic,

I

ONE

May 28

Tues.

Arrangement of Trains,

Parisian Gallery of Anatomy, Boston,
just published a new edition of his lectures,
containing most valuable information on the

CAERIOLETS,

A. M., lb.JU A.

1 .OU

express train.
train.

MAINE CENTRAL

Practical and Analytical Chemists.
Sold by all druggists everywhere.
janl-e3dwly-l

Top.

I

car

ap22tf

skilful
and our best citizeus send certificates of -’llres performed and of great benefits they
have derived from these Pills. They are the safest
and best physic for children, because mild as well as
effectual. Being sugar coated, they are
easy to
take; and being purely vegetable, they are entirely
LarDilese.
PREPARED BY
Dlt. J. C. AYER & CO., LOWELL, MASS.,

Keavy.

iit

Central Railroad.
N. B. The 6.13, 9.10 A. M., and 3.30.3.43 P. M.
trains from Portland, make close connections to New
York by one or other of the routes from Boston.
Passengers ticketed through by either route.

OFFICE OF

Heavy.

Bon ton.

M

rives at and

Diuner Pill, and Puri
tying the Blood,
are the most congenial purgative
yet perfected. Their
effects abundantly show how much they excel all other Pills.
to take, but
are
safe
and
pleasant
They
powerful to cure. They purge out the foul humors
of the blood; they stimulate the sluggish or disordered organ into action, and they impart health and
tone to the whole being. They cure not only the every day complaints of everybody, but formidable and
dangerous diseases. Most eminent clergymen, most

CARRIAGES,

tiauu

^Express.
ttltuns Monday, Wednesday and Fiklay
only.
i S^The Pullman Sleeping Car Express Train

Heavy.

and

Vp

1 Accommodation
$ Mail train.

tism, Eruptions and Skin
Diseases,
Biliousness,
,Liver Complaint, Dropsy, Tetter, Tumors a
Salt Rheum. Worms
Gout, Neuralgia, as a

! \ Three Spring Cut-Under Beach Wagons,

*v*

ai»30t4w

Box

No Top.

ana

Light

f,1,1
e<l. tne"9

__

Stylish.

Square Corner Phsetons,

Light

Quarters for Agents
!‘ft0 ToJ.,0UIi

In

and

isiyni

Pub. Co. Harttord.* Ct.

PRESENT given away to every New
Agent tliia
3,1,1 Beautiful Map of U.
w°ni for 1872, also,Nuw
New England Map colored
“hd states, best ever
publish$100‘1"1!.r°“ntiea
toJJOO a month on these, ami our new

TO

and

JUMP-SEAT

Look ! Head

A

Spring Platform RoadWagons

Brewster’s Style

Wanted

Conn.

Platform Driving Buggies,
Top and No Top.
Light

>R -Convent Life Unveiled”
by Edith O'Gorman
F,„
Escai*d Nun. A brave, true book. One lady
maue

Spring

P-

H2J5P. M., {3.00P. M., {tt6.00 P. M. *8.00 P. M.
fOT Port aud at 8 00 AM- returning at

sleeping

DR. HUGHES,
Cumberland Street, Portlard,

Dr. It. J.

A'

Portsmouth for Portland tlO.OO A. M.. {10.40 A.
P'
N’>t5'30 p- M-> ttt 8.00 P M,*10.10 P. M
Ml,DtS!;?8
*Fuilman

PROPRIETOR OF THE

No Top.

and

5

CostivencsH, Jaundice,
Dyspepsia, Indigestion,
Dysentery, Foul Stomach, Erysipelas, Headache, Piles, Rheuma-

Heavy.

Spring, Business Box Buggies
Top

DIO LEWIS’ last and greatest work

and

Passenger trains leave Portland dalI. *:;s8ss?sas8BlY *or Portsmouth and Boston, (SunI-..'
■oA^ lays excepted) at *1.10 A. M. 16.15 A.

CUBING

OF

Mt.

Far

LISK

I.YN1DE

BOSTON

jn2dly

ARRANGEMENT.

yjM

FROM

OLYMPUS,

Commencing Monday, April 99d, 1879.

accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Eclectic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in
regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will find 1 invaluable in all cases ol obsttuctions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable,
containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and
may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country, with full directions,

a

k

I.. BILI.IYUN, Agent

appointed to nail

KKOAR, Sat., May 18. | ALEPPO, Sat. June 1.
fcy Passengers embark at the Cunard Wharf, East

PORTSMOUTH R. R.

TO THE LADIES.
DR. HUGHES particularly invites all Ladles, who
need a medical adviser, t# call at his rooms, No. 1
Preble Street, which they will find arranged for their

No. 172

Boston.

ap22dtf

PORTLAND, SACO,

P.M'.4910

mch30tf

Har.

PREPAID STEERAGE PASSAGE.

(Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays.
W. MERRITT, Superintendent,

Eclectic lUedical Infirmary.

18C5d&w

DIRECT

Queenstown, Cork

SSSW.V
JlS*- A'uv IPALM YKA, Tue». May 21
SAMAKIA, Tnes. May 14.

‘Accommodation.
tFast Express.

M„ 1116.00

by

Steamer*

at

Gold, additional. Return Tickets on favorable terms
{ty* Passengers enbark at Cunard Wharf, Jersey

I’asseuger station In Boston, H&ymarket Square.
Freight station. Causeway street.

physicians,

the old tlantl of

CONSISTING

laily.

m.

forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential and will be
returned if desired.
Address:
DR. J. B. HUGHES,
172 Cumberland St.. Portlaud.
Send a Stamp for Circular.

1879.

The above trains leave P. S. & P. R. R. Station
hot of State Btreet, where tickets can be
purchased
Liid baggage checked.
f S^Freight* trains between Portland and Boston

SPRING

Returning leave INDIA WHARF, Boston, same
days at IP. M. Fare# 1.50. Freight
taken it
low rates.

Springfield line.

EASTERN AND

DAILY, (al’XDAYH KAOEPTKD)
AT 7 O’CLOCK P. iy[.

8TEAK1KHM

MAII.

ac-

loivtag
ATLANTIC WHARF,
Portland,

AILING FOB LIVERPOOL.

S

CITY,

Having commodious Cabin and Slate Room
commodations, will run alternately,

LIINK

CUNARD

3.00, fi.001 (express) P. M
For Rochester, Alton Bay, *6.15, A. M.
Manchester aud Cuucord, N. H., via C. & P. R. H.
Iunction, 6.15* A. M., 3.45*1*. M.
Manchester aud Concord, via Lawrence, 9.10* A. M.
Lowell, 6.15*, 9.10* A. M., 3.301, 3.45* P. M.
Milton aud Union, 9.10* A. M. J.30t, 3.45* P. M.
NOTE.—The 6.15* A. M. train arrives In Boston in
lino to connect with Shore Line at 11.10 for New
fork, the South und the West. 9.10* A. M. train conwith the 3.00 P. M. Springfield Route aud Souud
] lects
Reamers for New York aud the South. 3.301P.M.
rain with the 9.00 P. M. train for New York via Shore
ir

FOREST

£^“Privato parties can be amunmodjjrted by applying to the Captain on board.
Fare down and back 25 cents, children half price.
apl
Portland, April 1, 1872.

Trains leave P. S. & P. R. R. Sta-

I

TJOTTN BROOKS

and 3.45 P. M.

at

tion, Portland, for Boston, *6. 15, *9.10
A. M., 3.301, 3.45*, 0.001
(express) P.M.
Returning *7.30, t8.30 A. M., *12.15,

men

WEAKNESS.
I san warrant a perfect cure in such
cases, and a
full and healthy restoration of the
uriuary
Persons who cannot personally consult theorgans.
Dr. can
do so
writing, in a plain manner, a description oi
their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will be

Concord Style Business Wagons,

vented.
Pamphlet tree. N.
E. BURNHAM, York, Pa.

K*

ap5d*f

**'

E. K. LEMONT & Co.

Office,

Its simand the
power it transmits renders It
the best water wheel ever ln-

1

enforced

CARRIAGES.

throughout tlie U. S. A
inch, is used by theGoveru-

six
ment

will be

against them when violations are detected.
*****
Tertian I, April

popular

DODD'S NERVINE. anA Invlgorator.
For sale by all druggists. Price One
Dollar.
ap30f4w

M
|—1

where IntoxicatSold

are

Law,” so-called,

Arrangeni.nl, April 99,

fHK SUPERIOR SEA-GOING
STEAMERS

Will leave the end of Custom House Wharf dally for
Peaks’ Island at 8.45 A. M., and 3.15 P. M.
Returning will leave Peaks’ Island 9.15 A.M.,

Calling

Ipring

for boston.

EXPRESS,

i*4t

PAYSON TUCKER, Agent,
Street, Portland.

of the age of thirty who are
many
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladoften
der,
accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensatiou, and weakening the system in a manner the patient cannot account for.
On examining
the urinary deposits a
ropy sediment will often be
found, and sometimes small particles of semen or albumen will appear, or the color will be of a
thin, milkish hue, again changing to a dark and turbid
appearance.
There are many men who die of this difficulty, ignorant of the cause, which is the
are

wl5

353 Commercial

with the above disease, some ot
young
whom are as weak and emaciated as
though they had
the consumption, and by their friends are
sup|>osed
to have it. All such cases yield to the
proper aud on
ly to correct course ot treatment, and in a short time
are made to rejoice in perfect health.

For all the Purposes of

Notice is also given

Buildings

lime*.__ap6d&w

|

CAPTAIN A. S. OLIVER,

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.

Ulcers, for
Beauty

men

low Detection

ing Liquors

Ofltce, 49 1-9 Exchange Street.
5TF*Reliable information cheerfully furnished

SEASON.

Testify toThi.
*7 Unhappy Experience!
Young men troubled with emissions in sleep,—a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in
youth—treated scientifically and a perfect cure warranted.
Hardly a day passes but we are consulted by one n

Immediate Prosecution will Fol-

To Owner* of

IN

low: do not wait for
unsightly
Disabled Limbs, for Lobs of
and Complexion.
H«w Many Thonanud. Cau

Portland who have not been personally notified by
myself or deputies, on account ot our Inability to find
tlieir places, are hereby notified that

that the “Nuisance

(the

ANTIDOTE

In

HEALT II

W. I>. IjITTliE & CO.

Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may folio*
Impure Coition,
are the Barometer to the
whole system.
Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to fol-

LIQUORS.

ot any

Jlfff^gfSnnd

The

The Unlawful Sale of Intoxicating

inflammatory nature.

CALIFORNIA
the Weal, Mouth and Nortbobtain through Tickets
may
■■
by the best aud most reliable
oute from Portlan<l or Boston, or New York, to
ny point desired, at the lowest rates, at the old
mi reliable Union Ticket
Agency of

I

STEAMERS.

Peak’* Inland Nleaniboat C ompany.
8TKA91BR

Traveler* for

„____

Ayer’s Cathartic Pills,

PERSONS ENGAGED IN THE

ALL

W. W. WHIPPLE, Agent,
Portland, Me.

ap30f4w

H*tc Confidence.
All who have committed an excess of
any kbid,
vl“ of youth, or the
u.h™Kr
L‘ bu,th?
rebuke
of misplaced eontideueeof maturer tingling
years.

by addressing

Sheriffs Notice.

mchM)1101181 Ii4rwBOttIC'

aD

Having
opportunity nor time to make himsell acquainted with their
lithology, commonly pursues one system of
treatment, in most eases making
an indiscriminate use of that
antiquated and danger*
oub weapou, the
Mercury.

THE

Passenger Ticket Agency!

know

“tu,ty

nl

KENIVEUV’N HEHLOCK
OINTMENT.
proprietor, has, by the assistance
of Eminent Physicians and
Chemists
succeeded in utilizing the medicinal
properties contained in the Oil, Pitch
and Resin of the Hemlock
Tree, and
obtained a valuable preparation to be
applied as a Salve or Plaster for Rheumatisni, Croup, Pain or Soreuess of
the Back, Chest or Stomach,
Piles,
Salt Rheum, Scurvy,
Sores, Ulcers.
Bunions, Sore Corns, Frost Bites
Chilblains, Sore Breasts and Nipples,
Ringworms. Chafing, and Skin Disof

Let,

to

1TH or without board.
Also Ladv Boarders
wanted. Apply corner Center and Free st. No

*

Q. KELLOGG, 18 Platt Street, New York,
Sole Agent for the United States
Se,'d for Circular.

eases

ou

*

system.

---

or

Apply at the Merchants National Bank,
iylfrtl

am

J

special

part ol the block ot Brick Stores
TirePortland Pier.

on

wv

lot, containing" rooms, Subago
For particulars call at 31 LINCOLN

water.

clrclllation, giving vigor
andheaHh®
the
d'dets the nerves, acts dinwi^SPSk®8
V?wel8'
the secretive
rectl>
organs, and, by its powerful
Tonic and restoring edicts,
produces healthy and
action to the whole

P

Let,

to

TENEMENT

strengthening and nourishing. Like nutrifood taken into the
stomach, it assimilates and
* through the

V*32T-?J25
JOHN

Let

front room on second floor. Also
on th.rd floor with board.
49 Frankoc28tf

PLEASANT
lin st.

{fL}yEAKNESS, GLANDULOU8 TUINTERNAL ABSCEsifi??*? SCROFULA,obstruction!
of the
“SJ'A11 Es' uteriee
*

**

PORTLAND mv
apl7d eod &w6m
^ ,™F-

fflHOSE
JL

To

Dr. Wells’ Extract of Jurubeba

deranged

the

J. W.

I'irst- lass Houses to L»et.

one room

urinAr y

h>ai!!iei

8t;neri4l Use should have
5>Illfrr?m,™
°VVfor
their
ettieacyvaestablished
by well-tested experience in
the minus of a regularly-educated
physician, whose
nrenaratory studies lit him for all the duties he must
rullil, yet the country is Hooded with iioor nostrums
snd cure-alls, purporting to be the best in the world.
which are uot only useless, but
ulways injurious,
llio unfortunate should be pabticulak in
selecting
bis physician, as it is a lamentable
yet incontrovertible fact, that many syphilitic patients are male miserable with ruined constitutions
by maltreatment
from inexperienced physicians in
general practice;
for it is a point generally conceded
by the best svpbil*h“
aud munugemeut of these
DfH?£tH>S!nnVi'1
plaints should engross the whole time of those who
would be competent and successful in their
treatment
an t ours,
ihe inexperienced
general practitioner,
neither

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL

I F NO r sold previous to Oct 1st, the two end bouses
1 in the new brick block of lour, on (he corner ol
Neal and Pine st*. will be rented ou favorable ttr-ms.
These are lirst class housea in every respect, conaioing 13 rooms, having all modern improvements,
and 8e ha go wafer. Apply to JOHN T. HULL, 48
Union St.
seplfi

Leng and successfullyused in its native country, as a
Powerful ionic, and Potent Purifier ot the Blood it
is found even to exceed the
anticipations founded on

an

No. 20 State St., Boston.
tfOSiAH A. Brodhead, Esq.—Sir. A sample of Old
I)r. Goodhue's Root and Herb
from Flint &

*°R

rilHE West Gorham House, occupied for the last
X seven years by Jedediah Graftara, Esq. All, or
part of the Furmiturn ot the house can be bought at a
great bargain, as the same will be sold at Public Auction soon If not disposed off, as the proprietor wishes
to change his business.
Possession given immediately,
aptlttS. R. CLEMENT.

JURUBEBA!

for ,n

Caution to the Public.
Every intelligent and thinking pereou must

There

To Let,

_

For Peaks’ Island.

A

THE

sighs the weary ami exhausted one, as the languor
and lassitude of sprlngcuines
upon him. Come and
receive rigor and
strength from the wonderful South
American Tos ic

MATKmlMKllcrTL

long
handing or recently contracted, entirely removing
;he dregs of disease from the
and making a
system,
lerfect and pehmanent cube.
He would call the attention ol the afflicted
to the
and well-eanmil
[act of bis long-standing
reputation!
tarnishing sufflcient assurance of his skill anil sue-

more

PROCURE TICKETS

OLD

Deleting

m_.a

pleasant Cottage House No. 11 Cedar St.
myleodtfM. G. PALMER.

dlw_

Oh, Would

mpuie connection or the terrible vice of seif-abuse.
ids eutire time to that
particular branch oi
he medical profession, he feelB warranted hi Ul
aki.NTKKISGA CUBE IN ALL CASES, Whether of

SOME

STEAMERS.

Rooms,

WHERE

To Let!

goood character—one who u
himself to business during rea-

business hours—to engage in a light and
profitable business,which will pay at the rate of $10,000 per annum. The best of references
given and required. Apply to or address
GEORGE WEBSTER,
34 School street, Room 14,
apr20
Boston, Mass.

„fmt”

Read Prof. Hayes’ report
to Col. Brodhead, State
Commissioner of Massachu-

setts.

For particulars apply to
PORTLAND STAR MATCH CO.,
West Commercial Sreet, Portland, Me.
jun 12-dAwtf

PARTNER WANTED.

condition of the Stomach

Liver,

moderate.

$5000.~

$5000.
A

aplltf

Island to Let.
ISLAND 13 miles from Portland and two
from main land, containing about 40
acres, together with the buildings thereon, consisting
of new Dwelling House, Barn, Sheds, aud Fish
House, all in perfect repair.
This is a good location for either Fanner or Fisherman.
The land is excellent—sea-dressing and
muck abundant. The harbor is good and in close
proximity to good fishing grounds which with several
markets near at hand inaxe it a rare chance to carry
on the market fishing and lobster business.
Terms

Wanted.
Agents for a New Work by John S. C. AbBOOK
bott, suited to every family and all classes.

sonabie

Apply to

rooms.

AN miles

FIRST CalssTailor

“•o^hole system.

BLOOD,

convenient

Medical

FOE

RAILROADS.

AT

No. 172 Cumberland
Street,
he can be consulted
privately, and with
the utmost confidence
the
by
afflicted, at all
lours daily, and from 8 A. M. to 8 P. M.
I)r. H. addresses those who are
Buttering under the
rfflictlon of private diseases, whether
arising from

SEEK

bouse of 10
BRUNELL & CO., 150 Exchange st.
VERY

my2-3t

GREAT BLOOD PURIFIER.

are
care

House to Let.

of.<tr“ntl,1B
holder* so,it viI‘.Ur,I08e
Ictualcr“> who

GOODHUE’S

They

mcb27

to go Into the country. AdA dress C. L. KIMBALL,
Bethel, Me.
ap25tf

on

MEDICINE.

great

STORE

Wanted.

—

OI,D

For Rent.
No. 157 Commercial st., corner of Union
St.. occupied by George M. Small. Suitable for
Flour and Grain, and heavy Grocery Trade.
Double connting room in 2d story. For terms apply to
EDWARD FOX.

IMMEDIATELY.

KIMBALL’S,

bv Hoyt,

MATTOCKS & FOX,
88 Middle street.

niar28dtf

finishers.

atC. P.

I think intelligent
and pencil to cypher

PEOPLE’S

THE

Wanted.

four

suita-

For Rent.

Good pay
good carriage
11HREE
and steady employment.
Apply to Cullerton &
or

Butler;

Store 92 Middle stieet, now occupied
Fogg and Breed. Apply to

ROSS & STURDIVANT,
179 Commercial st.

mar26thdtf

Let!
Commercial st., recently oc-

or Grocery Business.
Gas,
and all modern conveniences. Apnlv to
A. E. STEVENS & L
O.,
1
janl6tf
^Commercial treet.

T© freight Coal from New York and
Philadelphia to Portland and other

points oust.

apl8*lw th tf

&

FOUND AT HIB

11

Water

PERMANENT
good

grand-sou of Henry Clay,
peat
breeders will not need a

THE

To
No. 149

or transient boarders accommodated with
rooms and Itoard.
Two connected
rooms with board, furnished or unfurnished, at 119
Cumberland Street, corner of Franklin*
reblTtf

Vessels

Woodford's Corner.

Store,
BRICK
cupied by Messrs. Purington
ble for wholesale Flour

Boarders Wanted.

jJh

Reed,

Private

BE

jess.

ONE

ap2dtf

between F. P.

YESTERDAY,

good order.

To Let.
2 story house, with stable attached; also for
sale, 1 pr. Ox wheels six Inch rim with hay rack,
hay rigging suitable for one horse. Apply to John

facts show

ever

2:30, while the Clays are fourth on the list with eleven
below 2:30, and to make it more
binding Long Island
Black Hawk stands second,fifteen of bis
posteritvhavingbeaten 2:30. As King Wiliam is agreat grand-son
of Long Island Black
Hawk, and Tom. Patehen a

1 ***

Immediately,

CONVENIENT rent for a
ply at No. 25 Winter st.

A

sale;

CASCO NATIONAL BANK,
April 17-dlm
_Portland, Me.

May 1-dlw

witnessed before.

I was politely conducted to
my rooms. The
next morning I appeared before the
Master
and Seniors, aud,
though I pleaded loud and
long, I was rusticated for two terms. I

Rightful ciphering took
ITupp or (in untechnical
place,
language) several
notes struck down

-‘ember
mg” I at once perceived was on the swell
In a second I heard a handful of
swell^toiw
pushed hastily in, and the Psalms were finished on the Great and Choir.
When the
Anthem began, the first few chords told me.
Plainly enough, that the swell was now all
cipl*ering had been cured. Now I
kn
at’ iu all probability, the organist
at th,:
k«y action to effect
thh.

of the

borne little demon whispered in
my ear; and
in a moment I saw
my only hope of release
from the intense and
increasing agony I was
suffering. I must open the nearest pipes, and
thus release the
accumulating wind. I knew
of course, the uproar I should
cause, and
still heard the interminable Dean at
his interminable sermon. But I could not
help it.
With one hand I grasped about
eight of the
bass pull-downs,
and with the other I laid
hold of the nearest pedal trackers. A
roar of
the most awful character
ensued; it was as
though fifty healthy bulls and five active volcanoes had burst into the
The
chapel
Dean’s sermon was
effectually quenched.
One of his finest periods was
to an

a

inside the
sounded various and discordant organ, and
nines whether the organist liked it or no.
This

A

It

so.

great organ wind-chest,

screen, looking un
“°w and then to the -‘noble and
valuaInstrument above me. Towards the
ms

or

for

Four (4) Kingsley Steam Hammers, in
For farther information address

1A lug of Millinery goods. Wanted also an experienced Saleswoman. Apply at 33* Congress st.

LU

My I ace was literally jammed between the
ever-rising bellows below and those hideous
spikes above. I dare not cry out; for was not
the Dean in the finest
passage of his peroration ? In the midst of
my agony I heard a
sound, and felt a movement in the mechanism near me.
It was the organist
pulling out
the great organ-stops.
At the same instarn

I was late for
chapel,
passing up the ante-chapel I
found the choir gates
dosed, and the services
well advanced I had
nothing particular to
do, so I thought I would sit down in the antechapel to hear the anthem. So I made mvselt comfortable near the

8a

inch

with board in a
of three persons.

rooms

Wanted.

within
breast-high,
two
inches of my face. To raise
my head was
impossible, for, as I before remarked, a row
of sharp screw-ends
(technically called “tapped wires”) was directly over the nape of my
neck. All this time, though it was but a few
seconds, I was acutely conscious of the steady
progress of the sennon. I can even now remember every word of the sonorous Dean’s
peroration. A sudden thought flashed across
What a fool I am! why not open
my mind.
the escape-valve?” Now the
escape-valve,
which is an arrangement for
preventing the
bellows from bursting, was, as usual, in the
nuddle of the wide expanse of the bellowstop. If I could only Dress this down, the air
w ould escape, the bellows would
sink, and I
might yet get free. I strained and reached,
but in vain; my longest
finger could not be
got within six inches of the valve. I thought
of my two-toot rule;
but, alas! in my consternation I had let it drop. On went the sermon; “beat, beat,” went my heart. The
belloivs-top was now touching my nose, and
and the sharp points were
being gradually
driven into the back of
my neck. I struggled, but in vain. It was no use. I was
wedged in, like some poor victim in a torture
machine of the Inquisition.
“Pump, pump,”
went the
bellows-handlc; down came the
blood from innumerable
punctures in the
back of my neck.
My agony was intense.

Su,1<lay morning,
?Ueand

S?
‘

moving

MAIN

ever

private family, by
a* family
Address, stating
terms and location, W., Portland P. O.
ap30*lw

was

now

was

w1' 1H

ini’

Yes.it

ms.

to

Wanted.

11HREE

CAN

(Modern) Brick Building,
For term of year*—Bent low.
BUILDING 160x40 feet, 3 1-2 stories high.
Wing 70x40 feet. 3 1-2 stories high; Force Room
120x32 feet, 1 story high.
There is in the building a 100 horse engine, main
ines of shafting, elevator, is piped for gas, water and
iteam, and has a never-failing supply of pure wabc, is well located, being less than 1-8 mile from
wharves or Railroad depots, both east and west;
fronts three streets, and is,well arranged for manutacture of car-springs and axles, cotton or woolen
goods or for a machine shop, foundry or paper mill.

No capital required, Canvassers will find
it tor their interest to do all business through this office ; for reference please call or address “Portland
Hand Stamp Co., No. 11 and 12 Fluent Block, Portland Me.
apl5 lm

«

UCgUU

few male aud female

largest

Agents.

Mechanics.

toTet.

canvass

B. HUGHES

DK. J.

I Firm-Clans

Wanted.
a

MEDICAL.

and

Manufacturers

ap26tf

W. Goddard.

agents
for tl>e National Linen Marker and Card
IMMEDIATELY
inducements
ottered to
Printer. The

too true, the wind was
being put in, ready
for the conluding voluntary. It must be remembered that my head was of
necessity bent
forward, that my face was looking down upon the top of the
bellows, and that I was so
securely wedged into this position that it
was only by
scrambling across the top of the
bellows I could possibly get out; and this was
only possible when the wind was out
out and the bellows at its lowest level
Immediately, when I saw the difficulty, I endeavored to get one leg
the
upon
bellows, in
the hope I might be able to scramble over
it
to the other side before it rose much
higher.
But it had already risen too
high for this
Every movement of the handle, worked by
the man outside, raised the
surlarge

compositionor

Free St., by C.
SUITABLY

the in wind. In the
greatest consternation. I put my hand
upon the top of the

1

cal turn of mind; so, by my favorite pursuit,
I gratified both sides of my disposition. I
often tried to convince my father that it was
a most economical step thus to kill two birds
with one stone, but he would not see it. I
explained how I might develop my mechanical talent by building an expensive steam-enand indulge my musical propensities by
isisting on running up to London every week
to enjoy the Opera or Philharmonic concerts.
I proved on paper that this method would
consume more time and more money than a
little quiet organ-building could ever absorb.
But it was all no use.
My father had not a
logical mind, and he drove away conviction
in a manner most irritating to a sound reasoner like myself.
However, I had my own
way at Cambridge, but under protest.
Now, the organ in the Chapel of St. Blasius was an old organ, which had been renovated and added to by several builders, till the
inside of the instrument was crowded beyond
all reason. For the most ordinary processes
of tuning and regulating, the unfortunate
operator had to perform the feats of an acrobat before he could get at either pipes or keyaction. The bellows had to be emptied, and
the swell closed before he could get in at
all.
And, after he was in, it was only by
getting over sundry massive beams, under
cross
beams not more
than two
feet
from the ground, and through apertures
scarcely big enough for a rabbit, that any of
the important working parts of the instrument could be reached, To tie oneself into
a knot, as tumblers do, was
nothing to this.
Unless a man could double himself up into
the space of a cubic foot or
so, unless he
could wriggle along yards upon his
back, and
stand for many miserable minutes in the
most apoplectic postures, he could not
hope
to do
anything to the interior of the St.
Blasius organ.
It was from this untoward
instrument that I obtained all my patterns
and measurements for my own chamber- orI formed the acquaintance of the
gan.
organist, and, after a vast amount of strategy,
won his consent to
my venturing into the
hidden depths of his hideous old machine.
Week after week did I attempt new feats,
with the view of getting hints for my own
amateur work. X lived in a chronic state of
br oken head and contused shins.
Every now
and then I appeared with one or more black
eyes: and on one occasion, I was most suspiciously cross-examined by the Dean as to

tlwit

r,

put

TO LEI.

A C»ood t ook
recommended, is wanted at No. 33

mon.
The Dean gave oat his text, and
commenced one of his dreary and lengthy
compositions. 1 cannot say 1 was very attentive. 1 was too fully occupied watching
and ponderously the learnmy man. Slowly
ed" D< an got through his introduction aud
the first of his three heads. Just as he proceeded with “Secondly.” the bellows-blower,
to my great joy, softly left the organ-loft,
while the organist was all right in front, listening hard, it is to be hoped, to the Dean’s
sermon.
In a moment I slipped round, when
I found the coast was clear, and came upon
tlielittle side-door open! I doubled myself
up and got in. I went cautiously on hands
and knees across the top of the bellows, and
after several hairbreadth escapes, reached
the rods of the great organ stops, with the
composition rollers working above and below. I softly got oft' the bellows at the side
fartherest from the side-door, and here I had
to place myself into the most uncomfortable
position it is possible to conceive. I hadjust
room for my two
legs, but noue for the upper
part of my body. A large beam projected just
into the very spot where my shoulders
ought
to have lieen; so I had to bend my head forward over the top of the resarvoir-bellows,
with a row of sharp wire screw-ends above,
lying across the nape of my neck. The composition pedal-work was now in front of me
nearly, and, pulling out a small rule, I immediately commenced my investigation and
measurement. Meanwhile, I could hear the
heavy theological Dean droning out his interminable sermon. For the first time in my
life I admired bw prolixity, for every additional subdivision of his subject gave me so
much
more
time
for
my work. I
knew full
well
that, when the sermon came to an end,
my little excursion
must also terminate, for the organist would
then commence his concluding voluntary.
I heard a faint sound at the back of tli$ organ. of which, however, I did not take much
notice. I supposed (and rightly) that it was
the blower returning to his post, aud I naturally calculated the small gratuity which
would suffice to buy his silence when I made
my exit through the dark little door opposite.
How far the Dean hail advanced in his sermon I could not tell
exactly, but I know that
he was deep in “Thirdly,” and 1
thought to
myself it was nearly time for me to get out.
I had just resolved upon this, and was folding up my two-foot rule and my paper of
memoranda, when my attention was attracted by a subdued creekiug sound. I looked
round; and, by the dusty twilight which prevailed inside the organ, I just saw enough to
®
oiiovuint

|

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

1

plenty of time; so I kept still in my hidingplace, and bided my time. The bellows-blower might go to
sleep, or he might leave the
organ-loft for a-few minutes during the ser-

row.

In
Placing the little hate ailmnrrow,
T™ k
Heady for church on the
Washing wee faces
*
A**®*
Getting them reedy an«l
hlt
Putting them into clean
to n g
That is what mothers arc doing
a

I

taU

article1

TUUFAVT, Bath, Me.

Wood l

;
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WM. BUSK.
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